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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

End of support (EOS)
Version 19.0 of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 reached EOS on September 30, 2020. No additional
updates are planned for the product and documentation. For the latest product documentation, see the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Version 20.0 documentation. For more information about end of service dates,
see Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page.
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Release Notes
SQL-Ease® for Db2 for z/OS (SQL-Ease) facilitates the writing, testing, and analysis of Db2 application programs. Online
SQL generation and testing facilities dramatically compress the usual Db2 development process. Use SQL-Ease to
perform the following tasks:

• Generate and standardize SQL
• Check and correct syntax errors
• Access online reference guides
• Execute SQL
• Analyze predicates online
• Explain test SQL on production subsystems
• Explain with projected data statistics
• Explain access path choices
• Use and update expert rules
• View, calculate, and migrate statistics

Enhancements
SQL-Ease has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 19.0:

Db2 12 Support

IBM Db2 12 for z/OS function levels V12R1M100 and V12R1M500 are now supported.

NOTE
Version 19.0 of SQL-Ease supports function level V12R1M100, for migration from Db2 11, and new function
level V12R1M500 only. Support for additional Db2 12 function levels will be provided in Version 20.0.

Db2 12 SQL DML Syntax Support

Db2 12 MERGE syntax support is now provided.

The following new or updated Db2 12 built-in functions are supported:

• PERCENTILE_CONT
• PERCENTILE_DISC

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

Db2 11 SQL DML Syntax Support

Db2 11 SQL array indexes are now supported.

The following new or updated Db2 11 built-in functions are now supported:

• CHAR9
• VARCHAR9

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

Db2 10 SQL DML Syntax Support

The following new or updated Db2 10 built-in functions are now supported:
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• ADMIN_TASK_OUTPUT
• MEDIAN
• XSLTRANSFORM

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

Capture Access Path Information for SQL That References Temporary Objects

You can now use enhanced explain to obtain access path information for SQL that references temporary objects. For
example, you can explain the SQL that uses declare global temporary tables. You can execute other statement types,
including INSERT to populate the table and CREATE INDEX to mimic the temporary application-defined objects. You can
also supply application-defined objects such as special registers for execution before an enhanced explain.

This functionality is enabled by using a new explain card, DDLFILE, to execute the temporary application-defined objects
immediately before the enhanced explain occurs. In addition, this functionality requires the Db2 Resource Recovery
Services Attachment Facility (RRSAF). For more information about enabling RRSAF, review the RRSAF Authorization
content that is located in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Common Functions documentation.

NOTE
The link to DDLFILE is accessible to users with Broadcom Support login IDs. Click login at the top right corner of
the window and enter your Broadcom Support credentials to access the links to this content.

Create DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES Input Table Support

You can create the DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES input table, which can help you determine how changing your index
definitions affects query performance. Plan Analyzer determines whether you are using Db2 10 or Db2 11, and creates the
table accordingly. Create this table using the Create Explain/Input Tables option.

SET TERMINATOR Statement Support

The SET TERMINATOR statement lets you change the SQL termination character when the default termination character
(;) conflicts with the SQL statements that are used in triggers, XML indexes, external SQL functions, and native stored
procedures. This enhancement lets you define an alternate terminating character for objects with embedded DDL.

This functionality is supported when used with the DDLFILE enhanced explain batch card.

Simplified Statistics Migration

Statistics migrations can now be performed without updating production JCL or manually deleting strategy versions. This
enhancement simplifies the process of migrating statistics between environments. In addition, your scheduled jobs can
now refresh statistics regularly without manual intervention.

This functionality is enabled by specifying Y in a new field, Replace existing version, on the Statistics Manager Execution
Options panel. When the Statistics Manager batch cards are displayed, the last parameter in the STRATEGY input card
contains a value of REPLACE.

Previous Version
The following information applies to SQL-Ease Version 18.0.00:

• The recommendation to create an index on SYSFIELDS has been removed. Db2 now provides an index for this table
as part of the catalog.

Release Comparison
This table compares the key features in all active releases for SQL-Ease:
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TIP

For a complete list of all enhancements and a detailed list of Db2 syntax support for each version of SQL-Ease,
see:

• Version 19.0 Enhancements 
• Version 20.0 New Features 

Key Features Version 20.0 Version 19.0
Db2 12 V12R1Mnnn, IBM Continuous
Delivery support
• Db2 SQL DML syntax support

 Yes No

Db2 12 V12R1M100, V12R1M500 support
• Db2 SQL DML syntax support

 Yes  Yes 

Db2 11 support
• Db2 SQL DML syntax support

 Yes  Yes 

Db2 10 support
• Db2 SQL DML syntax support

 Yes  Yes 

Db2® Spatial Extender support  Yes No
Capture access path information for SQL
that references temporary objects 

 Yes  Yes 

Create DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES input
tables 

 Yes  Yes 

SET TERMINATOR statement support  Yes  Yes 
Simplified statistics migration  Yes  Yes 

Release Compatibility and Support
The following resources are available from Broadcom Support Online:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Release and support lifecycle dates or search for other Product Lifecycle Details
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 Maintenance Grid
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 Compatibility Charts

NOTE
From Mainframe Compatibilities, you can select the type of compatibility information you are interested in
viewing. For example, Db2, z/OS, CICS.

• CARS maintenance
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
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Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers can successfully use its products and supporting documentation
to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support:

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the  Main
Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and select colors that are easier to see.
To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the emulator, refer
to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Database Management Solutions for Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS
• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• RC/Secure™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Secure)
• SQL-Ease® for Db2 for z/OS (SQL-Ease)

 12
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Installing
The following process explains how to perform a base installation of SQL-Ease.

NOTE

Detailed instructions and other installation use cases (like upgrading and installing maintenance) are described
in the Installing section of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Follow these steps: 

1. Prepare for installation by reviewing the installation best practices and verifying that the installation
requirements (hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met.

NOTE

RRSAF is required when using the DDLFILE enhanced explain statement, which lets you explain the SQL
that uses declare global temporary tables. You can execute other statement types, including INSERT to
populate the table and CREATE INDEX to mimic the temporary application-defined objects. You can also
supply application-defined objects such as special registers for execution before a future explain.

For more information about RRSAF authorization, see Security Requirements
2. Acquire and install the product using CSM or native SMP/E (pax-ESD).
3. Install product maintenance using CSM or native SMP/E jobs.
4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels. Select the following options in the order presented:

a. Select option 0 (Settings - Define session and environmental options). Use these settings to manage and
maintain the configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the
following steps.

b. Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product parmlib members). Use this option to set
up global and product-specific parmlib members.
• Edit the global parmlib members first.
• Then edit the PPA and SQE parmlib members in the CDBAPARM data set to set site-specific default execution

values.
c. Select option 2 (Tailor - Execute product-specific customization tasks). Use this option to customize post-

install global options, Xmanager, Xnet, and perform product-specific customization. Review the EASECUST
customization member in hlq.CDBASAMP for more information about the customization tasks.

d. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute Db2 catalog customization tasks). This option generates JCL to perform Db2
tasks. Install-related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. Execute these tasks on
each Db2 subsystem.
The install-related tasks include starting Xmanager, creating the product objects, and binding the product plans
and packages. The product-specific tasks include executing the Generate JCL for the PPA install/upgrade
customization task for each subsystem on which you installed the product.

NOTE

For a list of the Db2 objects that are created during installation, see SQL-Ease Objects (login required).
5. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, we recommend reviewing the operational and customization information provided in
the Getting Started section of this documentation. When these tasks are completed, you can use the product as described
in the Using section.
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RRSAF Authorization
SQL-Ease can use the Call Attachment Facility (CAF) or Resource Recovery Services Attachment Facility (RRSAF) to
connect to the Db2 address space. CAF is the default.

RRSAF is required when using the DDLFILE enhanced explain card. By using this card, you can explain the SQL that
uses declare global temporary tables. You can execute other statement types, including INSERT to populate the table and
CREATE INDEX to mimic the temporary application-defined objects. You can also supply application-defined objects such
as special registers for execution before a future explain.   

NOTE
For more information about enabling RRSAF, review the RRSAF Authorization content that is located in the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 Common Functions documentation.

 14
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Getting Started
To access SQL-Ease, perform one of the following actions:

• From the Database Management Solutions for Db2 main menu, enter S (the SQL-Ease option) and press Enter. The
Edit Entry panel appears.

• From an ISPF edit session, mark your SQL, enter SQLEASE in the command line, and press Enter. The main menu
appears.

The difference between the two access methods is performance. When you begin an edit session by selecting the product
from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 main menu, all necessary allocations are made. When you invoke
SQL-Ease from an ISPF edit session, the proper allocations are performed each time that you access SQL-Ease.

If you access SQL-Ease frequently, we recommend that you begin your ISPF edit session by invoking SQL-Ease from the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 main menu.

You can access all product options from your ISPF edit session by adding the option name to the SQLEASE command.
For example, to access the Generate SQL Statements option, enter SQLEASE GEN. The data set must have an LRECL
of 256 bytes or less.

Marking the SQL Using E and EE Line Commands
Several SQL-Ease options require you to indicate (or mark) which SQL statement to use:

• Required -- Marked SQL is required for Syntax Check SQL, Predicate Analysis, and Standardize SQL options.
• Optional -- Marked SQL is optional for Explain SQL, Enhanced Explain, and Execute SQL options. If no SQL is marked

when you request these options, the SQL Editor or ISPF Editor appears, depending on your editor Profile value.
• Not Required -- Marking the SQL is not necessary for Generate SQL Statements and Update Expert System Rules

options.

You mark which SQL to use from within your ISPF edit session by using the E or EE line commands. When you use
these commands, a single SQL statement is included in SQL-Ease. For example, if you block two statements, the first
encountered statement is used in SQL-Ease.

The marked SQL must be coded in the appropriate columns. For example, if COBOL is the host language, code the SQL
in columns 8 - 72. 

Use the E Line Command to Mark SQL

The E line command is a simple way to select a SQL statement. Enter the command next to any line of the SQL
statement, and SQL-Ease determines the beginning and end of the statement. This method is useful when the SQL
statement is too long to display on a single ISPF panel.

When you use the E line command, the statement must include the appropriate host language SQL statement delimiters.
For example, if your Profile Host Language value is set to COBOL, then your SQL statements must begin with EXEC SQL
and end with END-EXEC.

Follow these steps: 

1. Display the SQL in an ISPF edit session.
2. Type E next to the SQL statement to use, type SQLEASE EXEC on the command line, and press Enter.

The Dynamic SQL Execution panel appears.
3. Select the appropriate options and execute the SQL.

Example: Use the E Line Command in a COBOL Program 
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The following panel shows how to use the E line command in a COBOL program. In this example, E is specified on the
line containing a SELECT statement. Because the SQL is embedded in a COBOL program, SQL-Ease uses the EXEC
and END-EXEC delimiters to find the beginning and end of the SQL statement:

EDIT ---- USERx.WORK.CNTL(TESTEASE)          -----------------  COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===> SQLEASE                                            SCROLL ===> CSR

000089        EXEC SQL                                                         

000090            DECLARE TESTCSR CURSOR FOR                                   

E                    SELECT  A.DEPTNO                                          

000093                      ,A.DEPTNAME                                        

000094                      ,B.FIRSTNME                                        

000095                      ,B.LASTNAME                                        

000096                      ,B.JOB                                             

000097                      ,B.SALARY                                          

000098                 FROM                                                    

000099                      DSN8810.DEPT A                                     

000100                     ,DSN8810.EMP B                                      

000101                 WHERE                                                   

000102            END-EXEC.                                                    

000103            EXEC SQL                                                     

000104              OPEN TESTCSR                                               

000105            END-EXEC.                                                    

000106            EXEC SQL                                                     

000107              FETCH TESTCSR INTO                                         

000108                       :DEPT-DEPTNO                                      

000109                      ,:DEPT-DEPTNAME                                    

000110                      ,:EMP-FIRSTNME                                     

EE Line Commands

When you want more control over what SQL is marked, use the EE block line commands. For this method, enter EE in
pairs to mark the beginning and end of the SQL statement. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Display the SQL in an ISPF edit session.
2. Enter EE at the beginning and end of the SQL statement to use. 

NOTE

If the block of text is too large to display on the panel, you must exclude (X) text. Exclude enough lines to
display the top and bottom lines of the block. ISPF does not recognize the EE block commands and does not
let you scroll when EE commands are entered. If you do not want to exclude text, use the E line command
instead.

3. Type SQLEASE EXEC on the command line and press Enter.
The Dynamic SQL Execution panel appears.

4. Select the appropriate options and execute the SQL.

Example: Use the EE Line Command in a COBOL Program 

The following panel shows how to use the EE line command in a COBOL program. In this example, EE is specified at the
beginning and end of the SELECT statement:

EDIT ---- B0625TO.DOC.TST(TESTPGM2) -       ------------------ COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===> SQLEASE                                          SCROLL ===> CSR 

081600     EXEC SQL                                                           
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EE1700       SELECT                                                           

081800             B.CREATOR , B.NAME , C.IXCREATOR ,                         

081900             C.IXNAME , C.COLNAME , C.COLNO , C.COLSEQ ,                

062000             C.ORDERING , E.CREATOR , E.TBNAME ,                        

062100             E.RELNAME , D.DELETERULE , E.COLNAME ,                     

062200             E.COLNO , E.COLSEQ                                         

062300         FROM                                                           

062400               SYSIBM.SYSTABLES A                                       

062500             , SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES B                                      

062600             , SYSIBM.SYSKEYS C                                         

062700             , SYSIBM.SYSRELS D                                         

062800             , SYSIBM.SYSFOREIGNKEYS E                                  

- - -    -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  8 LINE(S) NOT DISPLAYED       

063700           AND D.TBNAME = E.TBNAME                                      

063800           AND D.CREATOR = E.CREATOR                                    

063900           AND D.RELNAME = E.RELNAME                                    

064000           AND E.COLSEQ = C.COLSEQ                                      

064100           AND B.UNIQUERULE = 'P'                                       

EE4200         ORDER BY 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 7                                     

064300     END-EXEC                                                           

064400            EXEC SQL                                                    

                                                                              

Access Commands
When you are in an ISPF edit session, you can invoke a specific product option by adding the option name to the end of
the SQLEASE command. For example, to access the Execute SQL option, enter SQLEASE EXEC in the command line
from your ISPF edit session. The option names are listed on the main menu.

You can also change the Db2 subsystem ID (Db2ID) and authorization ID (AUTHID) from within an ISPF edit session. Add
the ID command name to the end of the SQLEASE command. For example, enter SQLEASE Db2ID  ssid  or SQLEASE
SQLID  authid.

Batch Input
The Batch Processor (batch) input consists of SQL statements, DDL statements, and Batch Processor commands. SQL-
Ease generates batch input for its Enhanced Explain and Execute SQL options. Batch input is combined with a job stream
and can be executed online, in batch, or in immediate batch.

You can change batch modes while you are using the product by using the Mode field that is displayed on any product
panel.

Operational Considerations
Before using SQL-Ease, review the articles in this section, which discuss required product authorizations, performance
recommendations, and more.

Alternate Catalog Mapping
The Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) facility lets you view or alternate (shadow) catalog tables for the Db2 system
catalog tables.

ACM also offers performance advantages. Many Db2 catalog tablespaces contain multiple tables. However, when
tablespace scans are required, the tables in the tablespace are unavailable. You can avoid multiple-table locks by defining
each shadow table in its own tablespace. You can also define more indexes on shadow tables to improve performance.
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Views can be used to control access to the catalog information. Shadow catalog tables can be used to reduce contention
on the Db2 catalog. Any combination of shadow tables and views can be defined. The use of ACM shadow tables can
greatly reduce processing time and resource consumption.

Mapping Views and Tables

ACM lets you define (or map) alternate tables or views to catalog table names. Users without SELECT authority on the
catalog tables can then use these tables or views when SQL-Ease generates reports or object listings. Views and shadow
tables must be created before these objects can be mapped. You can then map the objects to the catalog tables by using
the ACM facility.

Access the ACM facility from the Value Pack product menu group on the Products Main Menu. For more information
about using this facility, see the Alternate Catalog Mapping section in the Database Management Solutions for Db2
documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com.

Activating ACM

After you have created alternate catalog mappings through the ACM facility, tell the product to use these mappings by
setting the ACM option from the Products Main Menu:

ON
Activates ACM. If you activate ACM but you have not assigned alternate catalog mappings, the actual system
catalog tables are used.

OFF
Uses the actual catalog tables. If you create alternate catalog mappings but you do not activate ACM, SQL-Ease
tries to access the Db2 system catalog. If you have not assigned alternate catalog mappings, set ACM=OFF
because SQL-Ease uses static SQL instead of the less efficient dynamic SQL.

You can create a default Alternate Catalog Mapping for users who do not have Alternate Catalog Mapping. This method is
an easy way to assign many users to a single default.

Any change to the profile ACM value does not take effect until you return to the main menu or you exit and reenter the
product.

COBOL Precompiler Options
The COBOL precompiler option for string delimiters (APOSTSQL or QUOTESQL) should be set to the same value as the
STRING DELIMITER install option of Db2. The following values are valid for Db2:

• Apostrophe (')
• Quotation mark (")

These options must have the same values because the product extracts the SQL directly from your COBOL program for
the Execute and Explain functions. If the values are different, edit the string delimiters before executing or explaining SQL
from COBOL programs.

These string delimiter options affect only SQL-delimited identifiers and character string literals.

Product Authorization
The Product Authorizations Facility lets you use Db2 security to control user access to the product functions.

Review the following authorization requirements before running SQL-Ease:
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• To permit users to update the Expert System rules, grant EXECUTE authority on the Update Expert System plan. To
do so, enter G next to the PPA Rule Admin. entry (found in the Plan Analyzer category).

• To permit users to produce dynamic SQL, grant SELECT authority on Db2 catalog tables (found in the General
category).

• To permit users to execute the Batch Processor or alternate catalog mapping, grant the authority to execute these
functions (found in the General category).

You can grant or revoke authorization to the following SQL-Ease functions:

EASE Main Plan
Executes all functions except the administrative functions.

EASE Rule Plan
Executes the administrative functions.

PSM Main Plan
Performs any operations in the Statistics Manager facility (including import, export, and rollback operations
against the Db2 catalog tables).

Operation Level
The Db2 security system implements many of the security restrictions that are discussed in this section. Users are never
permitted to bypass Db2 security. More security is provided through the authorization exit and Product Authorization
facilities.

Db2 Security

SQL-Ease follows the same security as Db2, as summarized in the following sections. For more information, see the IBM
Db2 Administrative documentation.

The following rules apply, except where noted:

• When the SQL statement is embedded in a program, the privilege set consists of the privileges that the owner of the
plan or package designates. 

• When the statement is executed dynamically, the privilege set is the union of the privileges that are designated by each
authorization ID of the process. (That is, the primary and secondary IDs.)

Create Explain Table Security

You can create an Explain Table when you have at least one of the following authorizations or privileges:

• SYSADM authority
• DBADM, DBMAINT, or DBCTRL authority on the database that contains the Explain Table
• CREATETAB privilege on the database that contains the Explain Table

For more information about Explain Tables, see the IBM Db2 SQL Reference documentation.

UPDATE Catalog Statistics Security

The PSM main plan can update the Db2 catalog statistics using the SQL-Ease Catalog Statistics facility. The PSM plan
and package owner must have at least one of the follow authorizations:

• SYSADM authority
• UPDATE authority on the catalog table or column being updated

Authority to Execute an EXPLAIN PLAN

You can execute an EXPLAIN PLAN on SQL when you have at least one of the following authorizations:
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• SYSADM
• SQLADM
• System DBADM
• Authority to execute the SQL (including SELECT authority for tables that the dynamic SQL references) and UPDATE

authority on all installed explain tables that the user defines in SQL-Ease
• Access to the Plan Analyzer stored procedure to perform EXPLAIN processing

To access this stored procedure, specify Y for the Use PPA stored procedure for Explain variable in the SQL-Ease
General Execution parameters. Doing so allows users without EXECUTE authority on the EXPLAIN PLAN statement
to use the Plan Analyzer stored procedure to perform EXPLAIN processing. The authority of the stored procedure is
used and you can still view the EXPLAIN results.

WARNING
The Plan Analyzer stored procedure that is used to perform EXPLAIN processing is supported only in Db2
subsystems that use native Db2 security.

• EXPLAIN privileges that allow you to perform certain explain tasks without the ability to access or modify data

Db2 Profile Services Facility Security

You can start, stop, or display a profile when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SQLADM authority
• SYSADM authority
• System DBADM authority
• SYSOPR authority
• SYSCTRL authority

You can issue the DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL command when you have at least one of the following authorizations or
privileges:

• SYSOPR authority
• SYSCTRL authority
• SYSADM authority
• DISPLAY privilege

Performance Recommendations
Follow these guidelines when using the Enhanced Explain facility to help improve application performance.

Avoid the Db2 System Catalog

The Enhanced Explain facility uses information in the Db2 system catalog to perform an analysis. Many performance
problems can be attributed to the Db2 system catalog, especially when the Db2 environment is large.

You can attempt to improve performance by using Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM). ACM avoids the Db2 system catalog
almost completely. The exception is when a Future Explain is requested. This type of Explain uses the native dynamic
EXPLAIN command, which accesses the system catalog tables. The extra indexes in member PPAACMIX are tuned to
make the catalog access as fast as possible. The use of ACM can help the Enhanced Explain run faster than without
ACM.

For more information, see the Alternate Catalog Mapping section in the Database Management Solutions for Db2
documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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Limit Analysis Requests Accordingly

Limiting analysis requests can improve performance. For example, do not request a complex analysis as a normal part of
your everyday usage of the Enhanced Explain.

This section highlights the Enhanced Explain reports and options that result in the access of these tables. By limiting the
analysis that these reports or options perform, you can reduce the amount of resources that are needed. Other catalog
tables are accessed, but those tables have indexes that the product analysis uses and therefore do not consume great
amounts of resources.

NOTE
For the SQLRULE and PHYSRULE reports, omit the report, or select the report but deactivate the listed rules in
the rule set.

SYSFIELDS

The following reports and options access SYSFIELDS:

• SQLRULE report (short or long)-Rule 0062

SYSVIEWS

The following reports and options access SYSVIEWS:

• Process Views = Y (in the Global Explain Options)

When this option is turned off (N), references to views are not processed as they typically would be. As a result, some
analysis, such as analysis of the predicates that are defined in the view, could be incomplete.

Although the SYSVIEWS catalog table has a defined index, all underlying objects for the view are retrieved from
the catalog. This retrieval affects explain report performance. The SYSRELS catalog table also has a defined index.
SYSRELS affects the explain report performance because all underlying referential objects are retrieved from the catalog.

SYSRELS

The following reports and options access SYSRELS:

• TREE report
• Referential Integrity report
• Physical Rules report (short or long)-Rules 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, and 1061

Set the Profile Variables
The Profile facility consists of the SQL-Ease profile and the global profile.

The SQL-Ease profile lets you set general execution parameters, SQL generation parameters, and host variable
parameters that are specific to the product.

The global profile lets you define the variables that all Database Management Solutions for Db2 products share.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Update Profile Variables option from the SQL-Ease Main Menu, and press Enter.
The Profile panel appears. You can also enter PROFILE (or PROF) in any SQL-Ease command line to access the
Profile panel.

2. Enter one of the following options in the Option field and press Enter.
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1 (Execution Parameters)
Sets the SQL-Ease general execution parameters. These parameters control execution settings such as the
default host language and SQL editor, user-defined offsets, primary and secondary authorization IDs, SQL
qualifier, and so on. These values are used throughout SQL-Ease.

2 (GEN Parameters)
Sets the SQL generation parameters.

3 (Host Variable Generation)
Sets the host variable generation parameters.

4 (Global Profile Variables)
Sets global profile variables for your Database Management Solutions for Db2 products.

Change the parameter values and press F3 (End) to save your changes. You can also enter CANCEL to exit from the
parameter panels without saving your changes.
The Profile panel appears and the profile variables are set. Press F3 (End) to return to the Main Menu.

SET TERMINATOR Statement Support
The SET TERMINATOR statement is supported when:

• Creating DDL syntax for triggers, XML indexes, external SQL functions, and native stored procedures.
• Altering DDL syntax for native stored procedures and external SQL functions.

This SET TERMINATOR statement lets you change the SQL termination character when the default termination character
(;) conflicts with the SQL statements that are used in triggers, XML indexes, external SQL functions, and native stored
procedures.

WARNING
This statement is supported only when used with DDLFILE enhanced explain card.

NOTE

The following values cannot be specified: comma (,), double quotes ("), single quote ('), left or right parentheses,
or underscore (_).

The default termination character is a semicolon (;).  The SET TERMINATOR statement remains in effect until another
SET TERMINATOR statement is encountered or the DDLFILE is processed.

Example: Use the #SET TERMINATOR statement

This example shows how to use the #SET TERMINATOR statement. The @ symbol represents the SQL termination
character. The next SET TERMINATOR statement restores the default termination character, which is a semicolon.

--#SET TERMINATOR@                                                                                           

                  

CREATE FUNCTION REVERSE4(INSTR VARCHAR(4000))                  

RETURNS VARCHAR(4000)                                          

DETERMINISTIC                                                  

NO EXTERNAL ACTION                                             

CONTAINS SQL                                                   

BEGIN                                                          

  DECLARE REVSTR, RESTSTR VARCHAR(4000) DEFAULT ' ';             

  DECLARE LEN INT;                                               

  IF INSTR IS NULL THEN                                          

    RETURN NULL;                                                   

  END IF;                                                        

  SET RESTSTR = INSTR;                                           
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  SET LEN = LENGTH(INSTR);                                        

  WHILE LEN > 0 DO                                               

     SET (REVSTR, RESTSTR, LEN) = (SUBSTR(RESTSTR, 1, 1) CONCAT     

     REVSTR, SUBSTR(RESTSTR, 2, LEN - 1), LEN - 1);                 

  END WHILE;                                                      

  RETURN REVSTR;                                                 

END                                                            

@                                                            

--#SET TERMINATOR ;

More information:
DDLFILE
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Using
SQL-Ease contains functionality that is designed to help you complete the following tasks:

• Generate and Standardize SQL -- Easily generate syntactically correct UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, SELECT and
MERGE statements, including JOINs, UNIONs, and subselects. SQL statements can optionally be generated with
sample WHERE clauses based on existing indexes and referential integrity relationships.

• Check and Correct Syntax Errors -- Locate SQL syntax errors using the SQL Syntax option. Once you have located
any SQL errors, you can use the SQL Notes option to obtain information about how to correct them.

• Access Online Reference Guides -- The SQL Notes option provides you with information about a number of Db2
SQL topics when you need it online during your edit session. You can even customize notes to add topics for your
installation. The notes are accessible through a menu or directly through the SQLEASE NOTES command.

• Execute SQL -- Execute the SQL contained in your application program or entered in the SQL Editor. SQL-
Ease returns the results of the statements including any SQL errors and execution statistics, such as CPU time,
elapsed time, Total Cost values, number of service units, rows selected, and rows modified.
SQL-Ease parses out host variables and prompts you for values, allowing you to execute your SQL with various host
values.

• Analyze Predicates Online -- Use the Predicate Analysis option to determine whether a predicate is indexable or
sargable (Stage I) and estimating the number of rows Db2 will return after a predicate is applied. This option can help
determine whether specific columns are good candidates for an index.

• Explain Test SQL on Production Subsystems -- Perform Enhanced Explain processing on your production Db2
subsystem for SQL that resides on your test subsystem.

• Explain with Projected Data Statistics -- To analyze SQL performance using projected data statistics, the Catalog
Update Facility provides an easy online method of specifying new values for selected catalog statistics. The catalog
updates can be committed or rolled back.

• Explain Access Path Choices -- Obtain the SQL cost performance and access path information.
• Use and Update Expert Rules -- Obtain recommendations on how to rewrite your SQL and predicates, or rearrange

your physical objects for better performance. Expert System rules can be updated to reflect threshold values for your
installation. By updating threshold values and activating rules, you can create unique rule sets for each application or
Db2 subsystem.

• Manipulate Statistics with Statistics Manager -- View, calculate, and migrate statistics to enhance your Db2 processing.

Product Overview
SQL-Ease is the most complete tool available for writing, testing, and analyzing Db2 application programs. Online SQL
generation and testing facilities dramatically compress the usual Db2 development process. The following main functional
areas are provided:

• Generate and Standardize SQL -- Using the Generate SQL option, you can easily generate syntactically correct
UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, SELECT and MERGE statements, including JOINs, UNIONs, and subselects. SQL-
Ease even provides table and column selection lists. The Standardize SQL option formats hand-coded SQL into a
standard, easy-to-read format. Optionally, you can Generate and Standardize in one step.
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SQL statements can optionally be generated with sample WHERE clauses based on existing indexes and referential
integrity relationships.

• Check and Correct Syntax Errors -- You can locate SQL syntax errors using the SQL Syntax option. Once you have
located any SQL errors, you can use the SQL Notes option to obtain information about how to correct them.

• Access Online Reference Guides -- The SQL Notes option provides you with information about a number of Db2
SQL topics when you need it online during your edit session. You can even customize notes to add topics for your
installation. The notes are accessible through a menu or directly through the SQLEASE NOTES command.

• Execute SQL -- You can execute SQL contained in your application program or entered in the SQL Editor. SQL-
Ease returns the results of the statements including any SQL errors and execution statistics, such as CPU time,
elapsed time, Total Cost values, number of service units, rows selected, and rows modified.
SQL-Ease parses out host variables and prompts you for values, allowing you to execute your SQL with various host
values.

• Analyze Predicates Online -- You can use the Predicate Analysis option for an easy method of determining whether
a predicate is indexable or sargable (Stage I) and estimating the number of rows Db2 will return after a predicate is
applied. The Predicate Analysis option can be helpful in determining whether specific columns are good candidates for
an index.

• Explain Test SQL on Production Subsystems -- You can perform Enhanced Explain processing on your production
Db2 subsystem for SQL that resides on your test subsystem. This gives you a method for tuning applications on your
testing subsystem without having to guess how they will perform when bound on your production subsystem.

• Explain with Projected Data Statistics -- To analyze SQL performance using projected data statistics, the Catalog
Update Facility provides an easy online method of specifying new values for selected catalog statistics. The catalog
updates can be committed or rolled back.

• Explain Access Path Choices -- Enhanced Explain analysis provides you not only with the SQL cost performance and
access path chosen, but also the factors that led to its choice. These factors include Db2 catalog statistics and physical
object configurations.

• Use and Update Expert Rules -- SQL-Ease gives you access to an Expert System that applies the wealth of
knowledge contained in a rule base holding more than a hundred rules gathered by the industry's foremost Db2
experts. These rules are used in monitoring your SQL, predicates, and the underlying physical objects to notify you of
potential problems. You will even receive recommendations on how to rewrite your SQL and predicates, or rearrange
your physical objects for better performance.
Expert System rules can be updated to reflect threshold values for your installation. By updating threshold values and
activating rules, you can create unique rule sets for each application or Db2 subsystem.

• Manipulate Statistics with Statistics Manager -- Statistics Manager gives you the functionality you need to make Db2
statistics work for you. You can view, calculate, and migrate statistics to enhance your Db2 processing.

Generate SQL
The Generate SQL option provides an online method of generating syntactically correct SQL for COBOL, Assembler,
PL/I, or C programs. SQL-Ease even provides table and column selection lists to assist you in generating SELECT,
UPDATE, DELETE, INSERT, and MERGE SQL statements, and host variable data declarations. Both cursor and non-
cursor processing are supported.

The Generate SQL option also provides:

• WHERE Clauses -- When generating SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE, or SELECT FROM MERGE statements, you
can optionally request the generation of sample WHERE clauses. These samples are based on existing indexes and
referential integrity relationships.

• Column Selection Facility -- For SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT and MERGE statements, you can specify column names.
SQL-Ease provides a Column Selection Facility for this task.

• Declaration Generator -- The DCLGEN (Declaration Generator) feature in SQL-Ease offers enhancements beyond
those offered by IBM DCLGEN. It allows greater control when generating host variable names. For example, you
can specify a prefix that will be attached to the column name or number to form the host variable name. DCLGEN
generates a DECLARE TABLE statement and a COBOL, Assembler, or PL/I data declaration.
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You can find a sample batch DCLGEN job in the CDBASRC library as member SQEBATCH. 
• Cursor Processing -- For SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE and SELECT FROM MERGE statements, you can also specify

a cursor name. If you specify a cursor name, positioned UPDATE and DELETE statements are generated. For
SELECT and SELECT FROM MERGE statements, DECLARE, FETCH, OPEN, and CLOSE CURSOR statements are
generated. If you do not specify a cursor name, SELECT INTO and search-type UPDATE or DELETE statements are
generated.

• Joins, Unions, and Subselects -- When generating SQL statements, you can also create syntactically correct joins,
unions, and subselects using line commands.

Syntax Check SQL
The SQL Syntax option lets you mark a block of SQL and check its syntax. You can also use the SQL Syntax option from
in a SQL Editor session. If an error occurs, the cursor is positioned on the error token, alleviating the need to search for
the error line or block. Once you have located any SQL errors, you can use the Notes option to obtain information about
how to correct them.

Execute SQL Option
The Execute SQL option lets you execute SQL statements that are contained in a data set. Application developers can
test SQL statements directly from the ISPF edit session. The Dynamic SQL Execution panel lets you specify execution
options, edit the SQL being executed, and jump to the Enhanced Explain or Profile options. You can specify the target
Db2 subsystem (where the SQL will be executed). You can also use the Broadcom Editor to edit the SQL before
execution.

Many sophisticated features are provided for executing SQL:

• Multiple SELECT Statement Processing -- If the SQL contains multiple SELECT statements, the results of each
SELECT statement are returned to you. You can browse or print the returned rows before continuing execution.

• Row Limit -- For SELECT statements, you can enter a row limit to reduce the number of returned rows.
• Execution Statistics -- The following statistics are displayed in the execution output:
CPU Time

Indicates the amount of CPU time that was used to execute the SQL.
Elapsed Time

Indicates the amount of clock time for the execution.
Total Cost Value

Indicates the Db2 relative cost factor. This value is returned by Db2 when the statement is prepared.
CPU Service Units

Indicates the number of CPU service units that were used to execute the statement.
Rows Selected

Indicates the number of rows that were retrieved during execution.
Rows Modified

Indicates the number of rows that were updated or deleted.
• Batch or Online Mode -- You can execute the extracted SQL statements in batch mode or online mode.
• Host Variable Prompts -- The host variables are parsed before SQL execution, and you are prompted for any required

host variable values.
• Rollback Option -- This option is useful for UPDATE and DELETE statements because it lets you test your SQL

repeatedly without changing any Db2 data.
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Predicate Analysis
Predicate analysis can occur through enhanced explain or by using the SQLEASE PRED command.

When predicate analysis is generated through enhanced explain, the Predicate report queries and reports on the explain
data in the DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and DSN_FILTER_TABLE. Db2 populates these tables when Db2 EXPLAIN and
BIND EXPLAIN(YES) are executed. The report indicates the predicate stage, the filter factor, and whether the predicate is
indexable. Predicate text is also provided. This report addresses the following questions:

• Who created the predicate (ORIGIN)?
• Where is the predicate is located in the SQL (CLAUSE)?
• Why was the predicate created (ADDED_PRED)? This question is addressed when Db2 created the predicate.

In contrast to the enhanced explain predicate analysis, the SQLEASE PRED command analyzes only the SQL statement
and the Db2/catalog data. The explain data is not referenced. The Predicate report analyzes the Db2 catalog data and the
SQL statement. The report displays the predicates in an SQL statement, and indicates whether the predicate is indexable
and sargable (Stage I). This report also estimates the number of rows that Db2 returns after applying the predicates.

Create Explain Table(s)
The Create Explain Table(s) facility lets you generate the DDL for the explain tables PLAN_TABLE,
DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE, DSN_FUNCTION_TABLE, DSN_COLDIST_TABLE, and DSN_KEYTGTDIST_TABLE.
The facility also lets you generate DDL for the Db2 recommended indexes for each table. You can also create the
DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES input table.

Explain Services
The Enhanced Explain function goes beyond letting you view the Db2 EXPLAIN output. This function also lets you
perform the following tasks:

• Update the catalog statistics that affect the Db2 access path selection.
• Specify secondary authorization IDs.
• Save or roll back the EXPLAIN output to your PLAN_TABLE.
• Access rule-based SQL Expert System.

SQL-Ease provides another option for explaining your SQL: Explain SQL. This option lets you quickly execute an explain
from an ISPF edit session and receive a synopsis of the access path that Db2 selected. Explain results are inserted into
your edit session as notes or message lines.

Enhanced Explain provides the following features:

• Execution Modes – You can execute the Explain online or in batch mode.
• Explain on Multiple Subsystems -- You can explain SQL on multiple subsystems without migrating the SQL. Tune

applications in the testing subsystem and avoid the drawbacks of waiting until the applications are in production to
measure their performance.

• Easy Catalog Statistics Updates -- The Catalog Update Facility lets you analyze SQL performance with projected
data statistics for any Enhanced Explain processing. Update the data statistics on a test subsystem to emulate the
production subsystem. Combined with the ability to explain on multiple subsystems, the Catalog Update Facility lets
you perform a true test of the production subsystem on the test subsystem. Catalog updates can be committed or
rolled back.

• Enhanced Explain Reports -- Enhanced Explain output provides a clear analysis of the access paths, including
information about how the access path affects performance.

• Expert System Rules -- SQL-Ease uses more than 100 Expert System rules to govern SQL syntax, predicates,
and physical design. (These rules are also shared with Plan Analyzer.) These reports let you view the SQL syntax,
predicate design, and physical object rules that are used in evaluate your SQL.
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Expert System Rules Maintenance
Rules can be triggered during explain processing to highlight problematic SQL or physical descriptions, or both. The
Update Expert System Rules options let you create rulesets specific to your needs by activating or deactivating rules and
setting thresholds.

For example, physical rule 1077 is triggered when FREEPAGE for a universal tablespace partition is not between the
acceptable range of 0-20. This threshold can be changed to adapt to your site standards.

SQL Editor
SQL Editor provides editing features not available from the ISPF editor. Accessible from the Execute or Explain control
panels, the SQL Editor is a facility for editing the SQL statements to execute or explain. In addition to standard ISPF edit
line commands, the SQL Editor's sophisticated features include interactive table/view and column selection. The COLS
command, which controls the display of the Column Area, lets you select columns to include in your SQL statements. To
quicken SQL editing, the SQL Editor includes text word-split and word-wrap features.

The EXPLAIN command can be used in the SQL Editor to translate the Db2 explain information and present the
information in the form of a short report. You can also use the SYNTAX, PRED, and STAND commands to check syntax,
analyze predicates, and standardize SQL format. Once you have completed your edits, use the SEND command to send
the SQL back to your ISPF edit session.

The EXPLOPTS command performs the same function as EXPLAIN but also displays a pop-up panel that lets you specify
the following before the Db2 EXPLAIN is performed on the SQL statement:

• Plan Table Option
• Secondary Authid
• SQL Qualifier
• Path Schemas
• Parallelism Degree
• Isolation

Standardize SQL
The Standardize SQL option lets you reformat SQL in a standard and easy-to-read format from in your edit session,
for example, placing each major clause on a new line. To standardize SQL contained in the data set being edited, first
mark the block of SQL you want standardized, then enter the SQLEASE STAND command. The standard format SQL is
inserted after the original SQL.

Optionally, you can automatically standardize your SQL after it is generated.

SQL Notes
The SQL Notes option provides detailed information about a multitude of Db2/SQL topics. You can browse the notes
or insert them directly into your ISPF edit session. The information available includes SQL statement syntax diagrams,
descriptions of SQL return codes, and information about limits that are imposed by SQL and Db2. You can also customize
the notes by adding new topics.

SQL Notes are accessible through any SQL-Ease menu or directly through the SQLEASE NOTES command.
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Db2 Profile Services
Profiles help verify that your SQL statements execute consistently. Profiles can help control how Db2 applies certain
policies, parameters, and performance-related settings when executing SQL statements on a subsystem. Profiles can also
monitor threads and connections.

Simplify Db2 profile management by using the Db2 Profile Services option to manage profiles and profile attributes in the
DSN_PROFILE_TABLE and DSN_PROFILE_ATTRIBUTES tables.

The Db2 profile tables must be installed to use this service. For more information about these tables, see the IBM Db2 for
z/OS Managing Performance documentation. 

Extended Query Facility
The Extended Query Facility (EQF) lets you customize internal SELECT statements to control the data that is returned.
Use extended queries to filter selection lists and reports.

For example, if you are viewing a plan listing, you can limit the list to valid plans that were bound in a specific time range.
Use EQF to enter the custom selection criteria, which are then executed as part of the internal SQL statements.

Extended queries can be saved, shared, and executed in online or batch mode. EQF also supports the use of symbolic
variables to perform run-time customization of the search criteria. EQF is common to most z/OS products for Db2.

Alternate Catalog Mapping Support
SQL-Ease supports Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM), which permits the system administrator to control access to the
Db2 system catalog for each user. Before ACM can be used, it must be activated through the Products Main Menu. (That
is, the ACM field must be set to YES.)

Multiple Db2 Subsystems
You can switch between multiple Db2 subsystems, even different Db2 versions, without having to exit SQL-Ease and
reallocate load libraries. To switch subsystems, enter the new subsystem ID in the Db2 subsystem ID prompt (SSID),
which appears on most SQL-Ease panels. This feature lets you view a report on one subsystem, change the SSID, and
view the same report on the newly specified subsystem. You can also select a subsystem from a subsystem listing. For
more information, see Standard Header Fields.

NOTE
In general, you can use products in a split panel mode. However, because the Db2 Call Attach Facility does not
let you simultaneously connect to two different subsystems, you might encounter unpredictable results if you
change subsystems in one of the sessions. For more information, see the IBM Db2 Application Programming
and SQL documentation.  

Double-Byte Character Set Support
SQL-Ease supports double-byte character sets (DBCS). Double-byte character sets are used to represent characters in
languages that are too large to represent with 1-byte codes. For example, Kanji (used in Japan) and Hanzi (used in China)
each contain several thousand characters. DBCS uses 2 bytes per character.

For more information, see the IBM DBCS Applications Primer and DBCS Design documentation.
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Generating SQL Statements
The Statement Generator provides an easy way of generating syntactically correct SQL in a standard format. Use the
Statement Generator panel to select the statement types to generate and to view the objects (tables, views, aliases,
materialized query tables, and synonyms) that match your selection criteria.

Before you access the product, specify where to generate the statements that are selected from the Statement Generator
panel. To do so, enter line command B (Before) or A (After) on the appropriate line in an ISPF session. If you do not
specify a location, the generated SQL is placed at the end of the data set that you are editing.

Follow these steps: 

1. From your ISPF session, enter SQLEASE GEN in the command line and press Enter.
The Statement Generator panel appears.

2. Specify criteria in the header fields. You can provide selection criteria unless otherwise noted. All (*) is the
default. Press Enter.
A list appears, showing objects that match the header criteria.

3. Select the statement types that you want to generate by completing one or both of the following steps:
– Enter S in a Statement Type field (and repeat as needed) to include all columns in the generated SQL statement.
– Select specific columns to include in the generated SQL:

a. Enter C in an S, U, I, and MRG (Select, Update, Insert, and Merge) field.
A column selection list appears. You can scroll right (F11) to view the Label field, which displays the column
description (if a description exists).

b. Enter S to select specific columns to include in SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, or MERGE statement generation.
Multiple statements can be generated. One statement is generated for all columns that are selected for that
statement type. For example, SELECT ALL selects all listed columns for a SELECT statement.
When generating INSERT statements, S appears in the INSERT field for any NOT NULL column (to prevent the
generation of incomplete INSERT statements).
Press F3 (End).
The Statement Generator panel reappears. The value C appears in the corresponding statement type field to
indicate that columns were selected.

c. (Optional) Use the other line commands (including JOIN, UNION, SubSELECT, and OP) that are available
on the Statement Generator panel. These commands provide more functionality when generating SELECT
statements.

4. (Optional) Enter a value in the CURSOR-NAME field to specify the cursor to use.
Cursor names are valid only for SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE, and MERGE statements.
If you leave the field blank, a cursor is not specified in the generated statement.
If a cursor name is specified for a MERGE statement, a SELECT FROM MERGE statement is generated. If the
MERGE AUDIT COLUMN profile variable is set to ‘Y’, the SELECT FROM MERGE statement is also generated with
the SQL. This statement adds an extra audit column to highlight updated and inserted records.

5. Perform one of the following steps:
– Press F3 (End) to generate the SQL.
– Enter GEN in the command line to generate the SQL without exiting the Generate function.
SQL is generated according to your commands. The DCLGEN statements are generated first and the statements
are displayed as a single section in your application. Then the remaining statement types are generated in the order
that the objects are listed on the panel. Generated statements are inserted into your data set at the location that you
specified. If you did not specify a location, the statements are inserted at the end of the data set.

Include Multiple Unlike Objects
You can generate an SQL statement for multiple objects in which the objects are named differently, or that have different
creators. View these objects simultaneously on the Statement Generator panel, to simplify the generation of JOINS,
UNIONS, and SubSELECTS using unlike objects.
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Use the header fields on the panel to select different objects when creating an SQL statement. You can also specify how
the Statement Generator processes selections.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter header criteria to display the first object of a JOIN, SubSELECT, … statement.
2. Select the object as part of the desired statement type by using a line command or by marking the object with the

appropriate input.
Press Enter.

3. Type new header criteria for the next object of the JOIN, SubSELECT, … statement.
Press Enter.
The New Selection Criteria - Choices popup panel appears.

4. Select option 3, Keep only selected objects.
Press Enter.
You return to the Statement Generator panel. The selected object remains after generating the new panel (which
corresponds to the new header criteria).

5. Select the next object as part of the statement type by using another line command or by marking the object
appropriately.
Press Enter.

6. Repeat these steps as needed for each object.

Example: SQL Generated with the Default Host Language Set to COBOL
The following panels show the SQL that is generated with the default host language set to COBOL. The first example
shows the SELECT statement with CURSOR1 on the ACT table. More information is provided by displaying notes and
messages when the generated SQL is inserted into your data set.

  File  Edit  Confirm  Menu  Utilities  Compilers  Test  Help                  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EDIT       xxxxx.UTILITY.WORK(TESTNOV1) -                  Columns 00001 00072 

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

==MSG>        ******************** SELECT - DSN8810.ACT ***********************

==MSG>        <CURSOR-DECLARATION>                                             

000001            EXEC SQL                                                     

000002              DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR                                 

000003              SELECT                                                     

000004                    ACTNO                                                

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = SMALLINT , LENGTH = 2 , NOT NULL       

000005                   ,ACTKWD                                               

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6) , NOT NULL                     

000006                   ,ACTDESC                                              

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = VARCHAR(20) , NOT NULL                 

000007              FROM                                                       

000008                    DSN8810.ACT                                          

000009              WHERE                                                      

==MSG>                    INSERT WHERE CLAUSE HERE...                          

000010            END-EXEC.                                                    

==MSG>        <OPEN-CURSOR>                                                    

000011            EXEC SQL                                                     

000012              OPEN CURSOR1                                               

000013            END-EXEC.                                                    

==MSG>        <FETCH-CURSOR>                                                   
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000014            EXEC SQL                                                     

000015              FETCH CURSOR1 INTO                                         

000016                    :ACT-ACTNO                                           

000017                   ,:ACT-ACTKWD                                          

000018                   ,:ACT-ACTDESC                                         

000019            END-EXEC.                                                    

==MSG>        <CLOSE-CURSOR>                                                   

000020            EXEC SQL                                                     

000021              CLOSE CURSOR1                                              

000022            END-EXEC.                                                    

                                                                               

The following tags appear with the generated SQL:

Msg
Indicates the beginning and end of generated statements. The Msg tag also indicates where more information can
be specified; for example, where WHERE clauses can be inserted.

Note
Provides reference material. You can use the RESET command to remove message and note lines from your edit
session.

The following example shows skeleton SELECT and UPDATE statements for table DSN8810.DEPT:

EDIT       xxxxx.UTILITY.WORK(TESTNOV1) -                      Invalid command 

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 

==MSG>        ******************** SELECT - DSN8810.DEPT **********************

000023            EXEC SQL                                                     

000024              SELECT                                                     

000025                    DEPTNO                                               

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(3) , NOT NULL                     

000026                   ,DEPTNAME                                             

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = VARCHAR(36) , NOT NULL                 

000027              INTO                                                       

000028                    :DEPT-DEPTNO                                         

000029                   ,:DEPT-DEPTNAME                                       

000030              FROM                                                       

000031                    DSN8810.DEPT                                         

000032              WHERE                                                      

==MSG>                    INSERT WHERE CLAUSE HERE...                          

000033            END-EXEC.                                                    

==MSG>        ******************** UPDATE - DSN8810.DEPT **********************

000034            EXEC SQL                                                     

000035              UPDATE                                                     

000036                    DSN8810.DEPT                                         

000037              SET                                                        

000038                    MGRNO = :DEPT-MGRNO                                  

000039                            :DEPT-MGRNO-IND                              

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6)                                

000040              WHERE                                                      

==MSG>                    INSERT WHERE CLAUSE HERE...                          

000041            END-EXEC.                                                    

                                                                               

SQL statements that are generated after joining a table from the SQL Statement Generator panel show referential integrity
information. 
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The following panel shows generated SQL with system-defined referential integrity information:

******  **************************** Top of Data ******************************

000001                                                                         

==MSG>        ******************** SELECT - USERXX.DEPT ********************** 

000002            EXEC SQL                                                     

000003              SELECT  A.DEPTNO                                           

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(3) , NOT NULL                     

000004                    , A.DEPTNAME                                         

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = VARCHAR(36) , NOT NULL                 

000005                    , A.MGRNO                                            

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6)                                

000006                    , A.ADMRDEPT                                         

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(3) , NOT NULL                     

000007               INTO  :DEPT-DEPTNO                                        

000008                   , :DEPT-DEPTNAME                                      

000009                   , :DEPT-MGRNO :DEPT-MGRNO-IND                         

000010                FROM  USERXX.DEPT A                                      

000011                    , USERXX.EMP B                                       

000012                WHERE                                                    

==MSG>        SAMPLE SEARCH CONDITIONS USING INDEXES:                          

=NOTE=        - USERXX.XDEPT1 (PRIMARY)                                        

000013                      A.DEPTNO =                                         

 ==MSG>        SAMPLE JOIN CONDITIONS USING:                                   

=NOTE=        - RED      (SYSTEM RI RELATIONSHIP - DEPT / EMP)                 

000014                      A.DEPTNO = B.WORKDEPT                              

=NOTE=        - RDE      (SYSTEM RI RELATIONSHIP - EMP / DEPT)                 

000015                      B.EMPNO = A.MGRNO                                  

000016            END-EXEC.                                                    

==MSG>        *****************************************************************

****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

                                                                               

The following panel shows generated SQL with user-defined referential integrity information:

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

==MSG>        ******************** SELECT - USERXXB.DEPT **********************

000001            EXEC SQL                                                     

000002              SELECT  A.DEPTNO                                           

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(3) , NOT NULL                     

000003                    , A.DEPTNAME                                         

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = VARCHAR(36) , NOT NULL                 

000004                    , A.MGRNO                                            

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6)                                

000005                    , A.ADMRDEPT                                         

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(3) , NOT NULL                     

000006                INTO  :DEPT-DEPTNO                                       

000007                    , :DEPT-DEPTNAME                                     

000008                    , :DEPT-MGRNO :DEPT-MGRNO-IND                        

000009                FROM  USERXXB.DEPT A                                     

000010                    , USERXXB.EMP B                                      

000011                WHERE                                                    

==MSG>        SAMPLE SEARCH CONDITIONS USING INDEXES:                          

=NOTE=        - USERXXB.XDEPT1 (PRIMARY)                                       
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000012                      A.DEPTNO =                                         

==MSG>        SAMPLE JOIN CONDITIONS USING:                                    

=NOTE=        - RED      (USER RI RELATIONSHIP - DEPT / EMP)                   

000013                      A.DEPTNO = B.WORKDEPT                              

=NOTE=        - RDE      (USER RI RELATIONSHIP - EMP / DEPT)                   

000014                      B.EMPNO = A.MGRNO                                  

000015            END-EXEC.                                                    

==MSG>        *****************************************************************

****** *****************************  Bottom of Data  *************************

                                                                               

These examples display generated statements with one formatted column per line. The generated statements can also
display multiple columns on a line through an option that is specified in the parmlib. 

Join Objects
Use the J and SEQ Statement Type fields on the Statement Generator panel to join objects. Leaving the last object in a
sequence devoid of a join-type designates it as the final object within a particular join sequence.

Only one join statement can be created at a time. 

The following example shows a two-way JOIN request:

SQGLST1       --------- SQL-EASE Statement Generator --------- YYYY/MM/DD 12:32

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                              LINE 1 OF 2  >  

Item Name ===> PROJ%              Creator ===> DSN8%10  Where ===> N           

DB2 SSID  ===> SSID                                     Version:   VXXCMXX     

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USER001 

 Select the SQL statement(s) that are to be generated by entering              

 an S or a C at the appropriate "Statement Type" prompts.                      

 S - include all columns in the SQL stmt, C - view a column selection list     

                                                                               

    ------ Object Information -------  ----------- Statement Type ------------ 

                                       D         M                             

                                       C         R                             

CMD NAME               CREATOR   TYPE  L S U D I G  J SEQ  CURSOR-NAME         

___ PROJ               DSN8910   T     _ C _ _ _ _  L 1__  __________________  

___ PROJACT            DSN8910   T     _ C _ _ _ _  _ 2__  __________________  

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

                                                                                

The first object, DSN8910.PROJ, is joined to DSN8910.PROJACT using a LEFT (INNER) JOIN. Because a join-type
is not specified on the second object, the statement is assumed to be complete. If a join-type had been entered, the
statement would be incomplete and an error message would appear.

The following example shows a JOIN statement that has been generated using the J and SEQ fields:

EDIT       SQE.PROBLEM.SRCLIB(V10COLS) - 01.14             Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

==MSG>  **************************************************************** 

==MSG>  *   SELECT -                                                           

==MSG>  *   PROJ                                                      

==MSG>  **************************************************************** 

000201  EXEC SQL                                                               

000202    SELECT                                                               
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000203           A.PROJNO                                                      

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6) , NOT NULL                              

000204          ,A.PROJNAME                                                    

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = VARCHAR(24) , NOT NULL                          

000205          ,A.DEPTNO                                                      

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = CHAR(3) , NOT NULL                              

000206          ,A.PRSTAFF                                                     

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = DECIMAL(5,2)                                    

000207          ,B.ACTNO                                                       

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = SMALLINT , LENGTH = 2 , NOT NULL                

000208          ,B.ACSTDATE                                                    

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = DATE , LENGTH = 10 , NOT NULL                   

000209          ,B.ACENDATE                                                    

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = DATE , LENGTH = 10                              

000210      INTO                                                               

=NOTE=          *** INSERT HOST-VARIABLES HERE ***                             

000211      FROM                                                               

000212      DSN8910.PROJ                                                      

000213     A                                                                   

000214      LEFT JOIN                                                          

000215      DSN8910.PROJACT                                                   

000216     B                                                                   

000217        ON                                                               

=NOTE=        *** INSERT JOIN CONDITION HERE ***                               

000220      WHERE                                                              

=NOTE=          *** INSERT WHERE CLAUSE HERE ***                               

000300  ;                                                                      

==MSG>  *****************************************************************

Use the UNION Command
When generating SELECT statements, you can create a UNION of two result tables using the UNION line command (Un).
The following example shows how to use the UNION line command.

The following describes how to request a Union from the Statement Generator panel:

SQGLST1      --------- SQL-EASE Statement Generator --------- YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                             LINE 1 OF 52  >  

Item Name ===> *                  Creator ===> DSN81010 Where ===> N           

DB2 SSID  ===> D10A                                     Version:   V10NF       

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERXX 

 Select the SQL statement(s) that are to be generated by entering              

 an S or a C at the appropriate "Statement Type" prompts.                      

 S - include all columns in the SQL stmt, C - view a column selection list     

                                                                               

    ------ Object Information -------  ----------- Statement Type ------------ 

                                       D         M                             

                                       C         R                             

CMD NAME               CREATOR   TYPE  L S U D I G  J SEQ  CURSOR-NAME         

___ ACT                DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

U1_ DEPT               DSN81010  T     _ S _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EACT               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________
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___ EDEPT              DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EEMP               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EEPA               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EMP                DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

U1_ EMPPROJACT         DSN81010  T     _ S _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

U2_ EPROJ              DSN81010  T     _ C _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

U2_ EPROJACT           DSN81010  T     _ C _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

 

1. Enter Un  in the Cmd field next to objects to include in a UNION.
You can enter as many Un line commands as the maximum limit of the database allows for Unioned objects.
In this example, U1 has been entered in the Cmd field for tables DEPT and EMPPROJACT. Because the same Union
indicator has been entered for both tables, a UNION is performed in a single SELECT statement.

2. Enter S or C  for at least one of the objects involved in the UNION.
The Union indicator is valid only when the SELECT statement type is selected. Select the same number of columns
from each table. Corresponding columns must be of the same or compatible data types. Columns are evaluated in the
order in which they are defined in the table.

3. Enter another Union indicator Un  in the Cmd field to generate a different SELECT statement that performs a Union on
two other tables.
In this example, the U2 indicator creates a Union for the tables EPROJ and EPROJACT for the SELECT statement.

4. Press Enter to process your selections.

The following example shows the SQL that is generated using Union Indicator U1:

EDIT ----- USERX.UTILITY.WORK(T2NOV1)-       ----------------- COLUMNS 001 072 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> 0001 

SQ026I: SQL stmts have been added to the bottom of your ISPF edit session.     

000001                                                                         

==MSG>        ******************** SELECT - DSN8810.EMPPROJACT ****************

000002            EXEC SQL                                                     

000003              SELECT                                                     

000004                    EMPNO                                                

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6) , NOT NULL                     

000005                   ,PROJNO                                               

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6) , NOT NULL                     

000006                   ,ACTNO                                                

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = SMALLINT , LENGTH = 2 , NOT NULL       

000007                   ,EMPTIME                                              

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = DECIMAL(5,2)                           

000008                   ,EMSTDATE                                             

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = DATE , LENGTH = 10                     

000009                   ,EMENDATE                                             

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = DATE , LENGTH = 10                     

000010              FROM                                                       

000011                    DSN81010.EMPPROJACT A                                 

000012              WHERE                                                      

==MSG>                    INSERT WHERE CLAUSE HERE...                          

000013              UNION                                                      

000014              SELECT                                                     

000015                    EMPNO                                                

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6) , NOT NULL                     

000016                   ,PROJNO                                               

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6) , NOT NULL                     

000017                   ,ACTNO                                                
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=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = SMALLINT , LENGTH = 2 , NOT NULL       

000018                   ,EMPTIME                                              

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = DECIMAL(5,2)                           

000019                   ,EMSTDATE                                             

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = DATE , LENGTH = 10                     

000020                   ,EMENDATE                                             

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = DATE , LENGTH = 10                     

000021              FROM                                                       

000022                    DSN81010.DEPT A                         

000023              WHERE                                                      

==MSG>                    INSERT WHERE CLAUSE HERE...                          

000024            END-EXEC.                                                    

 

The following example shows the SQL that is generated using Union Indicator U2:

EDIT ----- USERX.UTILITY.WORK(T2NOV1)-       ----------------- COLUMNS 001 072 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

==MSG>        ******************** SELECT - DSN8810.EPROJACT ******************

000026            EXEC SQL                                                     

000027              SELECT                                                     

000028                    PROJNO                                               

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6) , NOT NULL                     

000029              FROM                                                       

000030                    DSN81010.EPROJACT A                                   

000031              WHERE                                                      

==MSG>                    INSERT WHERE CLAUSE HERE...                          

000032              UNION                                                      

000033              SELECT                                                     

000034                    PROJNO                                               

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6) , NOT NULL                     

000035              FROM                                                       

000036                    DSN81010.EPROJ A                                    

000037              WHERE                                                      

==MSG>                    INSERT WHERE CLAUSE HERE...                          

000038            END-EXEC.                                                    

==MSG>        *****************************************************************

 

If a UNION statement is generated containing a different number of columns or columns of incompatible data types, a
warning message is inserted into the SQL indicating that the columns are not UNION compatible.

Use the SubSELECT Command
When generating SQL statements from the Statement Generator panel, enter the subselect line command (Sn) to
generate subselects.

SQGLST1      --------- SQL-EASE Statement Generator --------- YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                             LINE 1 OF 52  >  

Item Name ===> *                  Creator ===> DSN81010 Where ===> N           

DB2 SSID  ===> Dnnn                                     Version:   Vnnn       

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERXX 

 Select the SQL statement(s) that are to be generated by entering              
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 an S or a C at the appropriate "Statement Type" prompts.                      

 S - include all columns in the SQL stmt, C - view a column selection list     

                                                                               

    ------ Object Information -------  ----------- Statement Type ------------ 

                                       D         M                             

                                       C         R                             

CMD NAME               CREATOR   TYPE  L S U D I G  J SEQ  CURSOR-NAME         

S1_ ACT                DSN81010  T     _ S _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

S1_ DEPT               DSN81010  T     _ S _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EACT               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EDEPT              DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EEMP               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EEPA               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

S2_ EMP                DSN81010  T     S _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

S2_ EMPPROJACT         DSN81010  T     _ S _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EPROJ              DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EPROJACT           DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

 

You can request a subselect from the Statement Generator panel.

1. Enter Sn in the Cmd field next to objects that to include in an SQL statement with a subselect.
You can enter as many Sn line commands as the maximum limit of the database allows for subselects.
The number of objects that are selected for each Sn indicator determines the number of nested levels for the
statement. For example, if S1 is selected for two objects, there are two levels (one nested subselect). If three objects
are selected, there are three levels (two nested subselects).
In this example, S1 has been entered in the Cmd field for tables ACT and DEPT. Because the same subselect
indicator has been entered for both tables, these tables are included in the same SQL statement with one nested
subselect. S2 has been entered in the Cmd field for tables EMP and EMPPROJACT. These tables are included in
another single SQL statement with a nested subselect.

2. Enter S or C for at least one of the objects involved in the subselect.
Additionally, only one object can be specified as Update, Delete, or Insert for a particular Sn indicator.
In this example, S has been indicated for both tables for S1.
For S2, Select has been indicated for EMP and Update has been indicated for EMPPROJACT.

3. Press PF3 (End) to process your selections.
The SubSELECT Sequencer panel displays. This panel is used to specify the order in which to nest the SELECTed
objects for each subselect indicator. The following example shows the Subselect Sequencer panel for the subselect
indicator S1.
SQPGSSQ1       --------- SQL-Ease Subselect Sequencer --------                 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

                                                                               

Enter the nesting, sequence, or order number next to table as it should        

appear in the subselect.                                                       

                                                                               

                  ----- OBJECT INFORMATION -----                               

        SEQUENCE   NAME                CREATOR                                 

          2__      ACT                 DSN81010                                 

          1__      DEPT                DSN81010                                 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

 

4. Enter the sequence number in which the tables must appear in the SQL statement. The lowest number indicates the
highest nested level. If the Sequence field is left blank, a default sequence number of 999 is used.
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In the preceding example, enter 1 next to the DEPT table to specify that the DEPT table is used in the main SELECT
clause. Enter 2 next to the ACT table to specify that the ACT table is used in the subselect.

5. Press PF3 (End) to process your selections and display the generated SQL, as shown in the following examples.
The Subselect Sequencer panel does not display for indicator S2 in this example because an Update, Delete, or Insert
is specified for an object. When one of these statement types is specified for an object, the object is automatically
selected as the first object in the sequence order, leaving only a single remaining object to be sequenced. 

The following example shows the SQL generated for Indicator S1:

EDIT ----- USERX.UTILITY.WORK(T3NOV1) -       ---------------- COLUMNS 001 072 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

000001                                                                         

000002            EXEC SQL                                                     

000003              SELECT                                                     

000004                    A.ACTNO                                              

000005                   ,A.ACTKWD                                             

000006                   ,A.ACTDESC                                            

000007              FROM                                                       

000008                    DSN81010.ACT A                                        

000009              WHERE                                                      

000010                (                                                        

000011                SELECT                                                   

000012                      B.DEPTNO                                           

000013                     ,B.DEPTNAME                                         

000014                     ,B.MGRNO                                            

000015                     ,B.ADMRDEPT                                         

000016                     ,B.LOCATION                                         

000017                FROM                                                     

000018                      DSN81010.DEPT B                                     

000019                WHERE                                                    

000020                )                                                        

000021            END-EXEC.                                                    

000022             *  INSERT SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                       

 

The following example shows the SQL generated for Indicator S2:

000023            EXEC SQL                                                     

000024              UPDATE                                                     

000025                    DSN81010.EMPPROJACT                                   

000026              SET                                                        

000027                    EMPNO    = :EMPPROJACT.EMPNO                         

000028                   ,PROJNO   = :EMPPROJACT.PROJNO                        

000029                   ,ACTNO    = :EMPPROJACT.ACTNO                         

000030                   ,EMPTIME  = :EMPPROJACT.EMPTIME                       

000031                               :EMPPROJACT.EMPTIME-IND                   

000032                   ,EMSTDATE = :EMPPROJACT.EMSTDATE                      

000033                               :EMPPROJACT.EMSTDATE-IND                  

000034                   ,EMENDATE = :EMPPROJACT.EMENDATE                      

000035                               :EMPPROJACT.EMENDATE-IND                  

000036              WHERE                                                      

000037              (                                                          

000038              SELECT                                                     

000039                    A.EMPNO                                              
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000040                   ,A.FIRSTNME                                           

000041                   ,A.MIDINIT                                            

000042                   ,A.LASTNAME                                           

000043                   ,A.WORKDEPT                                           

000044                   ,A.PHONENO                                            

000045                   ,A.HIREDATE                                           

000046                   ,A.JOB                                                

000047                   ,A.EDLEVEL                                            

000048                   ,A.SEX                                                

000049                   ,A.BIRTHDATE                                          

000050                   ,A.SALARY                                             

000051                   ,A.BONUS                                              

000052                   ,A.COMM                                               

000053              FROM                                                       

000054                    DSN81010.EMP A                                        

000055              WHERE                                                      

000056              )                                                          

000057            END-EXEC.                                                    

000058             *  INSERT SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                       

 

The generated SQL shown in the previous examples does not contain the needed WHERE conditions. If you want to
generate sample WHERE clauses, verify thatthe Build Search Conditions value is set to Y in the GEN parameters of
the SQL-Ease profile.

Use the OPTION Command
From the Statement Generator panel, you can enter OP next to a listed object in its Cmd field. When you press Enter, an
options panel appears so you can set options that affect statement generation for each object selected.

SQPGOPT VV.RR --------- SQL-EASE Statement Generator --------- YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM

 COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                                

                Options for PDDJC.ALLTYPES                                      

                                                                                

 Include Host Variables   ===> N  ( Y - Yes, N - No )                           

 Declare Cursor WITH HOLD ===> N  ( Y - Yes, N - No )                           

 Generate Column Names    ===> Y  ( Y - Yes, N - Generate Column Numbers)       

 Attach Structure Name    ===> N  ( Y - Yes, N - No )                           

 Host Structure Name      ===> HOST-%TBNAME-STRUCT                              

 Host Variable Tag        ===> HOST-                                            

  Prefix / Suffix         ===> P  ( P / S )                                     

 Indicator Structure Name ===> IND-%TBNAME-STRUCT                               

 Indicator Variable Tag   ===> -IND                                             

  Prefix / Suffix / Host  ===> H  ( P / S / H )                                 

                                                                                

                                                                                   

                                                                                

                              PF3/15: End                                       

                                                                                

The following describes the fields on the options panel:
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Include Host Variables
Determines whether to include host variables when generating the SQL statements.
Y

Includes host variables. This is the default.
N

Does not include host variables.
SPUFI does not support host variables. Therefore, host variables will not be included in the generated
SQL when your Default Host Language value is set to SPUFI.

Declare Cursor WITH HOLD
Maintains cursor positioning across COMMITs:
Y

Generates the DECLARE CURSOR statements with the WITH HOLD clause.
N

Does not use the WITH HOLD clause in a DECLARE CURSOR statement. This is the default.
Generate Column Name

Indicates whether the generated host variable name will incorporate the column name or the column number:
Y

Creates the host/indicator variable name using the column name, not the column number. This is the
default.

N
Creates the host/indicator variable name using the column number. You must have specified a host/
indicator variable name for this option to be effective.

Attach Structure Name
Indicates whether to concatenate the structure name to the host variable:
Y

Attaches the structure name.
N

Does not attach the structure name.
This feature is currently valid only for host default language COBOL.

Press Enter to register your GEN Parameter values. Press PF3 (End) to exit this panel. The Profile Menu
appears.

Host Structure Name
Enter the name to be given to the data structure generated by the SQL-Ease DCLGEN option. For example, you
could enter DCL%TBNAME as the name.
The symbolics currently supported are %TBNAME and %TBCREATOR.

Host Variable Tag/Host Tag Position
(Optional) Enter a host tag name to use in generating the individual host variable names. The host variable names
are generated by appending the specified host tag value to the beginning (prefix) position or to the end (suffix)
position of the column names or column numbers.
For example, the host tag, %TBNAME-, can be used for table DSN8230.DEPT to create a host variable name
for column MGRNO called DEPT-MRGNO. A period (.) can be used in the same manner as the hyphen (-) in this
example for COBOL and C languages.
The symbolics currently supported are %TBNAME and %TBCREATOR.
In COBOL, underscores (_) and blanks are translated to hyphens (-). The character Z is used to replace any
invalid characters in the generated name.
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Indicator Structure Name
Enter the name to be given to the data structure generated by the SQL-Ease DCLGEN option. For example, you
could enter IND%TBNAME as the Indicator structure name.

Indicator Variable Tag/Indicator Tag Position
(Optional) Enter an indicator tag name to use in generating the individual indicator variable names. The indicator
variable names are generated by appending the specified indicator tag to the beginning (prefix), end (suffix), or
opposite the host tag (host) of the column names or column numbers.
For example, specifying H (host), uses the host tag value on the indicator variable name in the same position as
the host tag position specifies. It also uses the indicator tag value (if present) on the indicator variable name in
the opposite position from the host tag. Thus, a host variable name such as 'HOST-CURRENCY' might have a
corresponding null-indicator variable name like 'HOST-CURRENCY-IND'.

You can leave the Indicator Structure Name and the Indicator Variable Tag fields blank. Indicator Structure Name defaults
to DCL%TBNAME-IND. If both the Host Variable and Indicator Variable fields are left blank, then the generated SQL will
have only column names or column numbers used as host variables. If you fill in both fields, then the generated SQL will
have a unique prefix/suffix on the column name/number in the host variable. Both indicator variables and host variables
will be unique, with a different prefix/suffix.The Options panel lets you control the inclusion and generation of host variable
names in your SQL statements and cursor information for the current object. When you change these values, you change
them for the generated statements, which reference only the current object; the profile (global) values are not changed.
This panel also supports the WITH HOLD clause.

To specify host variable defaults that will be used to generate statements for all objects, set the values from the GEN
Parameters Profile panel. To specify a host variable prefix for a specific object, set the value with the SQL GEN
Administration feature.

Access RC/Query Reports
You can access RC/Query table, view, alias, and synonym reports directly from the Statement Generator panel using line
commands:

• Object Menus -- You can display the appropriate RC/Query object menu by entering Q in the line command field next
to a table, view, alias, or synonym name. From the menu, you can then select a specific report.

• Object Reports -- You can display a specific report directly from the Statement Generator by entering the Option code
for that report next to the option to report on. For example, to display a Table Detail report on table DSN8810.DEPT,
enter D in the line command field next to the table name.

While you are in RC/Query, you can access any RC/Query report. To exit RC/Query, press PF3 (End) from the RC/Query
Main Menu, or enter EXIT from any RC/Query panel.

You must have a RC/Query license to use this feature.

Use the WITH HOLD Clause
The following example illustrates a generated WITH HOLD clause. WITH HOLD clauses are generated according to the
values from the Options panel or GEN Parameters panel.

EDIT ----- USERxx.CDBASRC.COBOL(WITHHOLD) -       ------------ COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ****************************

000001                                                                       

000002        ******************** SELECT - DSN8810.ACT *********************

000003        <CURSOR-DECLARATION>                                           

000004            EXEC SQL                                                   

000005              DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR WITH HOLD FOR                     

000006              SELECT                                                   
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000007                    ACTNO                                              

000008              FROM                                                     

000009                    DSN8810.ACT                                        

000010            END-EXEC.                                                  

000011        <OPEN-CURSOR>                                                  

000012            EXEC SQL                                                   

000013              OPEN CURSOR1                                             

000014            END-EXEC.                                                  

000015        <FETCH-CURSOR>                                                 

000016            EXEC SQL                                                   

000017              FETCH CURSOR1 INTO                                       

000018                    :ACT-ACTNO                                         

000019            END-EXEC.                                                  

000020        <CLOSE-CURSOR>                                                 

000021            EXEC SQL                                                   

000022              CLOSE CURSOR1                                            

000023            END-EXEC.                                                  

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

 

The WITH HOLD clause appears in the DECLARE CURSOR statement. This lets applications avoid COMMIT and
repositioning logic. Because the COMMIT is done in the scope of the OPEN and CLOSE cursor clauses, Db2 will maintain
the needed locks for repositioning.

Creating Sample WHERE Clauses
You can create sample search conditions in your generated SQL statements. These sample search conditions are based
on existing indexes and Referential Integrity (RI) relationships.

The creation of search conditions is controlled from the GEN Parameters panel of the SQL-Ease profile. If the Build
Search Conditions value on the panel is set to Y, the generated SQL statements include sample search conditions in
the WHERE clause. If the value is N, SQL-Ease indicates where to enter the search conditions when the statement is
generated.

This section highlights the differences between the generated SQL when Build Search Conditions is set to N and Y. In the
following example, the user specifies that two tables, DSN8910.PROJ and DSN8910.PROJACT, must be joined and that
specific columns must be selected from these tables:

SQGLST1       --------- SQL-EASE Statement Generator --------- YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                              LINE 1 OF 2  >  

Item Name ===> PROJ%              Creator ===> DSN8%10  Where ===> N           

DB2 SSID  ===> D10B                                     Version:   V10CM09     

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USER001 

 Select the SQL statement(s) that are to be generated by entering              

 an S or a C at the appropriate "Statement Type" prompts.                      

 S - include all columns in the SQL stmt, C - view a column selection list     

                                                                               

    ------ Object Information -------  ----------- Statement Type ------------ 

                                       D         M                             

                                       C         R                             

CMD NAME               CREATOR   TYPE  L S U D I G  J SEQ  CURSOR-NAME         

___ PROJ               DSN8910   T     _ C _ _ _ _  L 1__  __________________  

___ PROJACT            DSN8910   T     _ C _ _ _ _  _ 2__  __________________  
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******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

The following example shows the SQL statements that are generated when Build Search Conditions is set to N:

EDIT       SQE.PROBLEM.SRCLIB(V10COLS) - 01.14             Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

==MSG>  **************************************************************** 

==MSG>  *   SELECT -                                                           

==MSG>  *   PROJ                                                      

==MSG>  **************************************************************** 

000201  EXEC SQL                                                               

000202    SELECT                                                               

000203           A.PROJNO                                                      

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6) , NOT NULL                              

000204          ,A.PROJNAME                                                    

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = VARCHAR(24) , NOT NULL                          

000205          ,A.DEPTNO                                                      

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = CHAR(3) , NOT NULL                              

000206          ,A.PRSTAFF                                                     

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = DECIMAL(5,2)                                    

000207          ,B.ACTNO                                                       

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = SMALLINT , LENGTH = 2 , NOT NULL                

000208          ,B.ACSTDATE                                                    

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = DATE , LENGTH = 10 , NOT NULL                   

000209          ,B.ACENDATE                                                    

==MSG>             DATA-TYPE = DATE , LENGTH = 10                              

000210      INTO                                                               

=NOTE=          *** INSERT HOST-VARIABLES HERE ***                             

000211      FROM                                                               

000212      DSN8910.PROJ                                                      

000213     A                                                                   

000214      LEFT JOIN                                                          

000215      DSN8910.PROJACT                                                   

000216     B                                                                   

000217        ON                                                               

=NOTE=        *** INSERT JOIN CONDITION HERE ***                               

000220      WHERE                                                              

=NOTE=          *** INSERT WHERE CLAUSE HERE ***                               

000300  ;                                                                      

==MSG>  *****************************************************************

 

The WHERE clause for generated statements indicates where you must enter search conditions. You must determine
which columns must be entered and used for the JOIN.

The following example shows the SQL statements that are generated when Build Search Conditions is set to Y:

  EDIT       SQE.PROBLEM.SRCLIB(V10COLS) - 01.14             Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

==MSG>  **********************************************************************

==MSG>  *             SELECT -                                                

==MSG>  *             PROJ                                                    

==MSG>  **********************************************************************

012601          EXEC SQL                                                      

012602                SELECT                                                  
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012603                     A.PROJNO                                           

==MSG>                       DATA-TYPE = CHAR(6) , NOT NULL                   

012604                    ,A.PROJNAME                                         

==MSG>                       DATA-TYPE = VARCHAR(24) , NOT NULL               

012605                    ,A.DEPTNO                                           

==MSG>                       DATA-TYPE = CHAR(3) , NOT NULL                   

012606                    ,A.PRSTDATE                                         

==MSG>                       DATA-TYPE = DATE , LENGTH = 10                   

012607                    ,B.ACTNO                                            

==MSG>                       DATA-TYPE = SMALLINT , LENGTH = 2 , NOT NULL     

012608                    ,B.ACSTAFF                                          

==MSG>                       DATA-TYPE = DECIMAL(5,2)                         

012609                    ,B.ACENDATE                                         

==MSG>                       DATA-TYPE = DATE , LENGTH = 10                   

012610                INTO                                                    

012611                     :PROJNO                                            

012612                    ,:PROJNAME                                          

012613                    ,:DEPTNO                                            

012614                    ,:PRSTDATE                                          

012615                     :PRSTDATE                                          

012616                    ,:ACTNO                                             

012617                    ,:ACSTAFF                                           

012618                     :ACSTAFF                                           

012619                    ,:ACENDATE                                          

012620                     :ACENDATE                                          

012621                FROM                                                    

012622                DSN8910.PROJ                                                    

012623                 A                                                      

012624                LEFT JOIN                                               

012625                DSN8910.PROJACT                                                 

012626                 B                                                      

012627                  ON                                                    

=NOTE=                  *** INSERT JOIN CONDITION HERE ***                    

==MSG>                 SAMPLE JOIN CONDITIONS USING SYSTEM RI RELATIONSHIP:   

==MSG>                   RPAP                                                 

=NOTE=                  (PROJ /                                               

=NOTE=                   PROJACT)                                             

=NOTE=                                                                        

012628                     A.PROJNO =                                         

012629                       B.PROJNO                                         

012630                                                                        

012631                WHERE                                                   

==MSG>                 SAMPLE SEARCH CONDITIONS USING INDEXES:                

=NOTE=                 - DSN8910.                                             

=NOTE=                    XPROJ1 (PRIMARY)                                    

=NOTE=                                                                        

012632                     A.PROJNO = ?                                       

012633                                                                        

==MSG>                 SAMPLE SEARCH CONDITIONS USING INDEXES:                

=NOTE=                 - DSN8910.                                             

=NOTE=                    XPROJ2 (DUPLICATES)                                 

=NOTE=                                                                        

012634                 AND A.RESPEMP = ?                                      
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012635                                                                        

=NOTE=                 - DSN8910.                                             

=NOTE=                    XPROJAC1 (PRIMARY)                                  

=NOTE=                                                                        

012636                 AND B.PROJNO = ?                                       

=NOTE=                                                                        

012637                 AND B.ACTNO = ?                                        

=NOTE=                                                                        

012638                 AND B.ACSTDATE = ?                                     

012640                                                                        

 

See the following SQL statement descriptions:

Index Search Conditions
Contains search conditions that are built based on each index key column. In the example, three indexes
are defined on the base tables: DSN8910.XPROJ1, DSN8910.XPROJ2, and DSN8910.XPROJAC1.
DSN8910.XPROJ1 and DSN8910.XPROJAC1 are the primary indexes. Notice how the key columns appear in
this section of the WHERE clause. Simply enter the values that you want included in the clause.

JOIN Search Conditions
Contains JOIN conditions that are generated when tables are joined. For example, DSN8910.PROJ and
DSN8910.PROJACT were selected using the J and SEQ input fields on the Statement Generator panel. The
generated SQL reflects this selection by determining the JOIN condition and automatically including it in the JOIN
clause. In this example, the JOIN condition is A.PROJNO = B.PROJNO.
Notice that the JOIN condition is based on the Referential Integrity (RI) relationship that is defined on the base
tables. If no RI relationship exists, the JOIN condition is based on like columns (columns with the same name,
data type, and length).
Build Search Conditions (Y) traces all view columns to the base tables. View columns are traced back to the
key column of any indexes that are defined on the view base tables. Search conditions and JOIN conditions are
generated accordingly.

Generating SQL Error Checks
You can define standard error checking for each type of SQL statement that is generated. Your customized checking code
is inserted into the appropriate location automatically.

The error checking feature is controlled from the GEN Parameters panel of the SQL-Ease profile. If the Include SQL Error
Checks field on this panel is set to N, the error checking feature is not activated. 

If the field is set to Y, SQL error checking code is inserted after each generated SQL statement automatically. The
following example displays a SQL statement with the default error checking code inserted:

EDIT ----- USERxx.WORK.CNTL(SQE17B) -       ----------------- COLUMNS 001 072  

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> 0001 

SQ026I: SQL stmts have been added to the bottom of your ISPF edit session.     

000001                                                                         

==MSG>        ******************** SELECT - DSN8230.DEPT **********************

000002            EXEC SQL                                                     

000003              SELECT                                                     

000004                    DEPTNO                                               

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = CHAR(3) , NOT NULL                     

000005                   ,DEPTNAME                                             

=NOTE=                      DATA-TYPE = VARCHAR(36) , NOT NULL                 

000006              INTO                                                       

000007                    :DEPT-DEPTNO                                         
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000008                   ,:DEPT-DEPTNAME                                       

000009              FROM                                                       

000010                    DSN8230.DEPT                                         

000011              WHERE                                                      

==MSG>                    INSERT WHERE CLAUSE HERE...                          

000012            END-EXEC.                                                    

==MSG>        SAMPLE SQL ERROR ROUTINE:                                        

000013             *  INSERT SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                       

==MSG>        *****************************************************************

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

 

Under SAMPLE SQL ERROR ROUTINE, a message line indicates where to insert the error checking code. The actual
code is inserted immediately after this message. Use the RESET command to remove the message line. Customize the
SQL error checking code before inserting actual checking code.

Customizing SQL Error Checking Code
In high-level.CDBASKL0 (or whatever data set you specify for ERR_ROUTINE_PDS in the SQE parmlib member), four
members are provided for SQL error checking code. Each member supports a different host language:

SQE@ASM
Is used when the host language is defined as Assembler.

SQE@C
Is used when the host language is defined as C.

SQE@COB
Is used when the host language is defined as COBOL.

SQE@PLI
Is used when the host language is defined as PL/I.

NOTE

SQL error checking is not supported for SPUFI.

These members contain default comments that you replace with site-specific SQL error checking code. The host language
that is set on the General Execution Parameters panel determines which member to use.

All four members contain the same default comments. The following example shows the SQE@ASM member:

VIEW      high-level.CDBASKL0(SQE@ASM) - nn.nn     Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

000001 *        INSERT DEFAULT SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                     

000002 .OPEN                                                                   

000003 *        INSERT OPEN SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                        

000004 .CLOSE                                                                  

000005 *        INSERT CLOSE SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                      

000006 .FETCH                                                                  

000007 *        INSERT FETCH SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                       

000008 .SELECT,UPDATE,INSERT,DELETE,MERGE                                      

000009 *        INSERT SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                             

****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

Use the following guidelines when updating an SQL error checking member:
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• Specify the default error checking code as indicated in the member. Because this section of code is not preceded by
a keyword, it will be inserted after every OPEN, CLOSE, FETCH, SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, and MERGE
statement, that does not have a keyword defined.

• Follow each SQL keyword with keyword-specific error checking code. These instructions will be inserted in the
generated SQL after the specified keyword.
Keywords can be grouped so that the same error checking code is inserted for each specified type of SQL statement.
In the preceding example, the same code will be inserted for all SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, and MERGE
statements.
If a keyword is not defined in the error checking code, the default SQL error routine will be inserted after those SQL
statements.

Using Customized Error Checking Code
The following example shows the SQE@ASM member that has been modified to insert customized SQL error checking
code after every SELECT statement.

 BROWSE -- USERxx.TEST.SQL(SQE@ASM) -      --------- LINE 00000000 COL 001 080 

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> 0001

********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

*        INSERT DEFAULT SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                            

.OPEN                                                                          

*        INSERT OPEN SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                               

.CLOSE                                                                         

*        INSERT CLOSE SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                              

.FETCH                                                                         

*        INSERT FETCH SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                              

.UPDATE,INSERT,DELETE                                                          

*        INSERT SQL ERROR ROUTINE HERE ....                                    

.SELECT                                                                        

         CLC   SQLCODE,=F'0'                                                   

         BR    R14                     RETURN                                  

         CLC   SQLCODE,=F'100'                                                 

         B     PROC_EOF                PROCESS END-OF-FILE                     

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

 

This code is inserted after every generated SELECT statement, as shown in the following panel. A message line identifies
the beginning of the SQL error checking code.

EDIT ----- USERxx.WORK.CNTL(SQExxG) -       ----------------- COLUMNS 001 072  

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

SQ026I: SQL stmts have been added to the bottom of your ISPF edit session.     

000001                                                                         

==MSG>  ******************** SELECT - DSN8230.DEPT ****************************

000002          EXEC SQL                                                      X

000003                SELECT                                                  X

000004                     DEPTNO                                             X

=NOTE=                       DATA-TYPE = CHAR(3) , NOT NULL                    

000005                    ,DEPTNAME                                           X

=NOTE=                       DATA-TYPE = VARCHAR(36) , NOT NULL                

000006                INTO                                                    X

000007                     :DEPT_DEPTNO                                       X

000008                    ,:DEPT_DEPTNAME                                     X

000009                FROM                                                    X
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000010                     DSN8230.DEPT                                       X

000011                WHERE                                                   X

==MSG>                     INSERT WHERE CLAUSE HERE...                         

==MSG>  SAMPLE SQL ERROR ROUTINE:                                              

000012          CLC   SQLCODE,=F'0'                                            

000013          BR    R14                     RETURN                           

000014          CLC   SQLCODE,=F'100'                                          

000015          B     PROC_EOF                PROCESS END-OF-FILE              

==MSG>  ***********************************************************************

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

 

SQL Statement Generator Commands
You can generate, execute, preview, explain, and edit an SQL statement without having to exit SQL-Ease. To do this,
enter GEN, EXEC, PREVIEW, or EE in the command line from the Statement Generator panel.

REFRESH

This command was created to clean up the Statement Generator panel. After choosing header criteria and making
selections about which objects you want SQL generated for, you can enter the REFRESH primary command to eliminate
the objects from the panel that were not chosen. (This does not erase the object or objects from the database; it causes
the objects which were not indicated as part of the SQL statement from displaying).

GEN

The GEN command generates the selected SQL statements and inserts them into your ISPF edit session without exiting
from the Statement Generator panel. The values you specified on the GEN Parameters Profile panel are used to generate
your SQL.

EXEC / PREVIEW / EE

The EXEC, PREVIEW, or EE commands let you access the Execute option (EXEC / PREVIEW) or the Enhanced Explain
(EE) option, respectively. Regardless of which command is entered, the SQL editor is initially displayed so that you can
modify, or examine the generated SQL statements. When you press F3 (End), the Dynamic SQL Execution panel or the
Enhanced Explain panel appears with the modified or unmodified statement.

When you exit the EXEC, PREVIEW, or EE related function, your generated SQL is handled as follows:

• For the EXEC and EE options, the SQL statement is automatically inserted into your ISPF edit session. You are
returned to the Statement Generator panel with all selections that were previously made, initialized with blank spaces.
Thus the panel is ready for new input for generating more SQL.

• For the PREVIEW option, nothing is added to your ISPF edit session, and the generated SQL statement vanishes into
the computer's memory bank as unallocated storage. However, upon returning (F3) to the Statement Generator panel,
your previous selections remain untouched, allowing you to continue tweaking the SQL or generate the SQL statement
again and send it back to your ISPF edit session.

The following examples illustrate the EXEC, PREVIEW, and EE processing flow using a sample generated statement:

SQGLST1      --------- SQL-EASE Statement Generator --------- YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                             LINE 1 OF 52  >  

Item Name ===> *                  Creator ===> DSN81010 Where ===> N           

DB2 SSID  ===> D10A                                     Version:   V10NF       

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERXX 
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 Select the SQL statement(s) that are to be generated by entering              

 an S or a C at the appropriate "Statement Type" prompts.                      

 S - include all columns in the SQL stmt, C - view a column selection list     

                                                                               

    ------ Object Information -------  ----------- Statement Type ------------ 

                                       D         M                             

                                       C         R                             

CMD NAME               CREATOR   TYPE  L S U D I G  J SEQ  CURSOR-NAME         

___ ACT                DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ DEPT               DSN81010  T     _ S _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EACT               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EDEPT              DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EEMP               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EEPA               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EMP                DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EMPPROJACT         DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EPROJ              DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EPROJACT           DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

                                                                               

The following describes the fields used for the sample scenario:

Statement Selection
In this example, table DSN81010.DEPT has been selected using all its columns for the generation.

Command Line
Enter the primary command, EXEC, PREVIEW, or EE in the command line. In this example, EXEC is entered.

Press Enter to access the SQL Editor panel.

SQPEXED --- (CAPS ON)  ------ SQL Editor ------ (NULLS ON)  ---                

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

SQ089I: Below are the generated SQL statements that can be executed/explained. 

 Edit the SQL statements that you wish to test below.  When you are done       

 editing the SQL, hit PF3/15 or enter END to return to the SQLEASE EXEC        

 control panel.                                                                

                                                                               

********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

___                                                                            

___  SELECT                                                                    

___        DEPTNO                                                              

___       ,DEPTNAME                                                            

___       ,MGRNO                                                               

___       ,ADMRDEPT                                                            

___       ,LOCATION                                                            

___  INTO                                                                      

___        :DEPT-DEPTNO                                                        

___       ,:DEPT-DEPTNAME                                                      

___       ,:DEPT-MGRNO                                                         

___        :DEPT-MGRNO-IND                                                     

___       ,:DEPT-ADMRDEPT                                                      

___       ,:DEPT-LOCATION                                                      

___        :DEPT-LOCATION-IND                                                  

___  FROM                                                                      

___        DSN81010.DEPT                                                        
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___  WHERE DEPTNO = :DEPT-DEPTNO                                               

___  ;                                                                         

___                                                                            

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

                                                                               

When the generated statement first appears on the SQL Editor, SQL-Ease indicates where you must enter the WHERE
clause. In this example, the user has already modified the WHERE clause for the statement.

After you have made any changes to the SQL, press F3 (End). The appropriate Execute or Explain panel appears.
Because the EXEC command was entered from the Statement Generator panel, the Dynamic SQL Execution panel
appears.

SQEXEC1       ---- SQL-Ease Dynamic SQL Execution (Caps On)  ---               

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                               

Option   ===> S    ( S - Execute  X - Explain E - Edit  P - Profile )          

DB2 SSID ===> D10A Version: V10NF                 Mode ===> O ONLINE          

----------------------------------------------------------------------  USERxx 

EXECUTION CONTROL PARAMETERS:                                                  

Select Row Limit   ===>                Commit or Rollback ===> R   ( C or R )  

Max Character Size ===>                SQL Statistics     ===> N   ( Y or N )  

SQL Qualifier ID   ===> USERxx                                                 

                                                                               

ENTER HOST VARIABLE VALUES BELOW:                                              

DEPT-DEPTNO ===> 'E11'                                                         

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

                                                                               

                                                                               

CURRENT SQL STATEMENT:                                                         

 SELECT                                                                        

       DEPTNO                                                                  

      ,DEPTNAME                                                                

      ,MGRNO                                                                   

      ,ADMRDEPT                                                                

      ,LOCATION                                                                

 INTO                                                                          

       :DEPT-DEPTNO                                                            

      ,:DEPT-DEPTNAME                                                          

      ,:DEPT-MGRNO                                                             

       :DEPT-MGRNO-IND                                                         

      ,:DEPT-ADMRDEPT                                                          

      ,:DEPT-LOCATION                                                          

       :DEPT-LOCATION-IND                                                      

 FROM                                                                          

       DSN81010.DEPT                                                            

 WHERE DEPTNO = :DEPT-DEPTNO                                                   

 ;                                                                             

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

                                                                               

The following describes the fields used to request execution:

Host Variables
Enter a value for the WHERE clause host variable. This information is required before execution can begin.
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Option
Enter S in the Option field to start execution.

Press Enter to begin execution. Because a SELECT statement was used, the Browse Select Results panel appears in the
following example:

PTSQL ------------- RC/SQL - Browse Select Results -------------               

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

  1 ROWS RETRIEVED                                                             

 DEPTNO  DEPTNAME                              MGRNO   ADMRDEPT                

 E11     OPERATIONS                            000090  E01                     

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

                                                                               

Press F3 (End) to exit the Browse Select Results panel. The AUDIT Message File panel appears to confirm the success
of the execution.

BPA.AUDT         -------------- AUDIT Message File -------------               

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ==> 0001 

                                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------- USER ID: USERxx  

.LIST TERM                                                                     

RETCODE =     0                                                                

                                                                               

.CONNECT D10A                                                                  

RETCODE =     0                                                                

                                                                               

SELECT DEPTNO , DEPTNAME , MGRNO , ADMRDEPT , LOCATION FROM                    

DSN81010.DEPT WHERE DEPTNO = 'E11'                                              

;                                                                              

 DSNT400I SQLCODE = 000,  SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION                                 

ROLLBACK WORK ;                                                                

 DSNT400I SQLCODE = 000,  SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION                                 

CONTROL PROCESS CARD:                                                          

BATCH PROCESSOR PLAN ===> RBPAB41A                                             

BATCH PROCESSOR ID   ===> (NONE)                                               

STRATEGY NAME        ===> (NONE)                                               

DEVICE ALLOCATION UNIT => SYSDA                                                

*****  BATCH PROCESSOR COMPLETE    *****                                       

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

                                                                                

Press F3 (End) to exit this panel. The Dynamic SQL Execution panel reappears. Press F3 (End) again to display the
Statement Generator panel. Notice that no selections appear. You can now make other selections.

SQGLST1      --------- SQL-EASE Statement Generator --------- 2011/11/01 08:03

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                             LINE 1 OF 52  >  

Item Name ===> *                  Creator ===> DSN81010 Where ===> N           

DB2 SSID  ===> D10A                                     Version:   V10NF       

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERXX 

 Select the SQL statement(s) that are to be generated by entering              

 an S or a C at the appropriate "Statement Type" prompts.                      

 S - include all columns in the SQL stmt, C - view a column selection list     
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    ------ Object Information -------  ----------- Statement Type ------------ 

                                       D         M                             

                                       C         R                             

CMD NAME               CREATOR   TYPE  L S U D I G  J SEQ  CURSOR-NAME         

___ ACT                DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ DEPT               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EACT               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EDEPT              DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EEMP               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EEPA               DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EMP                DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EMPPROJACT         DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EPROJ              DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

___ EPROJACT           DSN81010  T     _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ___  __________________

 

The following describes the message displayed in the previous example:

Message
The generated/modified SQL is automatically sent to your ISPF edit session, as indicated by the informational
message.
The following example shows the SQL statement that was sent to the user ISPF edit session:

EDIT ----- USERxx.WORK.CNTL(TEST2) -       ------------------ COLUMNS 001 072  

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> 0001 

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

000001                                                                         

000002            EXEC SQL                                                     

000003              SELECT  DEPTNO                                             

000004                    , DEPTNAME                                           

000005                    , MGRNO                                              

000006                    , ADMRDEPT                                           

000007                    , LOCATION                                           

000008                INTO  :DEPT-DEPTNO                                       

000009                    , :DEPT-DEPTNAME                                     

000010                    , :DEPT-MGRNO :DEPT-MGRNO-IND                        

000011                    , :DEPT-ADMRDEPT                                     

000012                    , :DEPT-LOCATION :DEPT-LOCATION-IND                  

000013                FROM  DSN81010.DEPT                                       

000014                WHERE DEPTNO = :DEPT-DEPTNO                              

000015            END-EXEC.                                                    

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

 

All NOTES and MSG lines are stripped from the inserted SQL. For example, the data types of the selected columns are
not displayed.

Bypassing the Statement Generator Panel
You can access the Statement Generator from the main menu or directly from your ISPF edit session. To access the
Statement Generator from your ISPF edit session, enter the following command: 

SQLEASE GEN creator.object stmt_type

creator.object
(Optional) Specifies the fully qualified name of the object. You can specify selection criteria in these values.
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stmt_type
(Optional) Specifies the type of statement to generate. If you specify the statement type, you must specify the
creator and object.
This feature is similar to IBM DCLGEN. The following stmt_type values are valid:

• DCL
• INSERT (ISRT or I)
• SELECT (SEL or S)
• SELECT (cursor), (CSELECT cursor_name or CS cursor_name)
• UPDATE (UPD or U)
• UPDATE (cursor), (CUPDATE cursor_name or CU cursor_name)
• DELETE (DEL or D)
• DELETE (cursor) (CDELETE cursor_name or CD cursor_name)

If all parameters are specified without selection criteria, the Statement Generator panel does not appear. Instead, the SQL
statement is generated and inserted directly into your ISPF edit session.

If you omit the creator.object and stmt_type parameters, the Statement Generator panel appears.

If you specify the object name without the statement type, the Statement Generator panel appears, with the matching
objects already listed.

Using Explain Services
Explain Services consist of the Explain SQL (EXPLAIN) option and the Enhanced Explain (EE) option. Explain Services
let you specify SQL statements for ad hoc Enhanced Explain processing.

Enhanced Explain processing is the process that the product goes through to extract Db2 EXPLAIN information from the
PLAN_TABLE and to analyze this cryptic data. The result is Enhanced Explain output.

During Enhanced Explain processing, Db2 optimizer information, catalog statistics, and Expert System rules are analyzed
to provide detailed information about SQL usage and access path choices. The output can be formatted into different
reports.

This section describes how to use Explain Services and how to request the various Enhanced Explain reports.

When you execute the Db2 EXPLAIN statement, the output is stored in a coded format. The meaning of this encoded data
is not always apparent. For example, with a one-letter code Db2 might show you that the Db2 optimizer has chosen an
index scan for a particular SQL statement. It does not explain what this access path means to your system performance or
how you might improve performance by changing access paths.

Explain Services is useful to avoid tedious translation and possible misinterpretation of Db2 EXPLAIN results. Enhanced
Explain output can be formatted into several Enhanced Explain reports. The information shows not only access path
information, but also how that access path affects performance, the SQL cost performance, and how you might improve
performance.

When you use Explain Services, the results of the Enhanced Explain processing are not saved. However, the Enhanced
Explain reports can easily be printed with QPRINT or PPRINT commands. You can also request the Db2 EXPLAIN results
to be committed to your PLAN_TABLE and DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.

EXPLAIN and EE

You can use the following options to request Enhanced Explain processing:

Explain SQL (EXPLAIN option)
Provides a brief overview of the access paths chosen by the Db2 optimizer for your marked SQL. Default
parameters are used for the Enhanced Explain processing. Explain SQL is useful for beginners.
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Enhanced Explain (EE option)
Lets you select from a variety of reports, which include detailed descriptions of Db2 access paths, predicate
analyses, and recommendations on how to improve performance by rewriting your SQL. You can customize the
parameters that are used for the Enhanced Explain processing.

Enhanced Explain processing is the advanced processing that the product executes in addition to the Db2 EXPLAIN
statement. Enhanced Explain processing is used for the Enhanced Explain option and the Explain SQL option.

Selecting the SQL in Explain Services

To use the Explain Service options, you must first let SQL-Ease know which SQL to explain. If you request the Explain
SQL (EXPLAIN) option, you must mark an SQL statement from your ISPF edit session. If you request the Enhanced
Explain (EE) option, you can mark the SQL from your ISPF edit session or enter a new SQL statement from the SQL
Editor.

Marked SQL
You can mark the SQL to be explained using the E or EE line commands. When you use EE block commands,
exclude (X) text if the block of text to mark is larger than can be displayed on the current panel. Exclude enough
lines so that the top and bottom lines of the block can be displayed. Text must be excluded in this case because
ISPF does not recognize the EE block commands and will not let you scroll when the EE commands are entered.

SQL Editor
If you have not selected SQL in your ISPF edit session using the EE block commands or E line command, the
SQL Editor panel appears. (The SQL Editor panel appears if your Profile Default SQL Editor parameter is set to P.
Otherwise, the ISPF Editor appears.) You must enter the SQL to explain. Press PF3 (End) once you have finished
entering the SQL. The Enhanced Explain panel appears.

The SQL Editor does not appear for the Explain SQL option. If you do not mark SQL when using the Explain SQL option,
an error message is issued.

Create Explain Tables
Explain tables capture Db2 EXPLAIN output. These tables must be defined before explain processing. You can create
explain tables using the Create Explain Table(s) facility.

The explain table PLAN_TABLE contains access-path related information, and is mandatory.

Optionally create explain tables that contain the following information for an explained SQL statement:

• DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE – The estimated cost of execution
• DSN_FUNCTION_TABLE – User-defined functions, including name and schema
• DSN_COLDIST_TABLE – The column distribution statistics
• DSN_KEYTGTDIST_TABLE – The key target distribution statistics
• DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and DSN_FILTER_TABLE – The predicates in a query

Also optionally create the DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES input table, which can help you investigate how changing index
definitions affects query performance.

You can create these tables for multiple users at the same time and can store the tables in different databases and
tablespaces. Creating multiple tablespaces helps reduce the likelihood of locking one tablespace for a long time.

NOTE
We recommend verifying that users are authorized to use these tables. You can access RC/Query (if installed)
from within this product to generate reports that show the user authorizations. Users are granted authority by
the SQL GRANT statement. The GRANT statement has six forms, one for each privilege class. RC/Query
provides a separate report for each privilege class. The Db2 privilege classes are System, Table, Database,
Plan, Package, and User/Resource.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Create Explain Table(s) option from the main menu and press Enter.
2. Complete the User and Database header fields, indicate which tables you want to create, and optionally specify a

tablespace name.
– If the database and tablespace fields for the PLAN_TABLE contain the default installation values, you can change

these values.
– To display a list of users that you can select from, leave the User field blank.
– If you specify a tablespace name, you can create tables for only one user ID at time. To create tables for multiple

users at once, leave the tablespace name blank. Db2 creates the separate tables implicitly.
Press Enter.
The PPA User List panel appears.

3. (Optional) If you have RC/Query installed, use line commands to access RC/Query reports for one or more users. Use
primary commands to verify authorizations for all users on the PPA User List panel.
Press F3. 
You return to the PPA User List panel.

4. Type S next to the user IDs you want to create tables for, and press Enter.
5. Type S in the command line.

The Selected User Queue panel appears. User IDs are held here until you are ready to process them.
6. Press F3 (End).

The queue is processed. The Batch Processor Card Display panel displays the batch input to create the tables.
7. (Optional) Type EDIT in the command line to access the SQL Editor and change the batch input. Press F3 (End) to

return to the Batch Processor Card Display panel.
8. Specify the processing mode for the batch input in the Mode field and press Enter.

Depending on the processing mode you selected, one of the following actions occurs:
– Online processing -- The Batch Processor In-Progress panel appears. The batch input executes immediately. The

Audit Message File appears when processing is complete.
– Batch processing -- Batch input is written to the Batch Processor data set that you specified when you specified

batch mode. To create the table, execute the batch input.
– Immediate batch processing -- The Batch Processor Immediate Batch panel appears. Write the batch input to a

data set immediately, submit the input, or edit the input.
The tables are created.

9. Press F3 (End) twice.
The main menu appears.

Explain Services Quick Steps
This section contains quick steps for using Explain SQL. These steps summarize tasks and let you complete procedures
using a minimum of options and panels.

Use the Explain SQL Option in an ISPF Session

You can use the Explain SQL option in an ISPF session.

Follow these steps: 

1. In your ISPF edit session, mark the SQL statement to be explained with the E or EE commands.
2. Enter SQLEASE EXPLAIN in the command line and press Enter.

The Short Access report displays the Db2 access path information directly in your ISPF edit session.
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Use the Explain SQL Option in an SQL Editor

You can use the Explain SQL option in an SQL editor.

Follow these steps: 

1. In your ISPF edit session, mark the SQL statement to be explained with the E or EE commands.
2. Enter SQLEASE in the command line and press Enter.

The main menu appears.
3. Select the Explain SQL option.

The SQL Editor panel displays the results of the EXPLAIN above your SQL statement.

Use the Enhanced Explain Option

You can launch the Enhanced Explain option from an ISPF session.

Follow these steps: 

1. In your ISPF edit session, mark the SQL statement to be explained with the E or EE commands.
2. Enter SQLEASE EE in the command line and press Enter.

The Enhanced Explain panel appears.
3. Specify the control parameters.
4. Enter one of the following values in the Option field:
X

Begins Enhanced Explain processing.
S

Accesses the Execute SQL option.
E

Accesses the SQL Editor.
P

Accesses the Profile Menu.
Press Enter.
The SQL statement is processed.

Explain SQL
Explain SQL inserts the EXPLAIN results directly into your edit session as a Short Access path report in the form of
NOTES and MSG lines.

You can request the Explain SQL option by entering one of the following commands:

SQLEASE
– Enter this command from your ISPF edit session. Use the E or EE line commands to indicate which SQL
statement must be explained. When you press Enter, the Main Menu appears. Select the EXPLAIN option
from the main menu. The SQL Editor panel appears and displays the results of the EXPLAIN above your SQL
statement.

SQLEASE EXPLAIN
– Enter this command from your ISPF edit session. Use the E or EE edit line commands to indicate which SQL
statement must be explained. The results of the EXPLAIN are inserted into your ISPF edit session, directly above
the selected SQL statement, in the form of Notes and Msg lines.

SQLEASE EXPLOPTS
– Enter this command from your ISPF edit session. Use the E or EE edit line commands to indicate which SQL
statement must be explained. The EXPLOPTS command displays a pop-up panel that allows for SSID, Plan Table
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option, Primary Authid, Secondary Authid, SQL Qualifier, Path Schemas, Parallelism Degree, and Isolation to be
specified before results of the EXPLAIN are inserted into your ISPF edit session, directly above the selected SQL
statement, in the form of Notes MSG lines.

EXPLAIN
– Enter this command from any SQL Editor session. The results are inserted directly into your edit session in the
form of Notes and Msg lines.

EXPLOPTS
– Enter this command from an SQL Editor session. A pop-up panel allows for options to be specified before the
results are inserted directly into your edit session in the form of Notes and Msg lines.

See the following sections for more information about explain SQL.

Explain Authorization IDs

Authorization IDs (AUTHIDs) for the Explain SQL feature are specified on the General Execution Parameters panel, which
you access through the Profile menu.

SQL-Ease Explain SQL supports the following authorization IDs.

Primary AUTHID
– This is the authorization ID that is used to establish the connection to Db2. If this field is left blank, the TSO user
ID is used.

Secondary AUTHID
– When you specify a secondary ID, the primary ID is used to connect to Db2, and then a SET CURRENT SQLID
command is issued to change the current SQLID to the specified secondary ID. This ID must be one of your valid
secondary IDs.
You can specify a secondary authorization ID as the creator ID of the PLAN_TABLE to which Db2 inserts the
results of your Explain SQL, Syntax Check SQL, or Enhanced Explain (SQL) options. If you leave this field blank,
your primary authorization ID is used.

SQL Qualifier ID
– If an object contained in your source SQL cannot be qualified, the SQL Qualifier ID is used as the implicit
qualifier. If this field is left blank, the ID specified for the Secondary AUTHID field is used.
Before the Explain SQL is performed, SQL-Ease qualifies any unqualified tables, view, or aliases and replaces
synonyms with the fully qualified name of the table or view upon which the synonym is defined.

Explain Options Window

The following illustrates the pop-up window that displays after entering the SQLEASE EXPLOPTS line command for an
SQL statement that has been selected:

                                 EXPLAIN OPTIONS                           

  SQPQXPLO                                                          

                                                                    

                                                                    

    Target DB2 SSID    => ssid      PLAN_TABLE Option=> C           

    Primary Authid     => PDDJCB    Secondary Authid => PDDJCB      

    SQL Qualifier Id   => PDDJC     Path Schemas     => N           

    Parallelism Degree => A         Isolation        => CS          

                                                                    

    Instructions:                                                   

                                                                    

     Press ENTER to continue                                        

     Press END to cancel explain                                   
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Explain SQL Results

The following example illustrates the panel that appears when you select the Explain SQL option from the Main Menu.

SQPSYNT --- (CAPS ON) ------ SQL Editor ------ (NULLS ON)  --- YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                               

 Below is your SQL statement along with the results of the EXPLAIN.  You may   

 edit your SQL and re-EXPLAIN the modified statement by entering EXPLAIN or    

  EXPLOPTS at the command line.  Enter the SEND command to                     

 return the modified statement to your ISPF Edit session.                      

                                                                               

___  **************************** QUICK EXPLAIN *****************************  

___  -- PLAN_TABLE was found and the explain table format is in V91.

 ___ -- DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE was found and the explain table format is in V91.

___ A PPA future or SQL-Ease explain will replace all host variables in an SQL 

    statement with parameter markers before a dynamic explain is executed.     

                                                                               

___  Access Path Analysis:                                                     

                                                                               

     Cost: (ms) 140              (su) 3762             (tc) +.23650 E+05       

___                                                                            

___   PQbkNo: 0        PPlnNo: 0     QblkNo: 1     MxOpSq: 0    TBTyp: TABL    

___   Access: TS SCN   TSLock: IS    Prefet: S     QblkTy: SEL  TabNo: 1       

___   Tb#1  : USER909.DSN_FUNCTION_TABLE                                       

___   CorrNm: A                                                                

___   Encode: UNICODE  SCCSID: 367   MCCSID: 1208  DCCSID: 1200  CTEREF: 0

___                                                                            

___   PQbkNo: 0        PPlnNo: 1     QblkNo: 1     MxOpSq: 0    TBTyp: TABL    

___   Access: TS SCN   TSLock: IS    Prefet: S     QblkTy: SEL  TabNo: 2       

___   Method: Merge Scan Join        JoinTy: Inner MergJC: 5                   

___   Tb#2  : USER909.DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE                                       

___   CorrNm: B                                                                

___   Sorts New        Unique: N     Join  : Y     Ordrby: N    Grpby: N       

___   Sorts Composite  Unique: N     Join  : Y     Ordrby: N    Grpby: N       

___   PllMod: QUERY CP JnDegr: 10    JnPgrp: 3     SrtcPg:

___   Encode: UNICODE  SCCSID: 367   MCCSID: 1208  DCCSID: 1200 CTEREF: 0

___  ************************************************************************  

___                                                                            

___ SELECT  A.SCHEMA_NAME , A.FUNCTION_NAME , A.SPEC_FUNC_NAME ,               

___        A.FUNCTION_TYPE , A.VIEW_CREATOR , A.VIEW_NAME , A."PATH" ,         

___        A.FUNCTION_TEXT , B.STMT_TYPE , B.COST_CATEGORY , B.PROCMS ,        

___        B.PROCSU , B.REASON                                                 

___   FROM CARDO09.DSN_FUNCTION_TABLE A , CARDO09.DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE B         

___   WHERE A.QUERYNO = B.QUERYNO AND A.APPLNAME = B.APPLNAME AND              

___        A.PROGNAME = B.PROGNAME AND A."COLLID" = B."COLLID" AND             

___        A.GROUP_MEMBER = B.GROUP_MEMBER                                     

      ;                                                                        

A condensed version of the Access report appears. This report shows the access methods and joins used for the tables
referenced in the SQL. The selected statement also appears.

From this panel, you can:
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• Press PF3 (End) to exit the panel.
• Edit the SQL statement and re-EXPLAIN the modified SQL by entering EXPLAIN or EXPLOPTS in the command line.
• Enter SEND in the command line to return the displayed SQL statement to your ISPF edit session.

Default Parameters Used

The following lists the defaults that are used for the Explain SQL option during Enhanced Explain processing:

• The Short Access report is generated to display the results of the EXPLAIN.
• Current catalog statistics are used.
• Results of the EXPLAIN are rolled back from the PLAN_TABLE.
• The current SQL ID establishes the connection to Db2. You can use the SET CURRENT SQLID command to change

the current SQL ID.
• Unqualified table names uses the current SQL ID as the creator ID. You can use the SET CURRENT SQLID command

to change the current SQL ID.
• The value of the current SQL ID also controls the creator ID of the PLAN_TABLE, which temporarily contains the

results of the EXPLAIN.
• If the EXPLAIN fails, an error message block displays above the SQL statement. The message block describes the

error encountered.

Capture Access Path Information for SQL that References Temporary Objects
As a database administrator (DBA), you want access path information for SQL that references temporary application-
defined objects. For example, you want to explain the SQL that uses declare global temporary tables. Doing so requires
that the table is created in the same process that executes the explain. In addition, you want to execute other statement
types, including INSERT to populate the table and CREATE INDEX to mimic the temporary application-defined objects.

Using batch enhanced explain, you can explain this SQL in your runtime environment and can obtain the access path
information.

WARNING

• SQL that references temporary objects executes only under the authority of the user's logon ID. This SQL
cannot be executed when SQL-Ease is running under an elevated authority as allowed by the primary
authorization ID.

• If you want to explain SQL while using the primary authorization ID, additional external security permissions
are required. For more information about enabling these permissions, see SAF-Based Security
Authorizations in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Common Functions documentation..

• When specifying your explain options, the COMMIT/ROLLBACK value that is specified in the PLAN_TABLE
Option field also applies to the executed SQL referenced in the DDL sidedeck.

Follow these steps:

1. Address the security requirements:
– Verify  that your user logon ID is authorized to execute the SQL that is specified in the DDLFILE explain card. The

SQL statement types are limited to the statements that EXECUTE IMMEDIATE supports.
– Verify that your user logon ID have the security authorization that is required to perform an EXPLAIN PLAN.

2. Prepare a DDL sidedeck in SPUFI format that contains the SQL statements, separated by semicolons, that you want
to execute during the enhanced explain.

NOTE
If any SQL statements in the DDL sidedeck encounter a negative SQLCODE during execution, the explain
process terminates.

3. Create the enhanced explain input in batch mode.
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4. Manually add the DDLFILE explain card to the explain input. DDLFILE specifies the file that contains the DDL
sidedeck for the temporary objects. This SQL executes immediately before the explain.

5. Execute the explain in batch.
6. Review the access path report, which is contained in the explain results.

Enhanced Explain
Enhanced explain lets you control the input and output of the EXPLAIN. The Enhanced Explain panel displays the SQL to
be explained. From this panel you can also execute the SQL, edit the SQL, and specify control parameters. For example,
with the Enhanced Explain option, you can:

• Select a rule set
• Select various Enhanced Explain reports
• Update and commit catalog statistics
• Specify alternative authorization IDs
• Save or roll back the Db2 EXPLAIN results to your explain tables

You can request the Enhanced Explain option by entering one of the following commands:

• SQLEASE -- Enter this command from your ISPF edit session. Use the E or EE ISPF edit line commands to indicate
which SQL statement must be explained. When you press Enter, the Main Menu appears. Select the EE option from
the main menu. The Enhanced Explain panel appears so you can specify control parameters.

• SQLEASE EE -- Enter this command from your ISPF edit session. To indicate which SQL statement must be
explained, use the E or EE ISPF edit line commands. The Enhanced Explain panel appears so you can specify control
parameters.

You can also type X in the Option header field on the Dynamic SQL Execution panel to access the Enhanced Explain
panel.

The following sections provide more information about enhanced explains:

Enhanced Explain Authorization IDs

The following list describes the IDs that can be specified on the Enhanced Explain panel.

• Primary AUTHID -- This authorization ID is used to establish the connection to Db2. If this field is left blank, the primary
authorization ID is the TSO ID of the person running the EXPLAIN process.

WARNING

RRSAF authorization and additional external security permissions are required for the primary AUTHID when
using the DDLFILE enhanced explain card. Otherwise, explain processing immediately terminates. By using
the DDLFILE card, you can explain the SQL that uses declare global temporary tables. You can execute
other statement types, including INSERT to populate the table and CREATE INDEX to mimic the temporary
application-defined objects. You can also supply application-defined objects such as special registers for
execution before a future explain. 

For more information about enabling RRSAF and the additional external security permissions, review the
RRSAF Authorization content that is located in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Common
Functions documentation.  

• Secondary AUTHID -- You can specify a secondary authorization ID as the creator ID of the PLAN_TABLE to which
Db2 will insert the results of your EXPLAIN. If you leave this field blank, your primary authorization ID is used.
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When you specify a secondary ID, the primary ID is used to connect to Db2, and then a SET CURRENT SQLID
command is issued to change the current SQLID to the specified secondary ID. This ID must be one of your secondary
IDs or you must be a SYSADM.

• SQL Qualifier ID -- If an object contained in your source SQL cannot be qualified, the SQL Qualifier ID is used as the
implicit qualifier. If the SQL Qualifier ID field is left blank, the ID specified for the Secondary AUTHID is used.
Before an SQL statement is explained, SQL-Ease qualifies any unqualified tables, views, or aliases and replaces
synonyms with the fully qualified name of the table or view upon which the synonym is defined. Because of this explicit
qualification of unqualified references, you can direct the EXPLAIN output to any PLAN_TABLE by specifying the
Secondary AUTHID.

Enhanced Explain AUTHIDs can be administered from both the Enhanced Explain panel and the Profile General
Execution Parameters panel.

PLAN_TABLE/DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE

This section details how the product uses the PLAN_TABLE option from the Enhanced Explain panel. When the actual
Db2 EXPLAIN is executed, the standard IBM EXPLAIN output is placed into the PLAN_TABLE and the cost-related data
is inserted into the DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE that has a creator ID equal to the current authorization ID of the process.
This standard output is used with catalog statistics and SQL information to provide you with the Enhanced Explain reports.
You decide whether to leave those rows in the standard Db2 PLAN_TABLE and DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE. Enter C to
Commit Db2 EXPLAIN output to the PLAN_TABLE and DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE or enter R to Rollback the Db2 Explain
from the PLAN_TABLE and DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.

The following list explains the PLAN_TABLE options:

C
Db2 EXPLAIN output is saved to the specified PLAN_TABLE and DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE when the Commit
(C) option is selected. You might want to commit to later review this information. However, the dynamic EXPLAIN
does not identify each statement explained, so it can be difficult to use this information. We recommend that you
request to rollback (R) the PLAN_TABLE and DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE information.

R
When you specify rollback (R), the standard Db2 EXPLAIN output is used to produce the Enhanced Explain
reports. After the EXPLAIN updates the standard PLAN_TABLE rows and DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE rows, the
rows are rolled back. Choose this option to enable your PLAN_TABLE and DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE to be used
without any data actually being saved into it.

SAVE

SAVE can be entered as a primary command from the Enhanced Explain panel. This command lets you save the values
of certain fields from one session to the next. The following lists the fields that the SAVE command affects:

• Commit Catalog Updates
• PLAN_TABLE Option
• Primary AUTHID
• Secondary AUTHID
• SQL Qualifier ID
• Path schemas
• Optimization hints

Updating Report Options
The Report Options panel appears when you specify Y or U in the Update Report Options field from the Enhanced Explain
panel. This panel lets you select Enhanced Explain reports and Expert System rule options.
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Enhanced Explain reports present the results of the EXPLAIN in detailed, formatted reports. Expert System rules analyze
your SQL statements, flag potential trouble spots, and provide recommendations on how to improve your SQL and
physical object configurations.

Select at least one report; otherwise no output is generated.

Statistics Reports Panel Example
The Statistics Reports pop-up panel displays when you enter Y or U for the Statistics option from the Enhanced Explain
Report Options panel. Use the Statistics Reports pop-up panel to specify the reports you want generated when your
explain is processed.

The Statistics Reports pop-up panel is shown in the following example:

STATISTICS REPORTS        

  PPPESRPP                       

    Tablespace===> Y             

    Tablepart ===> Y             

    Table     ===> Y             

    Index     ===> Y             

    Indexpart ===> Y             

    Column    ===> Y             

    Coldist   ===> Y             

    LOB       ===> Y             

                                 

    Instructions:                

                                 

     Press ENTER to process      

     Press END to CANCEL        

The following table describes the statistics reports that can be generated. Valid values for each field are provided in the
following list:

N
– Does not generate the report.

L
– Generates the long report.

S
– Generates the short report.

Indicate whether to generate the Statistics report for the options listed, which reports on statistics found in the Db2 catalog
table specified in the following table:

Statistics Report Option Db2 Catalog Table 
TABLESPACE SYSTABLESPACE
TABLEPART SYSTABLEPART
TABLE SYSTABLES
INDEX SYSINDEXES
INDEXPART SYSINDEXPART
COLUMN SYSCOLUMNS
COLDIST SYSCOLDIST
LOB SYSLOBSTATS
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Formatting Options
The following option specifies how to format the Enhanced Explain reports:

Uppercase
Specifies how to print the reports.
N

Prints the reports in uppercase and lowercase. This setting is the default.
Y

Prints the reports in uppercase. If your printer does not support lowercase, specify Y.

Select the setting to use and then press F3 (End) to return to the Enhanced Explain panel.

Your specified setting is used only for the current EXPLAIN session unless you use the SAVE command. The SAVE
primary command saves the currently selected report options into your ISPF profile. This command is useful for
establishing your own default report settings. The saved report options are used as the defaults for subsequent Enhanced
Explain processing until you change them.

Rule Options
The following options specify which rules to apply during the EXPLAIN:

SQL
Specifies whether to generate a report that identifies potential SQL syntax problems and provides
recommendations for improvement:
N

Does not generate the report.
L

Generates the long format report.
S

Generates the short format report.
Physical

Specifies whether to generate a report that identifies potential object design problems and provides
recommendations for improvement:
N

Does not generate the report.
L

Generates the long format report.
S

Generates the short format report.
Predicate

Specifies whether to generate a report that identifies potential problems with the predicates in your SQL:
N

Does not generate the report.
Y

Generates the report.
Rule Set

Specifies which set of rules to apply when executing the EXPLAIN.
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You can display a list of available rule sets by entering selection criteria in this field. When you press Enter, a Rule
Selection panel appears. Type S next to the appropriate rule set.
If you leave the Rule Set field blank, the default rule set is used. (The default is ssid.@DEFAULT, where ssid is
the target subsystem where the Explain is to be executed.) If this rule set does not exist, the default rules are
used, depending on what Db2 version the target SSID is running.

Rule SSID
(Optional) Specifies which subsystem ID contains the rule set. This field is useful when you are referencing a rule
set that resides on a different subsystem. During Enhanced Explain processing, the specified rule set is retrieved
from this subsystem. The default is the subsystem where your SQL is explained.
The subsystem ID that you specify here is referenced for the rule set only when the SQL, Physical, or Predicate
rule reports are requested.

Rule Set Selection List
The Rule Selection Panel lets you select an existing rule set to use for the EXPLAIN. This panel appears when you enter
an asterisk (*) in the Rule Set field from the Report Options panel.

The following fields appear on the Rule Selection Panel:

Rules SSID
Lets you filter the rule sets that appear by subsystem. Enter selection criteria or a specific subsystem ID.

Rule Set
Lets you filter the rule sets that appear by name. Enter selection criteria or the name of a specific rule set.

Creator
Let you filter the rule sets that appear by creator. Enter selection criteria or the creator of a specific rule set.

Db2 SSID
Displays the Rule SSID value that was entered on the Report Options panel. This field determines the Db2
subsystem from which the Expert System Rules are retrieved. This field lets you reference a rule set that resides
on a different subsystem than the one you are explaining on (Explain Target SSID).

Version
(Display only) Displays the Db2 version that is running on the specified subsystem.

Cmd
Specifies an action to take. For example, type S next to a rule set to use it during the EXPLAIN. You can also
type C on the first line to create a rule set.

SSID, Rule Set
Display the fully qualified rule set names that match your header field criteria.

Description
Displays a description of the rule set. If you are creating a rule set, enter a description here.

Creator
Displays the creator of the rule set. If you are creating a rule set, your user ID is the default value for this field.

SO
Indicates the share option that has been applied to the rule set. If you are creating a rule set, specify one of the
following values:
Y

Lets other users browse, but not update, this rule set.
U

Lets other users perform any operation on this rule set. This value is the default.
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N
Does not let other users perform any operation on this rule set. Rule sets with this share option do not
appear on the panel unless you are the creator.

Last Update User
Displays the user who last updated the rule set.

Last Update Date
Displays the date of the last update.

Last Update Time
Displays the time of the last update.

After you select a rule set, press Enter. The Report Options panel reappears.

Updating Catalog Statistics
When the Db2 Optimizer analyzes an SQL statement, many of the statistics stored in the catalog are used to determine
the optimal access path. To force the Db2 Optimizer into using other statistics (such as your production statistics), you are
left with a major revamping task. For example, suppose you are projecting how certain plans will execute using production
volumes of data.

The Db2 solution is to update the catalog statistics of your test subsystem. This is a major chore because Db2 does not
provide a facility for easily updating catalog statistics. For example, you must calculate the effects of the change, then
manually execute UPDATE statements to manipulate statistics to reflect the anticipated data changes.

You can temporarily change catalog statistics for an Enhanced Explain. To do so, simply select the Update Catalog
Statistics option from the Enhanced Explain panel, choose the objects whose statistics to update from a selection list, and
enter the new statistics.

Some of the Catalog Statistics abilities include:

Automatic Object Listings
– The objects referenced in the SQL are automatically displayed.

Simple Updates
– After you select the objects whose statistics to update, all available catalog columns display for updating. With
each catalog column, the current Db2 system catalog values display. To change the statistics, simply enter the
new values.

Rollback Option
– You can choose if the changed statistics must rollback to their original values or remain with the new values.
The rollback of the catalog changes occurs after the EXPLAIN processing is complete.

HEX Display for Column Statistics
– The values for the HIGH2KEY and LOW2KEY statistics can be displayed and edited in EBCDIC or
hexadecimal.

Convenient Access
– You can execute an Enhanced Explain of the SQL from the Catalog Update panel simply by
entering EXPLAIN in the command line. This lets you quickly test various statistical configurations.

The Update Catalog Statistics feature uses portions of the Statistics Manager, but is separate from the Statistics
Manager. 
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Catalog Statistics Panel
The PSM Catalog Statistics Editor panel lists the objects that are referenced in the SQL. The objects are listed according
to their physical relationship. For example, tables are indented under their tablespaces. Indexes are indented under the
tables on which they have been defined. From this panel, you can specify the catalog updates to make.

To access the PSM Catalog Statistics Editor panel, enter Y or U in the Update Catalog Statistics field of the Enhanced
Explain panel.

NOTE
If a syntax error occurs in the SQL to be explained, the SQL Syntax Error Display panel appears, indicating the
error. You can then use the Edit option on the Enhanced Explain panel to correct the error before updating the
catalog statistics.

The following example shows the PSM Catalog Statistics Editor panel:

PSCATU       --------- PSM Catalog Statistics Editor --------            

                                                                               

Strategy     ===>                                                              

Description  ===>                                                              

----------------------------------------------------------------------  USERxx 

 Use P or X Line Commands To Propagate Table Cardinality To Dependent Objects.  

CMD  OBJECT-NAME              QUALIFIER  TYPE  PART  STATUS      MULTIPLIER    

___  DSN8S81D                 DSN8D81A   TS                               0 %  

___    DEPT                   DSN8810    TB                               0 %  

___      XDEPT1               DSN8810    IX                                    

___      XDEPT2               DSN8810    IX                                    

___      XDEPT3               DSN8810    IX                                    

___  DSN8S81E                 DSN8D81A   TS                               0 %  

___    EMP                    DSN8810    TB                               0 %  

___        EMP                DSN8810    TBS      1                            

___        EMP                DSN8810    TBS      2                            

___        EMP                DSN8810    TBS      3                            

___        EMP                DSN8810    TBS      4                            

___      XEMP1                DSN8810    IX                                    

___        XEMP1              DSN8810    IXS      1                            

 

The PSM Catalog Statistics Editor panel has the following fields:

Strategy
Specifies the strategy name.

Description
Specifies the strategy description.

Object-Name
Displays the object names.

Qualifier
Displays the creator ID (for tables and indexes) or the database name (for tablespaces).

Type
Displays the object types:
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• IX -- Index
• IXS -- Partitioned index statistics
• TB -- Table
• TBS -- Partitioned tablespace statistics
• TS -- Tablespace

Part
Displays the partition number (for partitioned tablespaces or indexes).

Status
Displays the status of the statistics for each object:
U

Indicates that the statistics have been updated.
C

Indicates that the column statistics have been updated.
UC

Indicates that the statistics and column statistics have been updated.
Multiplier

Specifies the multiplier value that Statistics Manager uses to update the statistics. You can modify this field. Any
non-zero value in this field overrides the tablespace multiplier.

Primary Commands
Lets you enter a panel-specific primary command from the Catalog Update panel:
EXPLAIN

Explains the SQL statement.
EXPLODE

Explodes the panel information to show all object statistics.
RESET

Clears all pending catalog updates from the panel.
SHRINK

Hides the statistics for all objects.
SQL

Displays the SQL catalog UPDATE statements that will be used to make the requested changes.

Use F7 (Up) and F8 (Down) to scroll through the object listing. Press Enter to process your primary or line command
requests. Press F3 (End) to return to the Enhanced Explain panel.

Updating Object Statistics
When you enter U next to an object name to update its statistics or when you enter the EXPLODE primary command, the
display of the Catalog Update panel is expanded. The expanded display shows the statistics for the object and lets you
update those statistics.

Although the expanded display varies according to object type, the basic display is the same. The following example
shows the expanded display for a tablespace.

PSCATU       --------- PSM Catalog Statistics Editor --------       

                                                                               

Strategy     ===>                                                              

Description  ===>                                                              

----------------------------------------------------------------------  USERxx 
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 Use P or X Line Commands To Propagate Table Cardinality To Dependent Objects  

CMD  OBJECT-NAME              QUALIFIER  TYPE  PART  STATUS      MULTIPLIER    

___  DSN8S81D                 DSN8D81A   TS                               0 %  

     PARTITIONS:   0    LOCKRULE: PAGE        CLOSE: N  SEGSIZE:  0            

     NACTIVEF   ===>                       ( +0.1200000000000 E+02 )           

                                                                               

___    DEPT                   DSN8810    TB                               0 %  

       RECLENGTH:     76  EDPROC:                                              

       CARDF      ===>                       ( +0.1400000000000 E+02 )         

       NPAGES     ===>                       (                     1 )         

       PCTPAGES   ===>                       (                     8 )         

       PCTROWCOMP ===>                       (                     0 )         

                                                                               

___      XDEPT1               DSN8810    IX                                    

         UNIQUE: P  COLCOUNT:   1  CLUSTERING: N                CLOSE: N       

         FIRSTKEYCARDF ==>                       ( +0.1400000000000 E+02 )     

         FULLKEYCARDF ===>                       ( +0.1400000000000 E+02 )     

         NLEAF        ===>                       (                     1 )     

         NLEVELS      ===>                       (                     2 )     

         CLUSTERRATIOF ==>                       ( +0.1000000000000 E+01 )     

         CLUSTERED    ===>                       (                     Y )     

                                                                               

___      XDEPT2               DSN8810    IX                                    

         UNIQUE: D  COLCOUNT:   1  CLUSTERING: N                CLOSE: N       

         FIRSTKEYCARDF ==>                       ( +0.9000000000000 E+01 )     

         FULLKEYCARDF ===>                       ( +0.9000000000000 E+01 )     

         NLEAF        ===>                       (                     1 )     

         NLEVELS      ===>                       (                     2 )     

         CLUSTERRATIOF ==>                       ( +0.1000000000000 E+01 )     

         CLUSTERED    ===>                       (                     Y )     

                                                                               

___      XDEPT3               DSN8810    IX                                    

         UNIQUE: D  COLCOUNT:   1  CLUSTERING: N                CLOSE: N       

         FIRSTKEYCARDF ==>                       ( +0.3000000000000 E+01 )     

         FULLKEYCARDF ===>                       ( +0.3000000000000 E+01 )     

         NLEAF        ===>                       (                     1 )     

         NLEVELS      ===>                       (                     2 )     

         CLUSTERRATIOF ==>                       ( +0.1000000000000 E+01 )     

         CLUSTERED    ===>                       (                     Y )     

 

The following describes the fields that are shown on the Catalog Update panel when an expanded display is requested:

Non-Updateable Statistics
For some objects, statistics that cannot be updated display directly following the object name. For example, the
non-updateable statistics for tablespace DSN8S81E.DSN8D81A are the number of partitions, lock rule, close rule,
and segment size.

Statistics Name
The name of the statistics column you are updating.

Catalog Value
The current catalog value appears in parentheses.
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New Value
(Optional) This is the value to use for the EXPLAIN.
Enter a new value to the left of the current value.

Table Statistics
This illustrates the statistic columns for the specified tables.

Index Statistics
This illustrates the statistic columns for the specified indexes.
Use PF7 (Up) and PF8 (Down) to scroll through the object listing.
Press Enter after you specify the values. U (Update) appears in the object's Status field.

Updateable Statistics
This section documents the statistics you can update for each object type.

The statistics for tablespaces, tables, and indexes are located on the Catalog Update panel. Those for columns are found
on the Catalog Update - Column List panel.

Tablespace

The following statistic is available for updating:

NACTIVE
Indicates the number of active pages in the tablespace.

Table_Item

The following statistics are available for updating:

CARD
Indicates the total number of rows contained in the table.
When updating the cardinality, you can propagate this change to all related objects.

NPAGES
Indicates the total number of pages in the tablespace that contain rows for this table.

PCTPAGES
Indicates the percentage of total pages of the tablespace that contain rows of the table.

PCTROWCOMP
Indicates the percentage of rows compressed in the total number of active rows in the table. N/A indicates
statistics were not available or the row describes a view, alias, or synonym.

Index

The following statistics are available for updating:

FIRSTKEYCARD
Indicates the number of distinct values of the first 8 bytes of the first key column, or of the entire column if it is
narrower than 8 bytes.

FULLKEYCARD
Indicates the number of distinct values of the whole key.

NLEAF
Indicates the number of active leaf pages in the index.
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NLEVELS
Indicates the number of levels in the index binary tree. The more levels, the more index pages that must be
retrieved to find the location of the row.

CLUSTERRATIO
Indicates the percentage of rows that are in clustering order.

Column 

The following statistics are available for updating on the Column List panel:

COLCOUNT
Indicates the number of distinct values in column.

HIGH2KEY
Indicates the second highest value of the column.

LOW2KEY
Indicates the second lowest value of the column.

Column List
The Column List panel lists the columns for the table or index and lets you update information in the SYSCOLUMNS
table. The Column List panel appears when you enter C next to a table or index name on the Catalog Update panel. (The
C command is not valid for tablespaces.)

The following example shows the fields for a table. Indexes have the same fields, plus the ORDER and KEYSEQ fields.

PSCATUC       -------- PSM Catalog Statistics Editor --------          

                                                                               

Column list for                                                                

----------------------------------------------------------------------  USERxx 

CMD    COL#  COLUMN NAME         COLTYPE    SIZE   STATUS                      

___      1   DEPTNO              CHAR          3                               

___      2   DEPTNAME            VARCHAR      36                               

___      3   MGRNO               CHAR          6                               

___      4   ADMRDEPT            CHAR          3                               

___      5   LOCATION            CHAR         16                               

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

 

The Column List panel includes the following fields:

COL#
Displays the sequential number of the column in the table.

COLUMN NAME
Displays the column name.

COLTYPE
Displays the column data type: INTEGER, SMALLINT, FLOAT, CHAR, VARCHAR, LONGVAR, DECIMAL,
GRAPHIC, VARG, LONGVARG, DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP, LOB, BLOB, CLOB, DBCLOB, ROW ID, or
DISTINCT TYPE.

SIZE
Displays the column length. For decimal columns, this field shows the precision and scale.

ORDER
(For indexes only) Displays the column order:
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• ASC -- Ascending
• DEC -- Descending

KEYSEQ
(For indexes only) Displays the numerical position of the column in the index key.

STATUS
Indicates whether the column statistics have been updated:

• U appears when the statistics have been updated.
• C appears when column updates are pending.

CMD
Lets you enter a valid update option:
R

Resets the Update flag. No updates are made for this column for the EXPLAIN.
S

Shrinks the display by hiding the column statistics.
U

Updates the column statistics. When you enter this option, the column statistics appear. For more
information, see Updating Columns.

Updating Columns
To update columns, enter U in the Option field from the Column List panel. The following example shows the Column List
panel in expanded display (when U has been entered to update a column's statistics) for a table. Additional information
fields about the requested column appear directly under the requested column name. These fields also apply to an index.

PSCATUC       -------- PSM Catalog Statistics Editor --------          

                                                                               

Column list for                                                                

----------------------------------------------------------------------  USERxx 

CMD    COL#  COLUMN NAME         COLTYPE    SIZE   STATUS                      

___      1   DEPTNO              CHAR          3                               

___      2   DEPTNAME            VARCHAR      36                               

       COLCARDF ===>                       (                    -1 )           

       --------------------------------------------------------------          

       HIGH2KEY ===>                       (                       )           

                     44444444                             44444444             

                     00000000                             00000000             

       --------------------------------------------------------------          

       LOW2KEY  ===>                       (                       )           

                     44444444                             44444444             

                     00000000                             00000000             

                                                                               

___      3   MGRNO               CHAR          6                               

___      4   ADMRDEPT            CHAR          3                               

___      5   LOCATION            CHAR         16                               

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

 

The following additional fields appear on the Column List panel in expanded display:
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Catalog Value
Displays the current catalog value in parentheses. Enter the new value to the left of the current catalog value. Use
this value for the EXPLAIN.

The following fields can be updated:

COLCARD
Indicates the number of distinct values in a column.

HIGH2KEY
Indicates the second highest value of the column.

LOW2KEY
Indicates the second lowest value of the column.
The HIGH2KEY and LOW2KEY columns are case-sensitive. The data entered will not automatically be set to
upper case.

EBCDIC
For the HIGH2KEY and LOW2KEY columns, this field displays the EBCDIC value for that statistic.
Type over the EBCDIC or hex characters to update the EBCDIC values. If you edit the EBCDIC value, its
corresponding hex data appears when you press Enter. When updates are made, the display of the EBCDIC
value changes color to remind you of the change.

HEX Display
For the HIGH2KEY and LOW2KEY columns, the hexadecimal value of the column is also displayed. Hex data is
shown vertically: the two digits making the hex representation of each EBCDIC character are directly under that
character.
Type over the EBCDIC or hex characters to update the hex values. To restore the original hex data, blank out the
incorrect line. You can also enter the RESET primary command or R line command.
Valid line commands are U (Update), R (Reset), and S (Shrink). Press Enter to process any entered line
commands. Press PF3 (End) to return to the Catalog Update panel.

Propagating Cardinality
When you update the cardinality of a table from the Catalog Update panel, you can propagate this change to all related
objects, such as indexes and tablespaces. You can use the propagation line commands to propagate a value or a
multiplier.

Propagating a Value

You can propagate a new cardinality value to all related objects.

To propagate a cardinality value, enter the following values on the Catalog Update panel:

• Type P (Propagate) next to a table.
• Type the new cardinality value in the CARDF field.

Press Enter.

The correct values are calculated for related objects and displayed in the appropriate fields.

Propagating a Multiplier

You can propagate a multiplier value to all related objects.

To propagate a multiplier value, enter the following commands on the Catalog Update panel:

• Type X next to a table.
• Type the new multiplier value in the CARDF field.
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Press Enter.

By using a multiplier, the new cardinality value is actually the result of the multiplier and the existing cardinality value. By
entering a cardinality multiplier and using the Propagate a Multiplier line command, the correct values are calculated for
related objects and displayed in the appropriate fields.

Status
The SHRINK command is useful after you have updated several object statistics so you can view the status more clearly.
The following example shows an object display after the SHRINK command has been entered.

SQCATU       ------------- SQL-Ease Catalog Update ------------        

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

                                                                               

Commit Updates ===> R ( C - Commit, R - Rollback )                             

 Use P or X Line Commands To Propagate Table Cardinality To Dependent Objects  

----------------------------------------------------------------------  USERxx 

O  OBJECT-NAME            QUALIFIER  TYPE  STATUS                              

_  DSN8S31D               DSN8D31A    TS     U                                 

_    DEPT                 DSN8310     TB     UC                                

_      XDEPT1             DSN8310     IX     UC                                

_      XDEPT2             DSN8310     IX                                       

_      XDEPT3             DSN8310     IX                                       

_  DSN8S31E               DSN8D31A    TS                                       

_    EMP                  DSN8310     TB                                       

_      XEMP1              DSN8310     IX                                       

_      XEMP2              DSN8310     IX                                       

_  EMPPROJA               DSN8D31A    TS                                       

_    EMPPROJACT           DSN8310     TB                                       

_      XEMPPROJACT1       DSN8310     IX                                       

_      XEMPPROJACT2       DSN8310     IX                                       

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

                                                                               

The following describes the Status field on the Catalog Update panel after an object has been updated.

Status
A highlighted U appears in the Status field to indicate that the object's statistics have been updated. A highlighted
C appears in the Status field to indicate that the object's column statistics have been updated.

Press PF3 (End) to exit the Catalog Update panel. The Enhanced Explain panel reappears.

Enhanced Explain Reports
SQL-Ease translates the Db2 explain output into concise, easy-to-read enhanced reports.

NOTE
Plan Analyzer and SQL-Ease generate similar content for their enhanced explain reports. Although SQL-Ease
does not report on plans and packages, Plan Analyzer does. Therefore, some references to plans and packages
can appear in the reports.

The following list summarizes the enhanced explain reports:

Summary
Shows the SQL statements that were explained, their types, and the Explain SQL code.
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Cost
Shows how expensive an SQL statement is compared to other SQL. The displayed values represent the relative
cost factor that was returned by Db2.

Access
Describes the access paths that Db2 selects and the expense of the SQL statement.

Predicate
Lists all predicates that are involved in the SQL, their indexability/sargability, and the estimated number of rows
that Db2 will return after the predicates are applied.

Dependency
Shows which objects are dependent on an SQL statement.

Index Probe Statistics
Displays column distribution and key-target distribution statistics for each explained SQL statement.

Referential Integrity
Displays a visual reference of defined referential relationships.

Tree
Shows an indented tree diagram of referenced objects in the SQL. This report emphasizes the relationships and
dependencies between objects.

Statistics
Displays all pertinent Db2 catalog statistics in an easy-to-read report.

SQL Design Rule
Identifies potential problems with SQL syntax and provides recommendations for improvement.

Physical Design Rule
Identifies potential problems with physical object design and provides recommendations for improvement.

Predicate Design Rule
Identifies potential predicate problems in your SQL and provides recommendations for improvement.

Report Guidelines
The following detailed reports are generated for each explained SQL statement:

• Access
• Predicate
• Dependency
• SQL Rule
• Physical Rule
• Predicate Rule
• Index Probe Statistics

The following summarized reports are generated once per SQL source:

• Summary
• Cost
• Referential Integrity
• Tree
• Statistics

The reports display comprehensive information about the SQL statements that are selected for the EXPLAIN.
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Reports are generated in the following order:

1. Summary
2. Cost
3. Detail Reports (Access, Dependency, Predicate, SQL Rule, Predicate Rule, Physical Rule, and Index Probe Statistics)
4. Referential Integrity
5. Statistics
6. Tree

SQL statement reports are displayed according to the order that the SQL is listed on the Summary report.

If the reports are generated online, scroll to review the content. The FIND command can also be used to locate specific
statement numbers. PPRINT, QPRINT, PFILE, or QFILE any report for offline analysis.

Statement Explain Detail
Detailed information is presented about each explained statement in a section of the report called Statement Explain
Detail. For reports other than Summary and Cost, this section appears before each explained SQL statement reports.
The Statement Explain Detail identifies the SQL statement and displays the SQL statement text. The following example
illustrates the Statement Explain Detail section.

 Source DB2 SSID: DXXA                         Date/time: YY/MM/DD, HH:MM:SS:XX

            Plan:                              DB2 SSID : DXXA                 

            DBRM:                              SQL Code :   +0                 

            Stmt: 1                            Message  :                      

                                                                               

SQL Statement Text:                                                            

                                                                               

DECLARE TESTCSR CURSOR                                                         

FOR                                                                            

SELECT A.DEPTNO , A.DEPTNAME , B.FIRSTNME , B.LASTNAME , B.JOB , B.SALARY      

    FROM DSN8310.DEPT A , DSN8310.EMP B                                        

    WHERE A.DEPTNO = B.WORKDEPT                                                

    AND B.EMPNO = ANY                                                          

    (                                                                          

       SELECT C.EMPNO                                                          

           FROM DSN8310.EMPPROJACT C                                           

           WHERE C.PROJNO = :WORK-PROJNO                                       

           AND                                                                 

           (                                                                   

              C.EMSTDATE >= 'YYYY-MM-DD'                                       

              AND C.EMSTDATE <= 'YYYY-MM-DD'                                   

           )                                                                   

    )                                                                          

 

The following describes the Statement Explain Detail section for an Enhanced Explain report:

Source Information
Displays the source information selected for Enhanced Explain processing.

Source Db2 SSID
Identifies the source SSID from which the SQL being explained was retrieved. This field does not apply to SQL-
Ease.
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Identified Sources
Identifies the source that was analyzed. Plan, DBRM, Collection, and Package fields do not apply to SQL-Ease.

Stmt
Identifies the SQL statement that was analyzed. A relative SQL statement number is assigned. For example, if
three SQL statements were explained, the number 1 is assigned for the first explained statement, the number 2
for the next statement, and the number 3 for the last statement.

Enhanced Explain Information
Displays information about the EXPLAIN.

Date/Time
Displays the date and time when the Enhanced Explain occurred. This time usually represents the time when the
plan or package was last bound with EXPLAIN=YES.

Db2 SSID
Displays the target Db2 subsystem ID where the EXPLAIN took place. This is also the selected rule set's SSID
identifier.

SQL Code
Displays the return code from executing the EXPLAIN. +0 indicates that the SQL was explained without errors.

Message
Provides a brief reason if Explain information was not available.

SQL Statement Text
Displays each SQL statement text. The SQL is formatted to make it easily readable. Each clause begins on a new
line and parenthesized clauses are nested for easy analysis.

Dependent View Text
If the SQL is dependent on views and the Dependency report has been selected, the CREATE VIEW text appears for all
dependent views. SQL-Ease indicates whether any views are referenced by displaying a Dependent View Text section
after the SQL Statement Text section. If no views are referenced, this section does not appear. This section of the report
is useful when the SQL being explained is accessing one or more views which can themselves be accessing one or more
views. This section lets you see view definitions leading all the way back to the base tables.

Summary Report
The Summary Report provides a quick overview of the results of the Enhanced Explain process. You can check here
to see what SQL has been processed and if it was all explained successfully. This report lists all the SQL statement
numbers, SQL statement types, and SQL return codes from the EXPLAIN. This lets you track the SQL statements that
have been explained and their associated SQL codes. One Summary report is generated for all SQL processed in a single
run.

To select the Summary report, display the Report Options panel. The Report Options panel appears when you
enter Y or U for the Update Report Options field from the Enhanced Explain panel. From the Report Options panel,
enter Y for the Summary report option. The report displays after performing an Enhanced Explain.

The following example illustrates a Summary report.

PPA Rel. x.x     --------- PPA/SQL Ease Enhanced Explain  ------------- Page  X

DATE YY/MM/DD                   Summary Report                       TIME HH:MM

                                                                               

                                                            EXPLAIN   PAGE     

  PLAN/COLLECTION   DBRM/PKG   PACK VERS     STMT NUM  TYPE SQLCODE   NUMBER   

 ------------------ -------- -------------- ---------- ---- -------   ------   

                   ,        ,SQL_SOURCE    ,         1,SEL ,  +0               
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                   ,        ,SQL_SOURCE    ,         2,SEL ,  +0               

                                                                               

  Target DB2 SSID: DBV9                  The Most Severe SQLCODE: +0           

                                                                               

  Source DB2 SSID: DBV91                  Total Number of Selects: 1           

             Plan:                                       Updates: 0            

             DBRM:                                       Inserts: 0            

             Stmt:                                       Deletes: 0            

                                                         Merges : 0            

The following describes the fields for the Summary report:

Plan/collection
The plan or collection. This field is always blank because plans and collections do not apply to SQL-Ease.

DBRM/PKG
The DBRM or package associated with the plan or collection. This field is always blank because DBRMs and
packages do not apply to SQL-Ease.

Package Version
This field is blank in SQL-Ease because it applies to packages only. It displays the version identifier of the
package if a version was specified at precompilation time.

STMT#
Information to identify SQL statements being explained. Ascending numbers are assigned based on the order that
the SQL is processed.

TYPE
The type of SQL statement that has been explained. The types of SQL statements that are eligible for the
EXPLAIN process are SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, and MERGE statements.

EXPLAIN SQLCODE
This is the actual SQL code that is returned from the EXPLAIN process. If the SQL code is non-zero, there can
be a problem with the syntax of the SQL statement, the definition of the underlying objects, or the specification of
the Primary AUTHID or Secondary AUTHID option fields. Helps ensure that the Primary AUTHID or Secondary
AUTHID field is set to the proper authorization ID and that the SQL Qualifier is set to qualify any unqualified object
names.

PAGE NUMBER
This field is used by .SQL-Ease (SQL-Ease) ignores this field.

The next section of the report is the Statement Summary. The Statement Summary presents a brief synopsis of the SQL
statements selected for the EXPLAIN.

Target DB2 SSID: DBV9                  The Most Severe SQLCODE: +0           

                                                                             

Source DB2 SSID: D9V9                  Total Number of Selects: 1            

           Plan:                                       Updates: 0            

           DBRM:                                       Inserts: 0            

           Stmt:                                       Deletes: 0            

                                                       Merges : 0            

The following describes the fields for the Statement Summary. All fields are display only.

Target Db2 SSID
The Db2 subsystem where the SQL is actually explained.

The Most Severe SQLCODE
The most severe SQL code encountered. This is a good place to check first to see if any of the SQL that has been
explained resulted in a non-zero SQL code.
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Source Information
This section provides information about the SQL source.

Source Db2 SSID
The Db2 subsystem where the SQL source resides.

Plan/DBRM
The name of the explained plan and DBRM. These fields do not apply to SQL-Ease.

Stmt
The SQL statement number that was analyzed. This number is assigned by SQL-Ease.

Total Number of Selects
How many SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, and MERGE statements were explained for this SQL source.

Cost Report
The Cost report displays the relative cost of the SQL statement as returned by Db2 during the EXPLAIN. Relative cost
is the Total Cost value that is returned by Db2 in the fourth fullword of the SQLERRD field of the SQL Communications
Area (SQLCA). Db2 provides this value as an estimated cost of both CPU and I/O factors. The value that Db2 returns
depends on the CPU that is being used with current catalog statistics. Therefore, you should not compare Total Cost
values between different CPU models.

The Cost report displays the SQL statement numbers and their associated cost factors in decreasing cost order. The most
expensive SQL is listed first, which lets you quickly identify what SQL to optimize for maximum savings.

When comparing cost estimate values, identify the changes of magnitude by checking the exponent value. For example,
+0.3450 E+02 is not significantly different from +0.5699 E+02, but it is significantly different from +0.1188 E+06.

To select the Cost report, display the Report Options panel. The Report Options panel appears when you enter Y or U for
the Update Report Options field from the Enhanced Explain panel. From the Report Options panel, enter Y for the Cost
report option. The report appears after an Enhanced Explain is performed.

The following example shows a Cost report:

Relative Cost of CPU and I/O utilization. Most expensive SQL listed first.     

                                                                               

                                                            RELATIVE COST PAGE 

  PLAN/COLLECTION   DBRM/PKG   PACKAGE VERSION   STMT# TYPE (desc order) NUMBER

 ------------------ -------- ------------------- ----- ---- ------------ ------

                   ,        ,                   ,    2,SEL  +0.2282 E+01       

                   ,        ,                   ,    1,SEL  +0.3284 E+00       

                                                                               

 Source DB2 SSID: DXXX                         Date/time: MM-DD-YY, 17:38   :81

            Plan:                              DB2 SSID : DXXX                 

            DBRM:                              SQL Code :   +0                 

            Stmt: 1                            Message  :                      

The Cost report has the following fields:

PLAN/COLLECTION
Displays the name of the plan or collection. This field is always blank because plans and collections do not apply
to SQL-Ease.

DBRM/PKG
Displays the DBRM or package that is associated with the plan or collection. This field is always blank because
DBRMs and packages do not apply to SQL-Ease.
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PACKAGE VERSION
This field is blank in SQL-Ease because it applies to packages only. For Plan Analyzer, this field displays the
package version when a version was specified at precompilation time.

STMT#
Identifies the SQL statements that are being explained. Statement numbers are listed in descending cost order.

TYPE
Indicates the type of SQL statement that has been explained. Possible types include SELECT, UPDATE, and
DELETE. INSERT statements are not reported because they do not have a Total Cost value.

RELATIVE COST
Displays the Total Cost value that Db2 has returned. This value is the relative cost estimate for the execution of
the SQL statement. Db2 returns this cost estimate as a short floating-point number. SQL-Ease displays this value
as a floating-point number in normalized scientific notation. For example, +0.3450 E+02 represents the number
+0.3450 multiplied by 10 to the second power. This value would therefore represent the number 34.50. Values are
listed in descending order.

PAGE NUMBER
Is ignored by SQL-Ease. This field is used by Plan Analyzer.

Access Report - Long Format
The Access report tells you how Db2 is going to retrieve the data from the tables being accessed. Think of this report as
an English version of the program that Db2 executes to satisfy a given SQL statement. The estimated CPU processor
cost in milliseconds, service units, and relative cost (CPU processor cost plus I/O utilization) format is displayed before the
access path query blocks and steps.

Blocks and Steps

Db2 breaks an SQL statement into several steps for execution. First, Db2 breaks the SQL statement into its component
subquery clauses. For each subquery, Db2 constructs a Query Block to map how the data will be accessed to satisfy that
subquery. Then Db2 breaks each subquery into component parts for each table that is accessed by that subquery. Db2
constructs a Plan Step for each table that will be accessed in the Query Block. Therefore, an SQL statement will have as
many Query Blocks as there are subquery clauses, and each Query Block will have at least as many Plan Steps as the
number of tables that are accessed by the associated subquery clause. More Plan Steps can be required for manipulating
the data that has been retrieved.

You can think of a plan as a Db2 method for accessing the data that is required to satisfy a set of SQL statements. A Db2
application plan is a computer program containing the instructions for Db2 to use when accessing the tables to fulfill the
SQL request that you have coded in your application. The plan is composed of a higher level set of constructs that acts
as instructions for a set of generalized I/O routines that has been added to the Db2 Data Manager component. One SQL
statement can access multiple tables, so Db2 creates a separate step in the plan for each table that is being accessed.
You see these steps in the Access report.

Selection

To select the long format for the Access report, display the Report Options panel. The Report Options panel appears when
you enter Y or U for the Update Report Options field from the Enhanced Explain panel. From the Report Options panel,
enter L for the long format next to the Access report option. The report appears after an Enhanced Explain is performed.

AUDIT Message File Report Layout

The Access report is useful for seeing how Db2 is accessing your data. You can determine what JOIN methods are being
used, what locks are being held, what sorts are being performed, the degree of access parallelism, and whether the
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appropriate indexes are being used to retrieve the data. The Access report in the following example demonstrates only a
portion of the detailed information that can be presented.

BPA.AUDT         ----------- AUDIT Message File ----------             15:12:40

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ==> CSR  

                                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------- USER ID: USERXX  

Access Path Analysis:                                                         

                                                                               

The estimated SQL cost computed at explain time is roughly                     

140 milliseconds or 3762 service units and the relative                        

cost calculated in Total Cost (CPU and I/O Utilization) is +.23650 E+05.       

                                                                               

This Access Path consists of    1 Query Block(s).                              

                 Query Block    1 has    2 Step(s).                            

                                                                               

+--- Query Block:    1                                                         

|                                                                              

|    This Query Block consists of    2 Step(s).                                

|                                                                              

|                                                                              

|    +--- Plan Step:    1                                                      

|    |                                                                         

|    |    The table PDPEB.SYSCOLUMNS is the 1st table accessed                 

|    |    to satisfy this query.  Data from this table will be accessed via    

|    |    a Matching Index and Data scan using the index                       

|    |    PDPEB.PBIX03P4.  This access will make use of the                    

|    |    index tree structure to locate the leaf pages that contain           

|    |    qualifying index key values.  Subsequent access to data pages        

|    |    will then be made to retrieve remaining data.                        

|    |                                                                         

|    |    The number of index columns matched is    1.                         

|    |                                                                         

|    |    The degree of access parallelism in parallel                         

|    |    group  1  is  2.  This indicates that DB2                            

|    |    will use   2  parallel I/O streams to access the                     

|    |    requested partitioned data.  Each I/O stream is invoked              

|    |    as a separate MVS task.                                              

|    |                                                                         

|    |    This table's table space will be locked in INTENT SHARE MODE.        

|    |    This process can read data in the table or table space, but          

|    |    not change it.  Other application processes can both read            

|    |    and change the data.                                                 

|    |                                                                         

|    |    Data pages will be read in advance by prefetch thru a page list.     

|    |                                                                         

|    +--- Plan Step:    1 END.                                                 

|                                                                              

The long Access report has the following main sections:

Access Summary
Summarizes the number of query blocks and plan steps in each block that are needed to execute the SQL.
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Query Block
Contains plan steps. This section begins with Query Block: # and ends with Query Block: # END, where #
represents the query block number. Each subquery in an SQL statement requires a query block. The query block
for a subquery can have one or more plan steps.

Plan Step
Displays the Db2 EXPLAIN output, which has been translated into paragraphs for viewing. The Plan Step area
consists of the space from Plan Step: # to Plan Step: # END, where # is the plan step number.
The text in each plan step tells you how Db2 is going to access the data for the corresponding table. Tables are
named with the method that is used to access the data. If an index is going to be used to gain access to the data,
the index is named with the type of index access.

Types of Data Access

The following lists the types of data access that are described in the plan steps:

Tablespace Scan
Accesses data using a sequential scan of the data pages. An index is not used to get to the data.

Nonmatching Index and Data Scan
Selects data pages for access by traversing the leaf pages of the index. This type of scan is used when indexable
predicates are specified involving one or more index columns, but not including the highest level index columns.
It is also used when multiple tables reside in a single tablespace. This allows Db2 to isolate only the pages of
the tablespace that contain the desired table. The index tree structure is not used and the data pages must be
accessed because the data retrieved is not contained solely in the index pages.

Matching Index and Data Scan
Selects data pages for access by traversing the index tree structure. This type of scan is used when the highest
level index columns are specified in indexable predicates. Data pages must be accessed because the data
retrieved is not contained solely in the index pages.

Nonmatching Index Only Scan
Retrieves data from index pages by scanning through the leaf pages of the index. This type of scan is used
when all the columns being retrieved are in the index, but there are not indexable predicates on the highest level
columns of the index. Access is not made to the data pages.

Matching Index Only Scan
Retrieves data from index pages by traversing the index tree structure. This type of scan is used when all the
columns being retrieved are in the index and there are indexable predicates on the highest level columns of the
index. Access is not made to the data pages.

Multiple Index Scan
Defines multiple indexes for one table. For a multiple index scan, Db2 scans each index, produces a list of
candidates from each scan, and finds the intersection or union of the multiple indexes before accessing any rows
in the table. A multiple index scan is performed for the indexes in the example. This type of scan is used when
there are indexable predicates on columns from more than one index, with these predicates being ANDed or
ORed together.

Fetch Index Scan
Searches for the highest or lowest value of an indexed column using the MIN or MAX function. Db2 accesses the
first index leaf page to get the minimum value of the referenced column.

Accelerated Query Table Access
Occurs when the Db2 optimizer determines that the query block would be better optimized through the
accelerated server (the Smart Analytics Optimizer appliance attached to Db2). The accelerated server transforms
the data into a highly compressed, scan optimized format kept in memory on the accelerator, avoiding disk I/O
and improving query performance by orders of magnitude.
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Hash Index Scan
Uses a hashing technique to transform the key into a physical location of the row, so the matching row can be
retrieved using single page access, dramatically reducing CPU time.

IN-list Direct Table Access
Involves an IN-list predicate selected as a matching predicate index scan, and accessed as an in-memory table.

Range-List Index Scan
Involves the simplification process by which "OR" predicates can be mapped to a single index. A single index
scan consumes fewer RID list resources and reduces CPU overhead compared to multiple index scans.

Short Access Report (New Format)
The short Access report condenses the long format into a basic report. Like the long Access report, this short format tells
you how Db2 is going to retrieve the data from the tables being accessed and estimates how expensive the SQL is to
execute.

To select the short format for the Access report, display the Reports panel and specify S next to the Access report option.

Reading the Short Access Report

The short Access report presents information about the access in a tabular format. The following example illustrates what
is reported on for a single step in a query block for the short Access report in its uncondensed format:

ACCESS PATH ANALYSIS:                                                 

                                                                      

COST: (MS) 112              (SU) 4480             (TC) +.36595 E+03  

                                                                      

PQBKNO: 0        PPLNNO: 0     QBLKNO: 1     PLANNO: 2     MXOPSQ: 0    

ACCESS: IXDATA   TSLOCK: IS    PREFET:       QBLKTY: SEL   TBTYPE: TABLE 

METHOD: NESTED LOOP JOIN       JOINTY: INNER MERGJC:                     

TB#2  : PDDJC.HASH_TABLE_V10                                             

CORRNM: B                                                                

INDEX : PDDJC.I_HASH_INDEX_V10                                           

MCOLS : 1                                                                

SORTS NEW        UNIQUE: N     JOIN  : N     ORDRBY: N     GRPBY: N      

SORTS COMPOSITE  UNIQUE: N     JOIN  : N     ORDRBY: N     GRPBY: N      

PLLMOD: QUERY CP ACDEGR: 10    ACPGRP: 1     SRTNPG:                     

                 JNDEGR: 10    JNPGRP: 1     SRTCPG:                     

GRPMBR:          PGERNG:       COLFNE:       WHNOPT:       PRIACC:       

HINTUS:                                                                  

OPHINT:                                                                  

ENCODE: EBCDIC   SCCSID: 500   MCCSID: N/A   DCCSID: N/A   CTEREF: 0    

STOKEN:                                                                  

MERGC : N        MERGN : N                                               

Line suppression eliminates the lines in the steps that do not contain information. The cost detail line always appears as
the first line of the report. The first two lines of the access path are always displayed in each step and the remaining lines
are optional.

The following criteria determines whether lines 3 through 17 are suppressed:
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• Line 3 -- Method = 0 and Join Type is blank.
• Line 4 -- Table blank.
• Line 5 -- CorrNm blank.
• Line 6 -- Index blank.
• Line 7 -- Line 6 is suppressed.
• Line 8 -- Sorts New Unique, Join, Ordrby, and Grpby, all fields set to N.
• Line 9 -- Sorts Composite Unique, Join, Ordrby, and Grpby, all fields set to N.
• Line 10 -- PllMod, AcDegr, AcPgrp, and SrtnPg, all fields must be blank.
• Line 11 -- JnDegr, JnPgrp, and SrtcPg, all fields must be blank.
• Line 12 -- GrpMbr , PgeRng, ColFnE, WhnOpt, and PriAcc, all fields must be blank.
• Line 13 -- HintUs blank.
• Line 14 -- Ophint blank.
• Line 15 -- ENCODE, SCCSID, MCCSID, DCCSID, and CTEREF, all fields must be blank.
• Line 16 -- STOKEN blank.
• Line 17 -- MERGC, MERGN, all fields are either N or Blank.

The following example shows how the first table is accessed and how it is joined with another table:

ACCESS PATH ANALYSIS:                                                      

                                                                           

COST: (MS) 112              (SU) 4480             (TC) +.36595 E+03       

                                                                           

PQBKNO: 0        PPLNNO: 0     QBLKNO: 1     PLANNO: 1     MXOPSQ: 0      

ACCESS: IXDATA   TSLOCK: IS    PREFET: L     QBLKTY: SEL   TBTYPE: TABLE 

TB#1  : PDDJC.HASH_TABLE_V10                                              

CORRNM: A                                                                 

INDEX : PDDJC.I_HASH_INDEX_V10                                            

MCOLS : 1                                                                 

PLLMOD: QUERY CP ACDEGR: 10    ACPGRP: 1     SRTNPG:                      

ENCODE: EBCDIC   SCCSID: 500   MCCSID: N/A   DCCSID: N/A   CTEREF: 0      

                                                                           

PQBKNO: 0        PPLNNO: 0     QBLKNO: 1     PLANNO: 2     MXOPSQ: 0      

ACCESS: IXDATA   TSLOCK: IS    PREFET:       QBLKTY: SEL   TBTYPE: TABLE 

METHOD: NESTED LOOP JOIN       JOINTY: INNER MERGJC:                      

TB#2  : PDDJC.HASH_TABLE_V10                                              

CORRNM: B                                                                 

INDEX : PDDJC.I_HASH_INDEX_V10                                            

MCOLS : 1                                                                 

PLLMOD: QUERY CP ACDEGR: 10    ACPGRP: 1     SRTNPG:                      

                 JNDEGR: 10    JNPGRP: 1     SRTCPG:                      

ENCODE: EBCDIC   SCCSID: 500   MCCSID: N/A   DCCSID: N/A   CTEREF: 0      

Short Access Report Field Descriptions (New Format)

The following describes the fields on the new format of the short Access report:

Cost (ms)
Indicates the estimated CPU processor cost in milliseconds. This cost value is obtained at explain time from
column PROCMS in table DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.
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Cost (su)
Indicates the estimated CPU processor cost in service units. This cost value is obtained at explain time from
column PROCSU in table DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.

Cost (tc)
Indicates the estimated CPU processor cost plus I/O utilization in total cost and categorized as relative cost.
Relative cost is the total cost value that Db2 returns in the fourth fullword of the SQLERRD field of the SQL
Communications Area (SQLCA) during an explain.

PqbkNo (Parent Query Block Number)
Indicates the QBLOCKNO of the parent query block. The following values are valid:

• Any numeric
• N/A

QblkNo (Query Block Number)
Specifies a number that identifies separate blocks (or sections) of the statement being explained. QblkNo starts at
1 and is incremented for each subquery or UNION encountered in the statement.

PlanNo (Plan Number)
Specifies a number identifying the order in which the steps were executed within the Query block number.

MxOpSq (Multiple Index Operation Sequence)
Indicates the sequence of the steps in a multiple index operation.

TBType (Table Type)
Indicates the type of new table. The following values are valid:
TBFUNC

– Table function.
TEMPTB

– Temporary intermediate result table (not materialized).
TABLE

– Table.
WKFILE

– Work file.
(Blank)

– Not applicable
CTXPR

– Common Table Expression.
MQT

– Materialized Query Table.
RCTBXP

– Recursive Common Table Expression.
BUFSEL

– Buffers for SELECT from Stmt type (Insert, Update, Merge, or Delete)
SUBQRY

– Correlated or Noncorrelated Subquery
IN-MEM

– The new table is generated from an IN-LIST predicate. If the IN-LIST predicate is selected as the
matching predicate, it is accessed as an in-memory table.

Access
Indicates the type of access used to process the SQL statement in the current step. Possible access types are:
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ACCQRYTB
Indicates that access occurs through Accelerated Query Table Access. This access occurs when the
Db2 optimizer determines that the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS can better optimize the query
block. Data that is processed on the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS eliminates disk I/O and can
significantly improve query performance.

IXONLY
Indicates that only the index is accessed. The Index Only scan can be nonmatching or matching based on
the matched columns field (MC) as follows:
Nonmatching Index Only Scan (MC=0)

Retrieves data from index pages by scanning through the leaf pages of the index. This scan is
used when all retrieved columns are in the index, but there are not indexable predicates on the
highest-level columns of the index. Access is not made to the data pages.

Matching Index Only Scan (MC=1 or higher)
Retrieves data from index pages by traversing the index tree structure. This scan is used when
all retrieved columns are in the index, and there are indexable predicates on the highest-level
columns of the index. Access is not made to the data pages.

IXDATA
Indicates that the index is accessed, and data that is not in the index must be retrieved to process this
step. The Index and Data scan can be nonmatching or matching based on the matched columns field
(MC) as follows:
Nonmatching Index and Data Scan (MC=0)

Selects data pages for access by traversing the leaf pages of the index. This scan is used when
indexable predicates are specified involving one or more index columns (but not including the
highest-level index columns).
The scan is also used when multiple tables reside in a single tablespace (allowing Db2 to isolate
only the pages of the tablespace that contain the desired table). The index tree structure is not
used. Data pages must be accessed because the retrieved data is not contained solely in the
index pages.

Matching Index and Data Scan (MC=1 or higher)
Selects data pages for access by traversing the index tree structure. This scan is used when the
highest-level index columns are specified in indexable predicates. Data pages must be accessed
because the data that is retrieved is not contained solely in the index pages.

TS SCN
Indicates that a tablespace scan accesses data by performing a sequential scan of the data pages. An
index is not used to get to the data.

1ST IX
Indicates that the first index created for the table or a CURSOR is used to process this step.

IX(IN)
Indicates that an index accesses the table when the predicate contains the IN keyword.

FET IX
Indicates that a fetch index scan accesses the table. This scan searches for the highest or lowest value
of an indexed column (using the MIN or MAX function). Db2 accesses the first index leaf page to get the
minimum value of the referenced column.

MLT IX
Indicates multiple indexes are involved with an intersection or union between the indexes. In a multiple
index scan, Db2 does the following:
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• Scans each index
• Produces a list of candidates from each scan
• Finds the intersection or union of the multiple indexes before accessing any rows in the table

This scan is used when there are indexable predicates on columns from more than one index, with these
predicates being ANDed or ORed together.

MLT IXSC
Represents each index scan in a multiple index.

MX ISECT
Indicates that an Intersection ties together multiple indexes.

MX UNION
Indicates that a Union ties together multiple indexes.

MX HASH
Indicates access through multiple index hash overflow. A hashing technique transforms the key into
a physical location of the row. Tthe matching row can be retrieved by using single page access,
dramatically reducing CPU time.

UDFWFILE
Indicates a work file scan the result of a materialized user-defined table function.

INSWSEL
Indicates access by buffers for insert within a select scan.

XMLIXSCN
Indicates an XML index scan by using an index to return an XML DOCID list. The index can be an
intersection or union of multiple XML DOCID lists to return a final XML DOCID list.

DX ISECT
Indicates an Intersection of multiple XML DOCID lists to return the final XML DOCID list.

DX UNION
Indicates a union of multiple XML DOCID lists to return the final XML DOCID list.

DIRECTRW
Indicates direct row access using a row change timestamp column scan.

DYNIXSCN
Indicates a dynamic pair wise join index scan. Db2 matches each dimension to a fact table independently
based on a single-column index for each dimension table of the star schema. The RID lists from each join
to the fact table index are intersected in pairs. The first pair of RID lists is intersected. The result of that
intersection is paired with the next RID list, and so on, until all viable dimension filtering are intersected.
The Pair-wise join requires a separate fact table index for each filtering dimension.

HASH IX
Indicates that access occurs through a Hash Overflow Index Scan. A hashing technique transforms the
key into a physical location of the row. The matching row can be retrieved by using single page access,
dramatically reducing CPU time.

INLISTDT
Indicates that access occurs through IN-List Direct Table Access. This access involves an IN-list predicate
selected as a matching predicate index scan and accessed as an in-memory table.

RNGLSTSC
Indicates that access occurs through a Range-list Index Scan. This scan involves the simplification
process by which "OR" predicates can be mapped to a single index. A single index scan consumes fewer
RID list resources and reduces CPU overhead compared to multiple index scans.
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LCK (Tablespace Lock Mode)
Indicates the type of lock used on the tablespace containing the table that is being accessed. The
following values are valid:
IS (Intent Share)

– Lock owner can only read the data.
IX (Intent Exclusive)

– Lock owner and others can read and change the data.
S (Share)

– Lock owner and others can read the data. Others cannot change the data.
U (Update)

– Lock owner can read and change the data. Concurrent application processes can acquire S
(Share) locks and read the data.

X (Exclusive)
– Lock owner can read and change the data. Others cannot change the data.

SIX (Share with Intent Exclusive)
– Lock owner can read and change data in a table or tablespace.

N
– No lock (occurs when the isolation level at bind time is Uncommitted Read (UR)). If the isolation
level cannot be determined at bind time, the isolation level at runtime for the NS, NIS, NSS, and
SS tablespace lock mode values determines the lock mode.

NS
– Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution
is UR, no lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is Cursor Stability (CS) or
Repeatable Read (RR), an S lock is acquired.

NIS
– Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is
UR, no lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is CS or RR, an IS lock is acquired.

NSS
– Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is
UR, no lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is CS, an IS lock is acquired. When
the isolation level at execution is RR, an S lock is acquired.

SS
– Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is
UR or CS, an IS lock is acquired.

PF (Prefetch)
Indicates whether data pages were read in advance through prefetch. The following values are valid:
D

– Indicates a dynamic prefetch.
L

– Indicates a prefetch through page list.
S

– Indicates a sequential prefetch.
(blank)

– Indicates that no prefetch was done (or not applicable).
QblkTy (Qblock type)

Indicates the type of SQL operation performed for each query block. The following values are valid:
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SEL
– Select

INS
– Insert

UPD
– Update

DEL
– Delete

SELU
– Select with For Update of

DELC
– Delete where current of cursor

UPDC
– Update where current of cursor

CORS
– Correlated Subquery

NCOS
– Noncorrelated Subquery

TABX
– Table expression

UNON
– Union

UALL
– Union All

TRG
– Complex Trigger When Clause

MERG
– Merge

INTS
– Intersect

INTSA
– Intersect all

EXCP
– Except

EXCPA
– Except all

UNION
– Union

Method (Method)
Indicates the access method. Possible access methods are:
NESTED LOOP JOIN

– The composite table is scanned to find matching rows in the new table.
MERGE SCAN JOIN

– Both the composite and new tables are scanned to find matching rows.
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RESULT TABLE SORTED
– Additional Sorts are performed on the composite table before it is available to the application.

HYBRID JOIN
– The composite table is scanned according to the join-column rows of the new table.

(blank)
– First outer table accessed, continuation of previous table accessed, or not used.

JoinTy (Join Type)
Indicates the type of join. The following values are valid:
FULL

– Full outer join
LEFT

– Left outer join (right outer join is converted to left outer join)
STAR

– Star join
INNER

– Inner join
PAIRW

– Pair-wise join
(blank)

– No join
MergJC (Merge Join columns)

Indicates the number of columns joined during a MERGE SCAN JOIN.
TB# (Table Number and CREATOR.TABLE)

Table Number (TABNO)
Indicates the sequence of the table in the FROM clause. Helps distinguish different references to the
same table when joining a table to itself.

CREATOR.TABLE
Specifies the creator, name of the table, temporary table, or materialized view accessed in this step.

CorrNm (Correlation Name)
Specifies the correlation name of the table or view.

Index (CREATOR.INDEX)
Specifies the creator and name of the index used in this step. For access type DYNIXSCN, DSNPJW(MxOpSq) is
the starting pair-wise join leg in MxOpSq.

MCols (Matched columns)
Specifies the number of columns in the index used to process the SQL statement in the current step. The
following values are valid:
IX ONLY

0 (Non-Matching Index Only)
– Only the index is accessed by using the lowest level of the index entries to satisfy the search
conditions.

1 or higher (Matching Index Only)
– Only the index is accessed using the complete index to satisfy the search conditions.
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IX/DATA
0 (Non-Matching Index/Data)

– The index is accessed using the lowest level of the index entries to satisfy the search
conditions. Data not in the index must be retrieved to process this step.

1 or higher (Matching Index/Data)
– The index is accessed using the complete index tree to satisfy the search conditions. Data not
in the index must be retrieved to process this step.

SORTS NEW (Sorts for new table)
Specifies the number of columns in the index used to process the SQL statement in the current step. The
following values are valid:
Unique

– Remove Duplicates. Used to remove duplicate rows. (Y/N)
Join

– Merge Scan Join. Used when the METHOD report column is MERGE SCAN JOIN. (Y/N)
Ordrby

– Order By Clause. Used when the ORDER BY clause is included in the SQL statement. (Y/N)
Grpby

– Group By Clause. Used when a GROUP BY clause is included in the SQL statement. (Y/N)
SORTS COMPOSITE (Sorts composite table)

Indicates one or more sorts are performed on the composite table before it is accessed. The following values are
valid:
Unique

– Remove Duplicates. Used to remove duplicate rows. (Y/N)
Join

– Merge Scan Join. Used when the METHOD report column is MERGE SCAN JOIN. (Y/N)
Ordrby

– Order By Clause. Used when the ORDER BY clause is included in the SQL statement. (Y/N)
Grpby

– Group By Clause. Used when a GROUP BY clause is included in the SQL statement. (Y/N)
Pllmod (Parallelism mode)

Indicates the type of parallelism used at bind. The following values are valid:
QUERY IO

– Query I/O parallelism
QUERY CP

– Query CP parallelism
SYSPLEX

– Sysplex query parallelism
blank

– No parallelism
AD (ACCESS_DEGREE)

Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams activated by a query. The access degree is determined at bind time,
so the actual number of parallel I/O streams used at execution could differ. The following values are valid:
numeric_value

– Indicates the number of activated streams.
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0
– Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the access degree cannot be determined.
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the access is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

AG (ACCESS_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the ID of the parallel group (used when accessing a new table). The access pgroup is determined at bind
time, so the ID number used at execution could differ. The following values are valid:
numeric_value

– Indicates the parallel I/O access pgroup ID number.
0

– Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the access pgroup ID number cannot be
determined.
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the access is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

SN (SORTN_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the parallel group identifier used when doing a parallel sort of the new table. The following values are
valid:
numeric_value

– Displays the SORTN_PGROUP_ID number.
0

– Indicates that parallel sort processing is activated, but the SORTN_PGROUP_ID number cannot be
determined at bind time.
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel sort processing is inhibited, or the sort is not eligible for
parallel sort processing.

JD (JOIN_DEGREE)
Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams that are used when joining the composite table and the new table.
The join degree is determined at bind time, so the actual number of parallel I/O streams that are used at execution
could differ. The following values are valid:
numeric_value

– Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams.
0

– Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the join degree cannot be determined.
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the join is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

JG (JOIN_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the ID of the parallel group. This ID is used when joining the composite table with the new table. The join
pgroup is determined at bind time, so the ID number that is used at execution could differ. The following values
are valid:
numeric_value

– Displays the parallel I/O join pgroup ID number.
0

– Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the join pgroup ID number cannot be determined.
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the join is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

SC (SORTC_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the parallel group identifier used when doing a parallel sort of the composite table. The following values
are valid:
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numeric_value
– Displays the SORTC_PGROUP_ID number.

0
– Indicates that parallel sort processing is activated, but the SORTC_PGROUP_ID number cannot be
determined at bind time.
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel sort processing is inhibited, or the sort is not eligible for
parallel sort processing.

GrpMbr (Group Member)
Indicates the member name of the Db2 that executed the explain.

PgeRng (Page range)
Indicates whether the access path qualifies for page range. The following values are valid:
(blank)

– The table does not qualify for page range paneling or is not partitioned. This value is the default.
Y

– The table qualifies for page range paneling.
ColFnE (Column Function Evaluation)

Indicates when an SQL column function is evaluated. Displayed only when COLUMN_FN_EVAL column is in
PLAN_TABLE. The following values are valid:
R

– At data retrieval.
S

– At sort time.
(blank)

– At data manipulation or unknown.
WO (When optimize)

Indicates when the access path was determined. The following values are valid:
B

– Indicates that the access path was determined at bind time, using default filter factor for host variables
or parameter markers. If bind option REOPT(VARS) is specified, reoptimization with input variables takes
place at runtime.

R
– Indicates that the access path was determined at runtime and that bind option REOPT(VARS) was
specified.

(blank)
– Indicates that the access path was determined at bind time, using default filter factor for host variables
and parameter markers.

DA (PRIMARY ACCESSTYPE)
Displays a value regarding direct row access. The following values are valid:
D

– Indicates that Db2 attempts to use direct row access at runtime; if the attempt fails, Db2 uses the
access type described in the ACCESS field.

T
– Indicates that the work file (materialized base table or result file) is accessed through sparse index
access.
If the field is blank, Db2 does not attempt direct row access.
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HintUs (Hint used)
Contains the identifier (value of Ophint) when Db2 uses an optimization hint.

Ophint (Optimization hint)
A string identifying the step as an optimization hint. Db2 uses the step as input during access path selection.

ENCODE
Indicates encoding scheme of the table. The following values are valid:
A

– ASCII
E

– EBCDIC
U

– Unicode
M

– Multiple CCSID
SCCSID (TABLE_SCCSID)

Indicates the SBCS CCSID value of the table. If column TABLE_ENCODE is M, the value is 0.
MCCSID (TABLE_MCCSID)

Indicates the mixed CCSID value of the table. If column TABLE_ENCODE is M, the value is 0.
DCCSID (TABLE_DCCSID)

Indicates the DBCS CCSID value of the table. If column TABLE_ENCODE is M, the value is 0.
CTEREF

Indicates that if the referenced table is a common table expression, the value is the top-level query block number.
STOKEN (STMTTOKEN)

Indicates a user-specified statement token.
PPLNNo

Indicates the plan number in the parent query block where a correlated subquery is invoked. For noncorrelated
subqueries, indicates the plan number in the parent query block that represents the work file for the subquery.

MERGC
Indicates whether the composite table is consolidated before the join. The following values are valid:

• Y 
• N 
• blank (not applicable)

MERGN
Indicates whether the new table is consolidated before the join. The following values are valid:

• Y 
• N 
• blank (not applicable)

Short Access Report (Old Format)
The short Access report condenses the long format into a basic report. Like the long Access report, the short format tells
you how Db2 is going to retrieve the data from tables and estimates how expensive the SQL is to execute.

NOTE
The old format of the short Access report does not display any of the new columns present in the PLAN_TABLE
since Db2 V6. To see the new column information, use the new format of the short Access report.
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The short Access report presents information about the access in a tabular format. Generally, the old format of the short
Access report describes how the first table is accessed, how it is joined with another table, and whether the result table
requires a sort.

To read the short Access report, read the first column from top to bottom. You can read the information from left to right to
find the specifics about the access used for a table.

The following fields are available on the short Access report:

Cost (ms)
Displays the estimated CPU processor cost (in milliseconds). This cost value is obtained at explain time from
column PROCMS in table DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.

Cost (su)
Displays the estimated CPU processor cost (in service units). This cost value is obtained at explain time from
column PROCSU in table DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.

Cost (tc)
Displays the estimated CPU processor cost plus I/O utilization (in total cost and categorized as relative cost).
Relative cost is the total cost value that is returned by Db2 in the fourth full word of the SQLERRD field of the SQL
Communications Area (SQLCA) during an explain.

Table/Index Name
Displays the name of the table. The report displays the first table in the SQL statement accessed at the beginning
of the report. Slightly indented under the table name is the index name used in this step. Below the index name is
information about the method used to access the table. Possible access methods are as follows:
NESTED LOOP JOIN

– The composite table is scanned to find matching rows in the new table.
MERGE SCAN JOIN

– The composite and new tables are scanned in the order of the join columns, and matching rows are
joined.

ADDITIONAL SORTS
– Further sorts are performed on the composite table and needed by ORDER BY, GROUP BY, SELECT
DISTINCT, UNION, INTERSECT, EXCEPT, a quantified predicate, or an IN predicate.

HYBRID JOIN
– The composite table is scanned according to the join-column rows of the new table.

TBNO (TABNO)
Displays the sequence of the table in the FROM clause. This information helps distinguish different references to
the same table when joining a table to itself.

Data Access
Displays the type of access used to process the SQL statement in the current step:
AQRYTB

– Indicates that access occurs through Accelerated Query Table Access. This access occurs when the
Db2 optimizer determines that the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS can better optimize the query
block. Data that is processed on the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS eliminates disk I/O and can
significantly improve query performance.

IXONLY
– Indicates that only the index is accessed. The Index Only scan can be nonmatching or matching based
on the matched columns field (MC) as follows:
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Nonmatching Index Only Scan (MC=0)
– Retrieves data from index pages by scanning through the leaf pages of the index. This scan is
used when all the columns being retrieved are in the index, but there are not indexable predicates
on the highest-level columns of the index. Access is not made to the data pages.

Matching Index Only Scan (MC=1 or higher)
– Retrieves data from index pages by traversing the index tree structure. This scan is used
when all the columns being retrieved are in the index, and there are indexable predicates on the
highest-level columns of the index. Access is not made to the data pages.

IXDATA
– Indicates that the index is accessed, and data that is not in the index must be retrieved to process this
step. The Index and Data scan can be nonmatching or matching based on the matched columns field
(MC) as follows:
Nonmatching Index and Data Scan (MC=0)

Selects data pages for access by traversing the leaf pages of the index. This scan is used when
indexable predicates are specified involving one or more index columns (but not including the
highest-level index columns).
The scan is also used when multiple tables reside in a single tablespace (allowing Db2 to isolate
only the pages of the tablespace that contain the desired table). The index tree structure is not
used, and the data pages must be accessed because the data that is retrieved is not contained
solely in the index pages.

Matching Index and Data Scan (MC=1 or higher)
Selects data pages for access by traversing the index tree structure. This scan is used when the
highest-level index columns are specified in indexable predicates. Data pages must be accessed
because the data that is retrieved is not contained solely in the index pages.

TS SCN
Indicates that a tablespace scan accesses data by performing a sequential scan of the data pages. An
index is not used to get to the data.

1ST IX
Indicates that the first index created for the table or a CURSOR is used to process this step.

IX(IN)
Indicates that the table is accessed by an index when the predicate contains the IN keyword.

FET IX
Indicates that the table is accessed by a fetch index scan. This scan searches for the highest or lowest
value of an indexed column (using the MIN or MAX function). Db2 accesses the first index leaf page to
get the minimum value of the referenced column.

MLT IX
Indicates multiple indexes are involved with an intersection or union between the indexes. The description
in the INDEX NAME column indicates an intersection or union between the indexes.
In a multiple index scan, Db2 scans each index, produces a list of candidates from each scan, and finds
the intersection or union of the multiple indexes before accessing any rows in the table. This type of scan
is used when there are indexable predicates on columns from more than one index, with these predicates
being ANDed or ORed together.

UDFWFL
Indicates a work file scan the result of a materialized user-defined table function.

INSSEL
Indicates access by buffers for insert within a select scan.
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XML IX
Indicates a XML index scan by using an index to return a XML DOCID list. The index may be an
intersection or union of multiple XML DOCID lists to return a final XML DOCID list. The description in the
INDEX NAME column indicates an intersection or union between the multiple XML DOCID lists to return
the final XML DOCID list.

DIR RW
Indicates direct row access using a row change timestamp column scan.

DYN IX
Indicates a dynamic pair wise join index scan. In this scan, Db2 is matching each dimension to a fact
table independently based on a single-column index for each dimension table of the star schema.
The RID lists from each join to the fact table index are intersected in pairs. The first pair of RID lists
is intersected, the result of that intersection is paired with the next RID list, and so on, until all viable
dimension filtering are intersected. The Pair-wise join requires a separate fact table index for each filtering
dimension.

HASHIX
Indicates that access occurs through a Hash Overflow Index Scan. Hash overflow index access uses a
hashing technique to transform the key into a physical location of the row, so the matching row can be
retrieved by using single page access, dramatically reducing CPU time.

INLSTD
Indicates that access occurs through IN-List Direct Table Access. This access involves an IN-list predicate
selected as a matching predicate index scan and accessed as an in-memory table.

RNGLST
Indicates that access occurs through a Range-list Index Scan. This scan involves the simplification
process by which "OR" predicates can be mapped to a single index. A single index scan consumes fewer
RID list resources and reduces CPU overhead compared to multiple index scans.

MC (Matched Columns)
Displays the number of index keys used in an index scan:
(IX ONLY)

– For an index only scan, possible values are as follows:
0 (Non-Matching Index Only)

– Only the index is accessed, using the lowest level of the index entries to satisfy the search
conditions.

1 or higher (Matching Index Only)
– Only the index is accessed, using the complete index to satisfy the search conditions.

(IX/DATA)
– For an index and data scan, possible values are as follows:
0 (Non-Matching Index/Data)

– The index is accessed, using the lowest level of the index entries to satisfy the search
conditions. Data that is not in the index must be retrieved to process this step.

1 or higher (Matching Index/Data)
– The index is accessed, using the complete index tree to satisfy the search conditions. Data that
is not in the index must be retrieved to process this step.

NEW UJOG (Sorts For New Table)
One or more SORTs are performed on the new table before it is accessed. Possible values are as follows:
U

– Remove Duplicates. Used to remove duplicate rows.
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J
– Merge Scan Join. Used when the METHOD report column is MERGE SCAN JOIN.

O
– Order By Clause. Used when the ORDER BY clause is included in the SQL statement.

G
– Group By Clause. Used when a GROUP BY clause is included in the SQL statement.

COMP UJOG (Sorts Composite Table)
One or more sorts are performed on the composite table before it is accessed. Possible values are as follows:
U

– Remove Duplicates. Used to remove duplicate rows.
J

– Merge Scan Join. Used when the METHOD report column is MERGE SCAN JOIN.
O

– Order By Clause. Used when the ORDER BY clause is included in the SQL statement.
G

– Group By Clause. Used when a GROUP BY clause is included in the SQL statement.
LCK (Tablespace Lock Mode)

Indicates the type of lock used on the tablespace containing the table that is being accessed. Possible values are
as follows:
IS (Intent Share)

– Lock owner can only read the data.
IX (Intent Exclusive)

– Lock owner and others can read and change the data.
S (Share)

– Lock owner and others can read the data. Others cannot change the data.
U (Update)

– Lock owner can read and change the data. Concurrent application processes can acquire S (Share)
locks and read the data.

X (Exclusive)
– Lock owner can read and change the data. Others cannot change the data.

SIX (Share with Intent Exclusive)
– Lock owner can read and change data in a table or tablespace.

N
– No lock (occurs when the isolation level at bind time is Uncommitted Read (UR)).
If the isolation level cannot be determined at bind time, the lock mode is determined by the isolation level
at runtime for the NS, NIS, NSS, and SS tablespace lock mode values.

NS
– Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR, no
lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is Cursor Stability (CS) or Repeatable Read (RR),
an S lock is acquired.

NIS
– Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR, no
lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is CS or RR, an IS lock is acquired.
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NSS
– Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR, no
lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is CS, an IS lock is acquired. When the isolation
level at execution is RR, an S lock is acquired.

SS
– Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR or
CS, an IS lock is acquired.

PF (Prefetch)
Indicates whether data pages were read in advance through prefetch:
D

– Indicates a dynamic prefetch.
L

– Indicates a prefetch through page list.
S

– Indicates a sequential prefetch.
(blank)

– Indicates that no prefetch was done (or not applicable).
CFE (Column Function Evaluation)

Indicates when an SQL column function is evaluated:
R

– Indicates that the function is evaluated while the data is read from the table or index.
S

– Indicates that the function is evaluated while performing a sort to satisfy a GROUP BY clause.
(blank)

– Indicates that the function is evaluated after data retrieval and after any sorts.
AD (ACCESS_DEGREE)

Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams activated by a query. The access degree is determined at bind time,
so the actual number of parallel I/O streams used at execution could differ.
numeric_value

– Indicates the parallel I/O access degree (meaning the number of activated streams).
0

– Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the access degree cannot be determined.
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the access is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

AG (ACCESS_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the ID of the parallel group (used when accessing a new table). The access pgroup is determined at bind
time, so the ID number used at execution could differ.
numeric_value

Indicates the parallel I/O access pgroup ID number.
0

Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the access pgroup ID number cannot be
determined.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the access is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.
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JD (JOIN_DEGREE)
Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams that are used when joining the composite table and the new table.
The join degree is determined at bind time, so the actual number of parallel I/O streams that are used at execution
could differ.
numeric_value

Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams.
0

Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the join degree cannot be determined.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the join is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

JG (JOIN_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the ID of the parallel group. This ID is used when joining the composite table with the new table. The join
pgroup is determined at bind time, so the ID number that is used at execution could differ.
numeric_value

Displays the parallel I/O join pgroup ID number.
0

Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the join pgroup ID number cannot be determined.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the join is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

SC (SORTC_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the parallel group identifier used when doing a parallel sort of the composite table:
numeric_value

Displays the SORTC_PGROUP_ID number.
0

Indicates that parallel sort processing is activated, but the SORTC_PGROUP_ID number cannot be
determined at bind time.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel sort processing is inhibited, or the sort is not eligible for
parallel sort processing.

SN (SORTN_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the parallel group identifier used when doing a parallel sort of the new table:
numeric_value

Displays the SORTN_PGROUP_ID number.
0

Indicates that parallel sort processing is activated, but the SORTN_PGROUP_ID number cannot be
determined at bind time.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel sort processing is inhibited, or the sort is not eligible for
parallel sort processing.

PAR (Parallelism mode)
Indicates the type of parallelism used at bind time:
I

Indicates query I/O parallelism.
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C
Indicates query CP parallelism.

X
Indicates sysplex query parallelism.

NULL
Indicates no parallelism.

PGR (Page range)
Indicates whether the access path qualifies for page range screening:
(blank)

Indicates that the table does not qualify for page range screening (or that the table is not partitioned). This
value is the default.

Y
Indicates that the table qualifies for page range screening.

WO (When optimize)
Indicates when the access path was determined:
B

Indicates that the access path was determined at bind time, using default filter factor for host variables or
parameter markers. If bind option REOPT(VARS) is specified, reoptimization with input variables takes
place at runtime.

R
Indicates that the access path was determined at runtime and that bind option REOPT(VARS) was
specified.

(blank)
Indicates that the access path was determined at bind time, using default filter factor for host variables
and parameter markers.

DA (PRIMARY ACCESSTYPE)
Displays a value regarding direct row access:
D

Indicates that Db2 attempts to use direct row access at runtime; if the attempt fails, Db2 uses the access
type described in the ACCESS field.

T
Indicates that the work file (materialized base table or result file) is accessed through sparse index
access.

NOTE
If the field is blank, Db2 will not attempt direct row access.

TBT (Table Type)
Indicates the type of new table:
B

-- Buffers for SELECT from Stmt type (Insert, Update, Merge, or Delete).
C

-- Common Table Expression.
F

-- Table function.
I

-- Table generated from an IN-LIST predicate.
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If the IN-LIST predicate is selected as the matching predicate, it is accessed as an in-memory table.
M

-- Materialized Query Table.
Q

-- Temporary intermediate result table (not materialized).
R

-- Recursive Common Table Expression.
S

-- Correlated or Non-Correlated Subquery.
T

-- Table.
W

-- Work file.
(blank)

-- Not applicable.
QBLKTYP (Qblock Type)

Indicates the type of SQL operation performed for each query block:
Select

-- Select
Insert

-- Insert
Update

-- Update
Delete

-- Delete
SELUPD

-- Select with For Update of
DELCUR

-- Delete where current of cursor
UPDCUR

-- Update where current of cursor
CORSUB

-- Correlated Subquery
NCOSUB

-- Noncorrelated Subquery
TABLEX

-- Table expression
TRUNCA

-- Truncate
TRIGGR

-- Complex Trigger When Clause
UNION

-- Union
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UNIONAL
-- Union All

MERGE
-- Merge

INTERS
-- Intersect

INTERA
-- Intersect all

EXCEPT
-- Except

EXCPTA
-- Except all

To enable this report, follow these steps: 

1. Create a profile setting to use the old format of this report:
a. Enter P in the command line of the SQL-Ease (SQL-Ease) Main Menu.

The Profile Menu appears.
b. Change the Use New Report Layouts setting to N.

The settings now indicate to use the old report layouts.
c. Press the END key until the main menu reappears.

You can also make this profile change when customizing the SQE parmlib member.
2. Display the Reports panel.

The Reports panel appears.
3. Enter S next to the Access report option.

The setting is applied. The product generates the short format of the Access report.

Example Table Information in the Short Access Report (Old Format)

The following example shows the old format of the short Access report:

BPA.AUDT ------------- AUDIT Message File ------------

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ==> CSR

------------------------------------------------------------- USER ID: USERxx

ACCESS PATH ANALYSIS:                                        

COST: (MS) 1669             (SU) 66753            (TC) +.64542 E+05   

                                --SORTS--       C       P P     T          

                    TB DATA   M NEW  COMP     P F AAJJSSA G W D B          

TABLE/INDEX NAME    NO ACCESS C UJOG UJOG LCK F E DGDGCNR R O A T QBLKTYP  

------------------- -- ------ - ---- ---- --- - - ------- - - - - -------  

SYSTABLES            1 IXONLY 0            IS S   21    C       T SELECT   

 DSNDTX01                                                                  

  JOINED VIA NESTED                                                        

  LOOP JOIN WITH                                                           

SYSTABAUTH           2 IXDATA 2            IS     2121  C       T SELECT   
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 DSNATX04                                                                  

  AND THE RESULT                                                           

  TABLE IS SORTED                       G                                  

In this example, the report involves three tables: SYSTABLES, SYSTABAUTH, and the result table. These names appear
under Table/Index Name. Between the table names, the report displays index name information and information about
how the tables are joined.

SYSTABLES is accessed first. This table is joined with SYSTABAUTH by a nested loop. The result table from this join
requires a sort. To the right of the table names, the report shows details about the access methods.

Predicate Report
A predicate is a portion of a WHERE clause that describes an attribute of data to be processed. Examples include C1=10,
C2 BETWEEN 20 AND 30, and C4 LIKE 'P%'. Db2 uses predicates to select rows of data through an index or by a scan.

The Predicate report queries the explain data. Data that appears in this report is collected from the
DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and DSN_FILTER_TABLE explain tables. This report is provided in long or short formats. The
short format contains only the SQL statements that are nonindexable or Stage II.

For more information about the fields in this report, see the column descriptions for the DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and
DSN_FILTER_TABLE explain table. These descriptions are provided in the IBM Db2 for z/OS Managing Performance
documentation.

To select the Predicate report, display the Report Options panel. This panel appears when you enter Y or U for the Update
Report Options field from the Enhanced Explain panel. From the Report Options panel, enter Y for the Predicate report
option. The report is displayed after an Enhanced Explain is performed.

This report addresses the following questions:

• Who created the predicate (ORIGIN)?
• Where is the predicate is located in the SQL (CLAUSE)?
• Why was the predicate created (ADDED_PRED)? This question is addressed when Db2 created the predicate.
• Is the predicate INDEXABLE? The indexable predicates can select data through an index, which can reduce the query

overhead costs when the index is defined.
• What STAGE is the predicate?
• What is the estimated maximum number of rows that Db2 returns after the predicate is applied (FILTER FACTOR)?

The predicate text follows this information. KEYFIELD and SEARCHARG column information is also provided.

• In this report, the (DM)/(RDS) represents SEARCHARG. The STAGE and PUSHDOWN value are obtained from the
DSN_FILTER_TABLE, and can contain a value of N/A.

• In contrast to the enhanced explain predicate analysis, the PRED command (used in Plan Analyzer) and the
SQLEASE PRED command (used in SQL-Ease) analyze only the SQL statement and the Db2 catalog data. The
explain data is not referenced. The Predicate report analyzes the Db2 catalog data and the SQL statement. The report
displays the predicates in an SQL statement and indicates whether the predicate is indexable and sargable (Stage I).
This report also estimates the number of rows that Db2 returns after applying the predicates.

The first report line displays the values that were obtained from ORIGIN, CLAUSE, and ADDED_PRED in sentence
format. The predicate text follows in report lines 2 through n. The report lines that follow the predicate text include the
fields that are documented in the explain tables, except for INDEX:

INDEX
Indicates whether the predicate is indexable. You can use indexable predicates to use an index on a table. Doing
so can improve performance and can reduce the query overhead costs when the index is defined. The following
values are valid:
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Yes
Indicates that the predicate is indexable.

No
Indicates that the predicate is nonindexable.

N/A
Indicates that the indexability cannot be determined.

In this report, the (DM)/(RDS) represents SEARCHARG.The STAGE and PUSHDOWN values are obtained from the
DSN_FILTER_TABLE, and can contain a value of N/A.  For more information about the fields in this report, see the
column descriptions for the DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and DSN_FILTER_TABLE explain table. These descriptions are
provided in the IBM Db2 for z/OS Managing Performance documentation.

The Tree Report has the following fields. In the report, the values for each field are displayed in parentheses:

DATABASE
Indicates a database name that the selected SQL statement references.

TABLESPACE
Indicates a tablespace name that the selected SQL statement references. Tablespace type, number of segments,
and partitions are also listed. TABLESPACE is slightly indented under DATABASE. The following values are valid:

• Simple
• Segment
• Parttn (Partitioned)
• UTS PBG (Universal tablespace, partition by growth)
• UTS PBG (Universal tablespace, partition by range)

TABLE
Indicates a table type and table name that the selected SQL statement references. TABLE is slightly indented
under TABLESPACE. The following values are valid:

• TABLE
• TABLE GLOBAL (Global Temporary)
• TABLE MQT (Materialized Query)
• TABLE CLONE
• TABLE HISTORY

The active characteristic for TABLE or TABLE CLONE indicates the current base object.

ALIAS
Indicates the alias name for the table that the selected SQL statement references. ALIAS is slightly indented
under TABLE.

SYNONYMS
Indicates the synonym name for the table that the selected SQL statement references. SYNONYMS is slightly
indented under TABLE.

CHILD TABLE
Indicates the child table for the table that the selected SQL statement references. CHILD TABLE is slightly
indented under TABLE. Referential integrity type, name of the constraint, and type of delete rule for the referential
constraint are listed.
The following referential integrity types are valid:

• INFO (Informational System-defined)
• SYSTEM (System-defined)
• USER (User-defined)

The following delete rule types are valid:
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• CASCADE
• RESTRICT
• SET NULL
• NO ACTION

INDEX
Indicates the index type and index name, and the number of index partitions for a partitioned index. INDEX is
slightly indented under TABLE, ALIAS, or SYNONYM. The following values are valid:

• Type-2
• DPSI (Data Partitioning Secondary Index)
• NPSI (Nonpartitioned Secondary Index)
• PPI (Partitioned Partitioning Index)
• EXPR (Index Expression)
• Spatial
• XML (XML Index)
• DOCID (XML Document ID Index)
• HASH (Hash Index)

The second indented index line indicates the index characteristics. These characteristics can be NON-UNIQUE,
UNIQUE, PRIMARY, CLUSTERING, PADDED, or COMPRESSED, or a combination of these keywords.

PRIMARY KEYCOL
Indicates the primary key column name and references the table. PRIMARY KEYCOL is slightly indented under
TABLE.

FOREIGN KEYCOL
Indicates the foreign key column name and refers to the child table. FOREIGN KEYCOL is slightly indented under
CHILD TABLE.

IXCOL
Indicates an index column name. IXCOL is slightly indented under INDEX.

Dependency Report
The Dependency report displays all object dependency information for an SQL statement. If a referenced object is an
alias or view, the dependency chain is followed to the base table. For synonyms, the actual table name is substituted. All
indexes and referenced columns are also identified.

Use this report when you want to see all objects that an SQL statement references. The SQL statement could be a simple
SELECT from one table name. However, that name could be the name of a view, and that view could join multiple tables
and views. This report traces that chain to provide you with a complete listing of all the objects underlying your SQL
statement.

You can generate the Dependency report in a long or short format.

Each object or group of objects is indented, and each object is listed on an individual row. Long objects can span more
than one row.

NOTE
Object statistics are reported in the Statistics report.

The following example shows the long format Dependency report:

 SQL DEPENDENCY ANALYSIS:                                                       

                                                                                

 TABLESPACE                                 L  NACTIVE    PTN  SGSZ  PGSZ       
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  TABLE/ALIAS/VIEW/SYNM          R          EV CARD       NPAGES     PCTPG PCTRC

   ROW PERMISSION                           E                                   

   INDEX                         C          U  1ST/FULL   NLEAF/DRF  NLVL  CLUST

    TRIGGER                                    TIME       EVENT      GRAN       

    COLUMN                       R          NP COLCARD    LENGTH     COLNO COLSQ

     DISTINCT-TYPE                                                              

     COLUMN MASK                            E                                   

     IDENTITY                      TYPE        CACHE                 CYCLE ORDER

 ------------------------------- - -------- -- ---------- ---------- ----- -----

 DCV7VWDB.DCV7VWTS                 UTS PBG  R  21780      0    32    4         

  PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_JAN          * TABLE    E  6592       1101       5     0    

   SECXXX.PERM_ROLE_RESTRICTION    ROWPERM  Y                                   

   SECXXX.SYS_DEFAULT_ROW_PERMISSION__DC_EMPLOYEE_JAN                           

                                   ROWPERM  Y                                   

   ** TABLE COLUMNS **                                                         

    EMP_NO                       * CHAR        30         9                     

    EMP_ROWID                    * ROWID       30         17                    

    EMP_RESUME                     CLOB     N  30         4                     

    EMP_401K                     * INTEGER     25         4                     

     PDXXX.SEQC2MA4NQSQ26Z         IDENTCOL    20                    NO    NO   

    EMP_SALARY                     DECIMAL     25         11,2                  

     SECXXX.MASK_SALARY_ROLE_RESTRICTION                                      

                                   COLMASK  Y                                   

    EMP_UDTDEC                     DISTINCT N  25         9,2                   

     PDXXX.MIX_UDTDEC              DECIMAL                                      

    PDXXX.TRIG1                    TRIGGER     AFTER      UPDATE     STMT       

   PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_IXJAN         NPSI     P  30         33         2     81   

   (PRIMARY)                                   10000                            

    EMP_NO                         ASC                               1     1

The short Dependency report shows the same information as the long format, except for the trigger and column
information, as shown in the following example:

SQL DEPENDENCY ANALYSIS:                                                       

                                                                                

 TABLESPACE                                 L  NACTIVE    PTN  SGSZ  PGSZ       

  TABLE/ALIAS/VIEW/SYNM          R          EV CARD       NPAGES     PCTPG PCTRC

   ROW PERMISSION                           E                                   

   INDEX                (# COLS) C TYPE     U  1ST/FULL   NLEAF/DRF  NLVL  CLUST

 ------------------------------- - -------- -- ---------- ---------- ----- -----

 DCV7VWDB.DCV7VWTS                 UTS PBG  R  21780      0    32    4              

  PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_JAN          * TABLE    E  6592       1101       5     0     

   SECXXX.PERM_ROLE_RESTRICTION    ROWPERM  Y                                   

   SECXXX.SYS_DEFAULT_ROW_PERMISSION__DC_EMPLOYEE_JAN                          

                                   ROWPERM  Y                                   

   PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_IXJAN         NPSI     P  30         33         2     81    

   (PRIMARY)                                   10000                            

The column # COLS displays the number of index columns that are contained in the index, or the number of key-targets
for expression, spatial, or XML index. The number of index columns appears in parentheses in the same row as the type
of index column value.
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TABLESPACE for Dependency Report

The first level of the hierarchy is the tablespace. In the example, DCV7VWDB.DCV7VWTS represents a tablespace
that the selected SQL statement references. DCV7VWDB represents the database where the tablespace resides. The
following list describes the statistics and fields that are associated with the tablespace.

TYPE
Displays the type of object:

• Segment
• Simple
• Parttn (partitioned)
• UTS PBG (universal tablespace, partition by growth)
• UTS PBR (universal tablespace, partition by range)

L
Displays the locksize of the tablespace: A – Any, L – Large Object (LOB), P – Page, R – Row, S – Tablespace,
or T – Table.

NACTIVE
Displays the number of active pages in the tablespace. N/A indicates statistics not gathered.

PTN
Displays the number of partitions in the tablespace.

SGSZ
Displays the number of pages in each segment of a tablespace.

PGSZE
Displays the size of pages in tablespace in kilobytes.

TABLE/ALIAS/VIEW/SYNM for Dependency Report

The second level of the hierarchy is the table/alias/view information. This level is slightly indented from the position of the
tablespace. The following list describes the reporting fields for table/alias/view/synm:

R
Indicates whether an SQL statement references the object. The following values are valid:
*

– References the object.
blank

– Does not reference the object.
TYPE

Determines what type of object is listed in this row. The following types are valid:
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• Table
• TB Func (Table function)
• TB Expr (Table Expression)
• MQT (Materialized Query Table)
• DGTT (Declare Global Temporary Table)
• Global (Global table)
• Alias
• View
• Synonym
• History (History Table)
• Clone-1 or Clone-2 (clone table with a current instance value of 1 or 2)
• Table-1 or Table-2 (base table that has a clone relationship and has a current instance value of 1 or 2)

The instance value of the clone is the opposite of the instance value of its base table. This difference occurs
because the value indicates which table (base table or its clone) has underlying data that the SQL statement
manipulates. For example, when the clone instance is 2 (Clone-2), the base table instance is 1 (Table-1).

E
Indicates the encoding scheme for tables and views. The following values are valid:

• E (EBCDIC)
• A (ASCII)
• M (Multiple CCSID set)
• U (Unicode)

V
Indicates whether volatile tables exist. The valid value is Y (Yes), Uses index access whenever possible.

CARD
Indicates total number of rows in the table. The valid value is N/A, which indicates that no statistics were gathered
for the view or alias.
If RUNSTATS is not run, optimizer uses 10,000 rows.

NPAGES
Indicates total number of pages on which rows of the table appear. The valid value is N/A (indicates that statistics
were not gathered or for the view, alias, or created temporary table).

PCTPG
Indicates the percentage of total pages of the tablespace that contain rows of the table. The following values are
valid:
Segment

Indicates that the percentage is of the total pages in the set of segments that are assigned to the table.
N/A

Indicates that no statistics were gathered for the view, alias, or created temporary table.
PCTRC

Indicates the percentage of rows that are compressed within the total number of active rows in the table. The
following values are valid:
Any

Indicates the percentage of rows compressed.
N/A

Indicates that the row describes a view, alias, created temporary table, or the exact number of rows that
are compressed is not available.

The percent rows compressed column can be updated in the following ways:
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• The Enhanced Explain Update Catalog Statistics function, which utilizes Statistics Manager to perform the
update.

• The SQL-Ease Update Catalog Statistics.

ROW PERMISSION for Dependency Report

Row permission information is contained in the third level of the report hierarchy. This level is slightly indented from the
position of the table/alias/view/synonym. In the example, SECXXX.PERM_ROLE_RESTRICTION represents a row
permission that the SQL statement references.

Row permissions are included in the Dependency Report only when row access control is activated on the table upon
which the objects depend.

The following fields are reported on for row permission:

TYPE
Indicates an object type of ROWPERM.

E
Indicates whether row permission is enabled. Valid values are Y or N.

INDEX for Dependency Report

The fourth level of the hierarchy is the index information. This level is slightly indented from the position of the table/alias/
view/synonym. In the example, PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_IXJAN represents an index that the SQL statement references.

A value in parentheses that appears under an index defines the index type. Indexes can have a type of NON-UNIQUE,
UNIQUE, PRIMARY, CLUSTERING, PADDED, COMPRESSED, or a combination of these keywords.

The following fields are reported on for index:

C
Displays a “C” when the index is in clustered order.

TYPE
Displays the type of object in the row:

• Type-2
• DPSI (Data Partitioning Secondary Index)
• NPSI (Non-Partitioned Secondary Index)
• PPI (Partitioned Partitioning Index)
• IX EXPR (Index Expression)
• Spatial
• XML IX (XML Index)
• DOCID IX (XML Document ID Index)
• HASH IX (Hash Index)

U
Displays a rule regarding whether the index is unique:
D

Indicates that the index is not unique (duplicates are allowed).
U

Indicates that the index is unique.
P

Indicates that the primary index is unique.
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C
Indicates that an index is used to enforce unique constraint.

N
Indicates that the index is unique when defined with UNIQUE WHERE NOT NULL.

R
Indicates that the index is unique when used to enforce the uniqueness of the nonprimary parent key.

G
Indicates that the index is unique when used to enforce the uniqueness of ROWID GENERATED BY
DEFAULT.

X
Indicates that the index is unique. A column can identify XML values that are associated with a row. This
index enforces the uniqueness of the values in that column.

1ST/FULL
Displays one of the following values:
1STKEYCARDF

Contains the number of distinct values of the first key column (appears on the first line).
FULLKEYCARDF

Contains the number of distinct values of the key (appears on the second line).
N/A

Indicates that RUNSTATS is not run.
NLEAF/DRF (DATAREPEATFACTORF)

Displays one of the following values:
NLEAF

Indicates the number of active leaf pages in the index (appears on the first line).
DRF

Indicates the number of anticipated data pages that are touched following an index key order (appears on
the second line).

N/A
Indicates that RUNSTATS is not run.

NLVL
Displays the number of levels in the index tree. N/A indicates that RUNSTATS is not run.

CLUST
Displays the percentage of rows that are in clustering order. N/A indicates that RUNSTATS is not run.

TRIGGER for Dependency Report

The fifth level of the hierarchy is the trigger information. This level is slightly indented from the position of the Index. In the
example, PDXXX.TRIG1 represents a trigger that the SQL statement references.

The following list describes the fields reported on for TRIGGER:

TYPE
Displays an object type of TRIGGER.

TIME
Indicates whether triggered actions are applied to the base table before or after the event that activated the
trigger.
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EVENT
Indicates the operation that activates the trigger. Valid values are INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE.

GRAN
Indicates whether the trigger is activated at the statement or row level.

COLUMN for Dependency Report

The sixth level of the hierarchy is the column information. This level is slightly indented from the position of the index. In
the example, the columns EMP_NO, EMP_ROWID, EMP_RESUME, EMP_401K, EMP_SALARY, and EMP_UDTDEC
that appear under the table PDXXX.EMPLOYEE_JAN represent data columns that the SQL statement references. For
indexes, the index key column or index key expression is shown. Index key expressions longer than 128 characters are
truncated. In the example, the column EMP_NO appears under the index PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_IXJAN.

The following fields are reported for a column:

R
Represents which SQL statement references the column by displaying an asterisk (*). In the example, the SQL
statement references the EMP_NO, EMP_ROWID, and EMP_401K columns.

TYPE
Indicates the column type for data columns. In the example, the columns that are listed under the
table PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_JAN are data columns. The columns that are listed under the index
PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_IXJAN are index columns.
Column types are as follows:

• INTEGER – Fullword binary
• SMALLINT – Halfword binary
• FLOAT – Floating point
• CHAR – Fixed-length character string
• VARCHAR – Varying length character string
• LONGVAR – Varying length character string
• DECIMAL – Decimal
• GRAPHIC – Fixed-length graphic string
• VARG – Varying length graphic string
• LONGVARG – Varying length graphic string
• DATE – Date
• TIME – Time
• TIMESTAMP – Timestamp
• ROWID – ROW ID data type
• BLOB – Binary large object
• CLOB – Character large object
• DBCLOB – Double-byte character large object
• DISTINCT – Distinct data type
• TIMESTZ – Timestamp with time zone
• XML – XML data type
• BIGINT – Big integer
• BINARY – Fixed-length binary string
• VARBIN – Varying length binary string
• DECFLOAT – Decimal floating point

N
Indicates whether the column contains nulls:
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N
Indicates nulls.

blank
Indicates no nulls.

P
(Statistics Format) Indicates whether keys within the index are padded for varying length fields:
Blank

Indicates that VARCHAR column statistics are padded or statistics have not been collected yet.
N

Indicates that VARCHAR column statistics are not padded.
COLCARD

Displays the number of distinct values in the columns. For nonindexed columns, the value is estimated.
LENGTH

Displays the length attribute of the column or the precision and scale of a decimal column. This field displays the
external column length for DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP.

TYPE
(Index columns only) Indicates the index column order:
Asc

Indicates ascending order.
Desc

Indicates descending order.
Random

Indicates random order.
COLNO

(Index columns only) Indicates the numerical position of the column in the row. For index expressions, when the
expression is not a single column, the field is blank.

COLSQ
(Index columns only) Indicates the numerical position of the column in the key. For index expressions, this field
indicates the numeric position of the expression (key-target) in the key.

DISTINCT-TYPE for Dependency Report

The seventh level of the hierarchy contains the distinct-type information. This level is slightly indented from the position
of the column. In the example, the distinct type column MIX_UDTDEC appears under the corresponding column
EMP_UDTDEC. Schema PDXXX precedes MIX_UDTDEC.

The following field is reported on for distinct-type:

TYPE
Displays the distinct-type base level column type.

COLUMN MASK for Dependency Report

The eighth level of the hierarchy contains the column mask information. This level is slightly indented from the position of
the column. In the example, the column mask MASK_SALARY_ROLE_RESTRICTION displays under the corresponding
column EMP_SALARY. Schema SEXCCC precedes MASK_SALARY_ROLE_RESTRICTION.
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Column masks appear in the Dependency Report only when column access control is activated on the table upon which
the objects depend.

The following fields are reported on for column masks:

TYPE
Specifies an object type of COLMASK.

E
Indicates whether the column mask is active. Valid values are Y or N.

IDENTITY for Dependency Report

The ninth level of the hierarchy is the identity column information. This level is slightly indented from the position of
the column. In the example, identity column SEQC2MA4NQSQ26Z appears under corresponding column EMP_401K.
Schema PDXXX precedes SEQC2MA4NQSQ26Z.

The following fields are reported on for the IDENTITY column:

TYPE
Displays the object type of IDENTCOL.

CACHE
Displays the number of sequence values to preallocate in memory for faster access. A zero cache indicates that
no preallocation exists.

CYCLE
Indicates whether cycling occurs when a boundary is reached.

ORDER
Indicates whether the identity values must be generated in sequence.

Index Probe Statistics Report
When the Db2 optimizer cannot obtain an accurate estimate, Db2 uses index probing to obtain more accurate filter factor
estimates for matching predicates. Improved filter factor estimates can stabilize the access path.

The Index Probe Statistics report lets you assess how index probing influenced the access path that the Db2 optimizer
selected during SQL execution. For example, you can determine which runtime statistics the Db2 optimizer applied to the
query.

The Index Probe Statistics Report consists of two subreports. The first subreport focuses on column distribution statistics.
This report is generated only when statistics are present in the DSN_COLDIST_TABLE explain table. The second
subreport focuses on key target distribution statistics. This report is generated only when statistics are present in the
DSN_KEYTGTDIST_TABLE explain table. Each report is generated on a per statement basis.

The following example shows the Index Probe Statistics Report:

INDEX PROBE STATISTICS:                                                       

                                                                              

 TABLE                                    TBACARDF     TBANACTIVEF  TBANPAGEF 

  COLDIST                        TYPE     NUMCOLS      CARDF        FREQF     

 ------------------------------- -------- ------------ ------------ ----------

 USER012.INDEXPROBE              TABLE    32,769       326          326       

  QUERYNO                        RTTCARD                                      

                                                                              

  QUERYNO                        RTPCARD                                      

   PART#  : 1                    PCAPNRWF 32,768       PCAPNPGF     325       
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   PART#  : 2                    PCAPNRWF 1            PCAPNPGF     1         

                                                                              

  QUERYNO                        RTCCARD               25                     

  QUERYNO                        HISTGRAM 1            287,922      12%

   COLNAME: COL3                                                       

   QTILENO: 1                                                          

   LOWVAL : ....                                                       

            8000                                                       

            0004                                                       

   HIGHVAL: ....                                                       

            8000                                                       

            0004                                                       

                                                                     

 INDEX                                    IDXFULKF     IDXLEAFF     IDXNLVLF  

  KEYTGTDIST                     TYPE                                         

------------------------------- -------- ------------ ------------ ----------

 USER001.IXPROB41                INDEX    25           5,125        3         

  QUERYNO                        RTINDEX                                      

                                                                             

 USER001.IXPROB42                INDEX    25           5,975        3         

  QUERYNO                        RTINDEX                                      

 

The Table section of the column distribution statistics subreports contains a schema, table name, and real-time table
cardinality statistics (if they were gathered). Statistics are reported by type within separate indented blocks. Block contents
vary by statistics type. This report displays statistics that are based on a single column (ColName) or on a set of columns
(ColNo).

This report provides information about the following statistics: 

RTTCard
– Real-Time Table Cardinality statistics

RTPCard
– Real-Time Partition Cardinality statistics

RTCCard
– Real-Time Column Cardinality statistics (unique index only)

Histgram
– Histogram statistics

FreqVal
– Frequent Value statistics

CGCard
– Cardinality statistics

The following column values are displayed for RTTCard statistics at the table level when valid statistics are gathered:

TBACardF
Indicates the total number of table rows.

TBANactiveF
Indicates the number of active pages in the tablespace.

TBANPageF
Indicates the number of pages that the table uses.
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The partition number is displayed when RTPCard statistics are present. The following RTPCard-related fields are shown
when valid statistics are gathered:

PCAPNRWF
Indicates the number of partition rows.

PCAPNPGF
Indicates the number of pages that the partition uses.

The following columns apply to RTCCard, Histgram, FreqVal, and CGCard statistics:

NumCols
Indicates the number of columns that are associated with the RTCCard, Histgram, FreqVal, and CGCard
statistics. A value appears only when statistics are gathered.

CardF
Displays one of the following values, depending on the statistics type:
CGCard

– Indicates the number of distinct values for the column group. A value appears only when statistics are
gathered.

Histgram
– Indicates the number of distinct column group values in a quantile.

RTCCard –
Displays a value that is related to a real-time statistics column value that the COLVALUE column
determines. A value appears only when statistics are gathered.

FreQF
Indicates the percentage of table rows that have the reported column value.

Histgram statistics are shown in characters and hex characters when valid statistics are gathered. The provided
information includes the ordinary quantile sequence number in the whole consecutive value range, and high and low
quantile bounds.

The Index sections of the key target distribution statistics subreport contains one row per index. Index schema, name,
and real-time index (RTIndex) statistics are provided (if they are gathered). Statistics are reported by type within separate
indented blocks. Block contents vary by statistics type.

The following column values are displayed at the index level when statistics are gathered:

IdxFulKF
Indicates the number of distinct key values. This column is populated for RTIndex statistics.

IdxLeafF
Indicates the number of active leaf pages in the indexspace. This column is populated for RTTCard statistics.

IdxNLvlF
Indicates the number of indexspace levels. This column is populated for RTTCard statistics.

Referential Integrity (RI) Report
Referential integrity is a means of ensuring that data is updated properly between tables that are related by primary and
foreign keys. This report displays a visual reference of defined referential relationships.

To select the Referential Integrity report, display the Report Options panel. This panel appears when you enter Y or U for
the Update Report Options field from the Enhanced Explain panel. From the Report Options panel, enter Y for the RI
report option. The report is displayed after an Enhanced Explain is performed.

The following sample shows a Referential Integrity report with system-defined referential integrity:
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PPA Rxx.x SPx --------- PPA/SQL Ease Enhanced Explain   ------------- PAGE   1 

DATE MM/DD/YY                    R.I. REPORT                         TIME 17:41

                                                                               

TABLE / RELNAME                                        RI  DELETERULE GROUPNAME

                                                                               

DSN8810.EMP                                                                    

  DSN8810.DEPT                                                                 

   RDE                                                 S   SET NULL            

    DSN8810.DEPT                                                               

     RDD                                               S   CASCADE             

    DSN8810.EMP                                                                

     RED                                               S   SET NULL            

    DSN8810.PROJ                                                               

     DEPTNO                                            S   RESTRICT            

      DSN8810.PROJ                                                             

       RPP                                             S   CASCADE             

      DSN8810.PROJACT                                                          

       RPAP                                            S   RESTRICT            

        DSN8810.EMPPROJACT                                                     

         REPAPA                                        S   RESTRICT            

          DSN8810.PROJ                                                         

           RESPEMP                                     S   RESTRICT           

The next sample shows a Referential Integrity report with user-defined referential integrity:

PPA Rxx.x SPx --------- PPA/SQL Ease Enhanced Explain   ------------- PAGE   1 

DATE MM/DD/YY                    R.I. REPORT                         TIME 17:41

                                                                               

TABLE / RELNAME                                        RI  DELETERULE GROUPNAME

                                                                               

USERXXB.EMP                                                                    

  USERXXB.DEPT                                                                 

   RDE                                                 U   SET NULL            

    USERXXB.DEPT                                                               

     RDD                                               U   CASCADE             

    USERXXB.EMP                                                                

     RED                                               U   SET NULL            

    USERXXB.PROJ                                                               

     DEPTNO                                            U   RESTRICT            

      USERXXB.PROJ                                                             

       RPP                                             U   CASCADE             

      USERXXB.PROJACT                                                          

       RPAP                                            U   RESTRICT            

        USERXXB.EMPPROJACT                                                     

         REPAPA                                        U   RESTRICT            

          USERXXB.PROJ                                                         

           RESPEMP                                     U   RESTRICT           

The RI report has the following fields:

Table
Indicates the table for which the referential integrity relationships are being analyzed. Indentation levels under the
main table name indicate the parent-child relationships.
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Relname
Indicates the Db2 relationship name. This name is taken directly from the Db2 catalog.

RI
(Display only) Indicates whether the referential integrity is system-defined or user-defined:
S

Indicates system-defined referential integrity.
U

Indicates user-defined referential integrity.

NOTE
Do not confuse the RI field with the Groupname field. Groupname is an optional entry in RI Manager.
If you used user-defined referential integrity and you entered a Groupname in RI Manager, then the
Groupname appears on the Referential Integrity report. However, the absence of a Groupname in the
report does not necessarily indicate that the referential integrity is system-defined.

Deleterule
Indicates the rule that was used for deletions from this table:
Set Null

Indicates that foreign keys of dependent rows are set to NULL.
Cascade

Indicates that foreign keys of dependent rows are deleted.
Restrict

Indicates that deletion is restricted when dependent rows exist.
Groupname

Indicates the group name that is used for user-defined referential integrity that is established through RI Manager.
This field is not used for Db2 referential integrity relationships.

Tree Report
The Tree report displays each object the SQL statement references in a diagram format. Each object or group of objects
is indented and each object is listed on an individual row.

If a referenced object is an alias, a synonym, or Child table in a Parent-Children relationship, the dependency chain is
followed to the base table. All indexes and referenced columns are also identified.

 A sample report follows:

 Tree Diagram of Physical Objects.

 DATABASE (DSNDB06)                                                           

I                                                                            

+--- TABLESPACE UTS PBG (DSNDB06.SYSTSTSP)    32 SEGMENTS     1 PARTITIONS   

     I                                                                       

     +--- TABLE (SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE)                                       

          I                                                                  

          +--- PRIMARY KEYCOL (DBNAME)                                       

          +--- PRIMARY KEYCOL (NAME)                                         

          I                                                                  

          +--- CHILD TABLE (SYSIBM.SYSLOBSTATS) SYSTEM/DSNDS@LN/CASCADE      

          I    I                                                             

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (DBNAME)                                  

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (NAME)                                    

          I                                                                  
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          +--- CHILD TABLE (SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART) SYSTEM/DSNDS@DP/CASCADE     

          I    I                                                             

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (DBNAME)                                  

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (TSNAME)                                  

          I                                                                  

          +--- CHILD TABLE (SYSIBM.SYSTABLES) SYSTEM/DSNDS@DT/CASCADE        

          I    I                                                             

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (DBNAME)                                  

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (TSNAME)                                  

          I                                                                  

          +--- INDEX NPSI (SYSIBM.DSNDSX01)                                  

               I    PRIMARY,CLUSTERING                                       

               I                                                             

               +--- IXCOL (DBNAME)                                           

               +--- IXCOL (NAME)

Instead of displaying a tree diagram for each SQL statement, the tree report displays only after the detail reports for an
SQL source. All the objects that the SQL source references are accumulated and reported once. You can explain your
Db2 plans and then see structural details of the databases, tablespaces, tables, and indexes that the explained source
SQL references.

This report also diagrams all referential integrity relationships, showing the child tables with relationship types, names, and
delete rules affected by the SQL you are performing against a given parent table. Primary and foreign key columns are
diagrammed also.

Statistics Report (New Format)
The Statistics report displays all pertinent Db2 catalog statistics in an easy-to-read hierarchical format for all Db2 objects
that the SQL statements reference. This report lets you review the statistics that were active, perhaps due to a catalog
update, when the EXPLAIN was performed. The report shows statistics used by the optimizer to determine access path
and space tuning-related statistics. A database administrator can use these reports during the tuning process to determine
things such as when to reorganize the tablespace.

You can access the Statistics report by displaying the Reports panel and entering U next to the Statistics report option.
You can request the short format or long format Statistics report by entering the STAT line command for an SQL statement
within the following facilities:

• Quick Explain
• Explain Strategy Services
• Query Explain Database
• Compare Explain Versions
• Object Reporting
• Statement Reporting
• Identify Problem SQL

The report consists of the following report areas:
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• TABLESPACE 
• TABLEPART
• TABLE 
• INDEX 
• INDEXPART 
• KEYTARGET 
• KEYTGTDIST 
• COLUMN 
• COLDIST 
• LOBSTATS 

TABLESPACE Report Area

The tablespace statistics report shows tablespace-level statistics used by Db2 for costing of non-segmented tablespaces.
Db2 uses the report field Nactive during access path determination.

The report heading displays the word TABLESPACE followed by the database name and tablespace name. The report
fields are as follows:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the tablespace statistics (SYSTABLESPACE) were updated.

Pgsize
Indicates the size of pages in the tablespace (in kilobytes).

Nactive
Indicates the number of active pages in the tablespace. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Dssize
Indicates the maximum size of a data set (in kilobytes).

TABLEPART Report Area

The table partition statistics report shows statistics for space utilization. Db2 does not use the statistics in this report for
access path determination.

The report heading displays the word TABLEPART followed by the partition number. The report fields are as follows:

Partno
Indicates the partition number. If the field contains 0, the tablespace is not partitioned.

Statstime
Indicates the last time the table partition statistics (SYSTABLEPART) were updated.

Nearindref
Indicates the number of rows that have been relocated near their original page. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Farindref
Indicates the number of rows that have been relocated far from their original page. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Pagesave
Indicates the percentage of pages saved in the tablespace or partition as a result of defining the tablespace with
COMPRESS YES or other compression routines. The value is 0 if no savings result from using data compression,
or if statistics have not been gathered. The value can be negative, if data compression causes an increase in the
number of pages in the data set.
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Percactive
Indicates the percentage of space occupied by rows of data from active tables. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Percdrop
Indicates the percentage of space occupied by rows of dropped tables. If no valid statistics have been gathered,
N/A appears.

Card
Indicates the cardinality (number of rows) in the tablespace or partition. If no valid statistics have been gathered,
N/A appears.

Extents
Indicates the number of data set extents. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Dsnum
Indicates the number of data sets. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Pqty
(For user-managed data sets) Indicates that the value is the primary space allocation (in units of 4-KB storage
blocks).

Secqty
(For user-managed data sets) Indicates that the value is the secondary space allocation (in units of 4-KB storage
blocks).

Space
Indicates the number of kilobytes of DASD allocated to the indexspace partition. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

TABLE Report Area

The table statistics report shows table-level statistics used by Db2 throughout the query costing process. Db2 uses the
report fields Card, Npages, and Pctrowcomp during access path determination.

The report heading displays the word TABLE followed by the object table schema and name. The report fields are as
follows:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the table statistics (SYSTABLES) were updated.

Card
Indicates the total number of rows in the table. If statistics are not gathered, or if the row describes a view, alias,
or created temporary table, the value N/A appears.

Npages
Indicates the number of pages used by the table. If statistics are not gathered, or if the row describes a view,
alias, or created temporary table, the value N/A appears.

Pctrowcomp
Indicates the percentage of rows compressed within the total number of active rows in the table. If statistics are
not gathered, or if the row describes a view, alias, or created temporary table, the value N/A appears.

Avgrowlen
Indicates the average length of rows for the tables in the tablespace. If the tablespace is compressed, the value is
the compressed row length. If the tablespace is not compressed, the value is the uncompressed row length. If no
valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.
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Pctpages
Indicates the percentage of active tablespace pages that contain rows of the table. If statistics are not gathered, or
if the row describes a view, alias, or created temporary table, the value N/A appears.

Space
Indicates the number of kilobytes of DASD allocated to the index. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A
appears.

INDEX Report Area

The index statistics report shows table-level index statistics that Db2 uses for index costing. Db2 uses the report fields
Clustering, Clustrato, 1stkeycard, Fullkycard, Nleaf, Nlevels, and Datarfact during access path determination.

The report heading displays the word INDEX followed by the object index schema and name. The report has the following
fields:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the index statistics (SYSINDEXES) were updated.

Clustrato
Indicates the percentage of rows in clustering order. If statistics have not been gathered, the value is 0. If the
statistics are from a Node-id or XML index, N/A appears.

1stkeycard
Identifies the number of distinct values for the first key column. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A
appears.

Fullkycard
Identifies the number of distinct values of the key. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Clusterng
Indicates whether CLUSTER was specified for the index.

Nleaf
Identifies the number of active leaf pages in the index. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Nlvl
Indicates the number of levels in the index tree. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Datarfact (Datarepeatfactorf)
Indicates the number of times that data pages are repeatedly scanned after the index key is ordered. This statistic
is collected only when the STATCLUS subsystem parameter is set to ENHANCED. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Space
Indicates the number of DASD kilobytes that are allocated to the index. If the index was defined with DEFINE NO,
N/A appears.

INDEXPART Report Area

The index partition statistics report shows the index partition statistics that Db2 uses for indexspace use and index
organization. Db2 does not use these statistics during access path determination.

The report heading displays the word INDEXPART followed by the partition number. The report has the following fields:

Partno
Indicates the partition number. A value of 0 indicates that the index is not partitioned.

Statstime
Indicates the last time the index partition statistics (SYSINDEXPART) were updated.
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Faroffpos
Indicates the number of referenced rows that are far from optimal position because of an insert into a full page. If
no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Nearoffpos
Indicates the number of referenced rows that are near (but not at) optimal position because of an insert into a full
page. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Leafdist
Indicates 100 times the average number of leaf pages between successive active leaf pages of the index. If no
valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Leaffar
Indicates the number of leaf pages that are physically far away from previous leaf pages for successive active leaf
pages that are accessed in an index scan. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Leafnear
Indicates the number of leaf pages that are physically near previous leaf pages for successive active leaf pages. If
no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Pqty
(For user-managed data sets) Indicates the primary space allocation (in units of 4-KB storage blocks).

Secqty
(For user-managed data sets) Indicates the secondary space allocation (in units of 4-KB storage blocks).

Space
Indicates the number of DASD kilobytes that are allocated to the indexspace partition. If the index was defined
with DEFINE NO, N/A appears.

Card
Indicates the number of keys in the index that refer to data rows or LOBs. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Extents
Indicates the number of data set extents. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Dsnum
Indicates the number of data sets. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

KEYTARGET Report Area

This report shows table-level frequency, histogram, and multi-column cardinality statistics for THE column-expression
index keys that Db2 uses in filter factor estimation algorithms for matched expressions. Db2 uses the report fields Card,
High2key, Low2key, and Statsfmt during access path determination.

The report heading displays the report name KEYTARGET followed by the derived text from an index expression or XML
pattern. The report has the following fields:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the key target statistics (SYSKEYTARGETS) were updated.

Nulls
Indicates whether the key target contains null values. Valid values are YES and NO.

Keyseq
Indicates the numeric position of the key target in the index.

Coltype
Indicates the type of the key target. For key target type DISTINCT, the value is the actual masked key target type.
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Length
Indicates the length attribute of the key target. For key target type ROWID, the value is the maximum length. For
key target type DECIMAL, the value has the following format:
length, scale

Card
Indicates an estimated number of distinct values for the key target. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A
appears.

Statsfmt
Indicates whether varying-length key target data is padded. Valid values are YES and NO.

High2key
Indicates the second highest key value. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character format. If no
valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Low2key
Indicates the second lowest key value. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character format. If no
valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

KEYTGTDIST Report Area

The key target distribution statistics report shows table-level frequency, histogram, and multi-column cardinality statistics
for column-expression index keys that Db2 uses in filter factor estimation algorithms for matched expressions. Db2 uses
the report fields Type, Card, Frequencyf, Keycols, Keygrpky#, Keyvalue, Quantile#, Highvalue, and Lowvalue during
access path determination.

The report heading displays the report name KEYTGTDIST followed by the derived text from an index expression or XML
pattern. The report has the following fields:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the key target distribution statistics (SYSKEYTGTDIST) were updated.

Keyseq
Indicates the numeric position of the key target in the index.

Type
Indicates the type of gathered statistics:

• Cardinality
• Freqval (frequent value)
• Npad freqva (non-padded frequent value)
• Histogram

Card
Displays one of the following values:

• (For statistics type cardinality) Indicates the number of distinct values for the key group.
• (For statistics type histogram) indicates the number of distinct values for the key group in a quantile.

If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.
FrequencyF

Displays one of the following values:

• (For statistics type frequent value or non-padded frequent value) Indicates the percentage of index entries with
a frequently occurring value (keyvalue).

• (For statistics type histogram) Indicates the percentage of index entries that falls in the range of the quantile.

If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.
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Numkeys
Indicates the number of keys that are associated with the statistics.

Keygrpky#
Displays information regarding keys that are associated with the statistics. If the field is blank, a single key is
associated with the statistics. If a set of key column numbers is associated with the statistics, a string of numbers
that are separated by spaces appears.

Keyvalue
Displays the statistical data of a frequently occurring value. This field appears in the report only when statistic
type frequent value or non-padded frequent value is present. The statistical data is shown in character and hex
character format. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Quantile#
Displays the ordinary sequence number of a quantile in the whole consecutive value range, from low to high. This
field appears in the report only when statistic type histogram is present. If no valid statistics have been gathered,
N/A appears.

Highvalue
Indicates the higher bound for the quantile. This field appears in the report only when statistic type histogram is
present. The statistical data is shown in both character and hex character format. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Lowvalue
Indicates the lower bound for the quantile. This field appears in the report only when statistic type histogram is
present. The statistical data is shown in both character and hex character format. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

COLUMN Report Area

The column statistics report shows table-level column statistics that are used by Db2 to estimate predicate filter factors.
Db2 uses the Colcard, High2key, and Low2key report fields during access path determination.

The report heading displays the report name COLUMN followed by the object column name. The report contains the
following fields:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the column statistics (SYSCOLUMN) were updated.

Nulls
Indicates whether the column contains null values. Valid values are YES or NO.

Colcard
Identifies the estimated number of distinct values in the column. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A
appears.

Coltype
Indicates the column type. For column type DISTINCT, the value is the actual masked column type.

Length
Indicates the length attribute of the column. For column types CLOB, BLOB, DBCLOB, or ROWID, the value is the
maximum length. For column type DECIMAL, the generated value shows the length and scale.

Distinct
Indicates the schema and name of the distinct column type. This field appears in the report only when column
type distinct is present.

High2key
Indicates the second highest value of the column. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character
format. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.
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Low2key
Indicates the second lowest value of the column. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character
format. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

COLDIST Report Area

The column distribution statistics report shows table-level frequency, histogram, and multi-column cardinality statistics
that Db2 uses to estimate predicate filter factors. Db2 uses the Type, Card, Frequencyf, Numcols, Colgrpcol#, Colvalue,
Quantile#, Highvalue, and Lowvalue report fields during access path determination.

The report heading displays the COLDIST report name followed by the object column name. Report fields are as follows:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the column distribution statistics (SYSCOLDIST) were updated.

Type
Identifies the type of statistics that were gathered. The following values are valid:

• Cardinality
• Freqval (frequent value)
• Npad freqva (non-padded frequent value)
• Histogram

Card
Indicates one of the following values:

• (For statistics type cardinality) Indicates the number of distinct values for the column group.
• (For statistics type histogram) Indicates the number of distinct values for the column group in a quantile.

If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.
FrequencyF

Indicates one of the following values:

• (For statistics type frequent value or non-padded frequent value) Indicates the percentage of rows in the table
with a frequently occurring value (colvalue).

• (For statistics type histogram) Indicates the percentage of table rows that falls in the quantile whose range is
limited by [LOWVALUE, HIGHVALUE].

If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.
Numcols

Indicates the number of columns that are associated with the statistics.
Colgrpcol#

Displays information regarding columns that are associated with the statistics. If the field is blank, a single column
is associated with the statistics. If more than one column is associated with the statistics, a string of numbers
appears, with the numbers separated by spaces.

Colvalue
Displays the data of a frequently occurring value. This field is shown in the report only when statistic type frequent
value or non-padded frequent value is present. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character
format. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Quantile#
Indicates the ordinary sequence number of a quantile in the whole consecutive value range, from low to high. This
field is shown in the report only when statistic type histogram is present. If no valid statistics have been gathered,
N/A appears.
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Highvalue
Indicates the higher bound for the quantile. This report field is shown in the report only when statistic
type histogram is present. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character format. If no valid statistics
have been gathered, N/A appears.

Lowvalue
Indicates the lower bound for the quantile. This report field is shown in the report only when statistic
type histogram is present. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character format. If no valid statistics
have been gathered, N/A appears.

LOBSTATS Report Area

The LOB statistics report shows LOB tablespace statistics, auxiliary table statistics, and auxiliary index statistics. Db2
does not use the statistics in this report for access path determination.

The report heading displays the report name LOBSTATS. The report has the following fields:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the LOB statistics (SYSLOBSTATS) were updated.

Aux TS
Indicates the auxiliary database and tablespace name for a LOB.

Avgsize
Indicates the average size of a LOB in a LOB tablespace (defined as bytes). If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Freespace
Indicates the available space in a LOB tablespace (defined as kilobytes). If no valid statistics have been gathered,
N/A appears.

Orgratio
Indicates the percentage of organization in a LOB tablespace. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A
appears.

Aux TB
Indicates the auxiliary schema and table name for a LOB.

Card
Indicates the total number of LOBs in an auxiliary table. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Space
Indicates the kilobytes of DASD storage that are allocated to an auxiliary table. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Aux IX
Indicates the auxiliary schema and index name for a LOB.

Nlevels
Indicates the number of levels in an index tree. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Pagesize
Indicates the size (in kilobytes) for leaf pages in an index. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Space
Indicates the kilobytes of DASD storage that are allocated to an auxiliary index. If the auxiliary index was defined
with DEFINE NO, N/A appears.
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Statistics Report Example (New Format)

The report can display a mixture of short or long format for each statistics report you have chosen to report on. The short
format condenses the long format by removing the statstime and other nonessential statistical data.

This example shows the long format for all tablespace, table partition, table, index, index partition, and column statistics:

Object Statistics Report:                                                  

                                                                           

 TABLESPACE     DSNDB06.SYSPLAN                                             

   STATSTIME  : YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN          PGSIZE    : 4          

   NACTIVE    : 10800        DSSIZE   : 0                                  

                                                                           

   ---------------- TABLEPART   PARTNO: 0    --------------------------

   STATSTIME  : YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN                                 

   NEARINDREF : 0            FARINDREF: 0           PAGESAVE  : 0          

   PERCACTIVE : 28           PERCDROP : 0                                  

   CARD       : 69442        EXTENTS  : 2           DSNUM     : 1          

   PQTY       : 24120        SECQTY   : 12060       SPACE     : 56160      

                                                                           

   TABLE        SYSIBM.SYSPLAN                                             

    STATSTIME : YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN                                 

    CARD      : 965          NPAGES   : 965         PCTROWCOMP: 0          

    AVGROWLEN : 160          PCTPAGES : 8           SPACE     : 151        

                                                                           

    INDEX       SYSIBM.DSNPPH01                                            

     STATSTIME: YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN                                 

     CLUSTRATO: +.5233E+00  1STKEYCARD: 965         FULLKYCARD: 965        

     CLUSTERNG: YES         NLEAF     : 4           NLEVELS   : 2          

     SPACE    : N/A                                                        

                                                                           

     -------------- INDEXPART  PARTNO: 0    ---------------------------    

     STATSTIME: YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN                                 

     FAROFFPOS: 920         NEAROFFPOS: 32                                 

     LEAFDIST : 125         LEAFFAR   : N/A         LEAFNEAR  : N/A        

     PQTY     : 60          SECQTY    : 60          SPACE     : 240        

     CARD     : 965         EXTENTS   : N/A         DSNUM     : N/A        

                                                                           

     COLUMN     NAME                                                       

     COLCARD  : 965         COLTYPE   : CHAR        LENGTH    : 8          

     STATSTIME: YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN          NULLS     : NO         

     HIGH2KEY : VSQL                                                       

         <HEX>  EEDD4444                                                   

                52830000                                                   

     LOW2KEY  : ACEPTP2                                                    

         <HEX>  CCCDEDF4                                                   

                13573720                                                   

The following example uses the same statistics reports with a short format:

Object Statistics Report:                                                 

                                                                          

 TABLESPACE     DSNDB06.SYSPLAN                        

   NACTIVE    : 10800        DSSIZE   : 0                                 
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   ---------------- TABLEPART   PARTNO: 0    --------------------------

   NEARINDREF : 0            FARINDREF: 0           PAGESAVE  : 0         

   PERCACTIVE : 28           PERCDROP : 0                                 

   CARD       : 69442        EXTENTS  : 2           DSNUM     : 1         

   PQTY       : 24120        SECQTY   : 12060       SPACE     : 56160     

                                                                          

   TABLE        SYSIBM.SYSPLAN                          

    CARD      : 965          NPAGES   : 965         PCTROWCOMP: 0         

    AVGROWLEN : 160          PCTPAGES : 8           SPACE     : 151       

                                                                          

    INDEXES     SYSIBM.DSNPPH01                        

     CLUSTRATO: +.5233E+00  1STKEYCARD: 965         FULLKYCARD: 965       

     CLUSTERNG: YES         NLEAF     : 4           NLEVELS   : 2         

                                                                          

     -------------- INDEXPART   PARTNO: 0    --------------------------

     FAROFFPOS: 920         NEAROFFPOS: 32                                

     LEAFDIST : 125         LEAFFAR   : N/A         LEAFNEAR  : N/A       

     PQTY     : 60          SECQTY    : 60          SPACE     : 240       

     CARD     : 965         EXTENTS   : N/A         DSNUM     : N/A       

                                                                          

    COLUMN      NAME

     COLCARD  : 965         COLTYPE   : CHAR        LENGTH    : 8          

     HIGH2KEY : VSQL     

        <HEX>   EEDD4444

                52830000             

     LOW2KEY  : ACEPTP2 

        <HEX>   CCCDEDF4

                13573720 

Statistics Report (Old Format)
The Statistics report (old format) displays all pertinent Db2 catalog statistics in an easy-to-read format for all Db2 objects
that the SQL statements reference. This report lets you review the statistics that were active, perhaps due to a catalog
update, when the explain was performed. The report shows statistics used by the optimizer to determine access path and
space tuning-related statistics. A database administrator can use these reports during the tuning process to determine
things such as when to reorganize the tablespace.

NOTE
The old format of the Statistics report does not display any of the new statistics columns present in the Db2
catalog since Db2 V6. To see the new column information, use the new format of the Statistics report.

You can access the Statistics report by displaying the Reports panel and entering U next to the Statistics report option.
You can also request the Statistics report by entering the STAT line command for an SQL statement within the following
facilities:

• Quick Explain
• Explain Strategy Services
• Query Explain Database
• Compare Explain Versions
• Object Reporting
• Statement Reporting
• Identify Problem SQL
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The following describes the fields on the Statistics report (old format):

Section I
Shows the statistics that Db2 should use during the actual BIND process. This is the process that also occurs at
EXPLAIN time. These statistics tell Db2 where the data is and how it is configured. Db2 uses this information to
determine the optimal access path to the data.

Section II
Provides statistics that are of use to a DBA during the tuning process. By watching these numbers, a DBA can
be notified of things such as when to run a reorganization of the tablespace. These statistics are not used by Db2
during the BIND process and are informational only.

The following example shows the old format of this report:

OBJECT STATISTICS REPORT:                                            

SECTION I.  (STATISTICS USED BY THE BIND PROCESS)                                     

TABLESPACE STATISTICS:                                                                                       

                     

DBNAME/TSNAME              NACTIVE                               

-------------------------- ----------                            

DSNDB06                                                          

  SYSDBASE                     112680                            

  SYSDBAUT                       2700                            

                                                                 

TABLE STATISTICS:                                                                                            

                     

CREATOR/NAME         CARD       NPAGES     PCTPAGES PCTROWCOMP   

-------------------- ---------- ---------- -------- ----------   

SYSIBM                                                           

  SYSDATABASE             27410       1586       58          0   

  SYSTABLEPART           207697      94840       84          0   

  SYSTABLES              107260      93679       83          0   

  SYSTABLESPACE           92555      92555       82          0   

INDEX STATISTICS:                                                                                             

                                

CREATOR/NAME         1STKEYCARD FULLKEYCARD NLEAF      NLVLS CLUSTRATIO

-------------------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ----- ----------

BADANA2                                                                

  DBIDPSID                 5781      92555         374     3         92

GUNSU05                                                                

  HCLDBIX1                 1511       1511          69     2         96

  HCLTBIX1                 5589      91061        1086     3         36

PTI                                                                    

  CATDSX05                54280      54280         336     3         11

  CATDTX08                 5589      93561         791     3         35

RAMSH05                                                                

  TYPEINDEX                   8          8         260     2         97

SYSIBM                                                                 

  DSNDDH01                27410      27410         137     2         92

  DSNDDX02                    1          1          63     2         99

  DSNDPX01                 5781     207697        2166     3         67

  DSNDPX02                 1456       1456         508     3         98

  DSNDPX03                 5781     207697        2398     3         67

  DSNDPX04                  163       1336         569     3         99
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  DSNDSX01                 5781      92555        1069     3         27

  DSNDTX01                 1082     107260        1083     3         85

  DSNDTX02                 5590     107260        1360     3         88

  DSNDTX03                  146       3569         292     3         97

SECTION II.  (STATISTICS USED FOR DBA TUNING PROCESS)                                                         

                                                

TABLESPACE PARTITION STATISTICS:                                                                              

                                                

DBNAME/TSNAME              PARTNO NEARINDREF FARINDREF  PERCACTIVE PERCDROP    

-------------------------- ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- --------    

DSNDB06                                                                        

  SYSDBASE                     0        6381      11040         37        0    

  SYSDBAUT                     0           0          0         55        0   

INDEX PARTITION STATISTICS:                                                                                   

                                                

CREATOR/NAME         PARTNO NEAROFFPOS FAROFFPOS  LEAFDIST                     

-------------------- ------ ---------- ---------- ----------                   

BADANA2                                                                        

  DBIDPSID               0        2842       6222       1179                   

GUNSU05                                                                        

  HCLDBIX1               0         437       1171        773                   

  HCLTBIX1               0       23856      58638       2714                   

PTI                                                                            

  CATDSX05               0        2943      81585          0                   

  CATDTX08               0       23925      58737        186                   

RAMSH05                                                                        

  TYPEINDEX              0        5996       1478       1065                   

SYSIBM                                                           

  DSNDDH01               0         971       2338       1449     

  DSNDDX02               0          66          3         42     

  DSNDPX01               0       23749      57534       9844     

  DSNDPX02               0        4035       3340       3795     

  DSNDPX03               0       23752      57535      11312     

  DSNDPX04               0        3777        846       4105     

  DSNDSX01               0       23687      57450       2656     

  DSNDTX01               0        7363      14294       5422     

  DSNDTX02               0        6491      11820       3167     

  DSNDTX03               0        4407       2548       1297     

Customize the Statistics Report Format (Old or New Format)
You can customize the Statistics report format by updating the profile.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter Prof in the command line of any product panel. Press Enter.
The Profile Menu appears.

2. Enter 1 in the OPTION field (to select execution parameters).
The General Execution Parameters panel appears.

3. Enter one of the following values for Use New Report Layouts:
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N
Uses the old format for the Statistics report. The old format does not display any new statistics columns that have
been added to the Db2 catalog since Db2 V6. To see the new column information, use the new format of the
Statistics report.

Y
Uses the new format for the Statistics report.

The settings now indicate the preferred Statistics report format.

Rule Reports
When you use the Enhanced Explain option, you can use the Expert System to analyze the SQL. During EXPLAIN
processing, your SQL statements and underlying objects are analyzed in comparison to the selected rule set's rules.
When a rule is violated, the rule appears on the selected Enhanced Explain rule report to show the violation and is
accompanied by a recommendation on how to fix the problem.

For example, the PROD rule set contains a rule specifying that a table cannot have more than 20 pages unless it uses an
index. When you use the Enhanced Explain, you specify the PROD rule set and select the Physical Rule report. Your SQL
statements and underlying objects are analyzed according to the PROD rule set. For example, if a table has 30 pages and
no index, SQL-Ease displays the violated rule and suggests a way to correct the violation.

Three types of rule reports are provided:

SQL Rule
Displays SQL rules used to flag potential problems found in your SQL, and provides recommendations on how
to improve your SQL. For example, SQL rules can help you identify poorly coded predicates that are not taking
advantage of an existing index.

Physical Rule
Displays the rules used to flag potential problems with the objects that are being operated upon by your SQL. It
also displays recommendations on how to improve your physical object configurations. For example, physical
design rules can help you identify indexes with an excessive leaf distribution.

Predicate Rule
Displays the rules used to flag potential problems with the predicates in your SQL. It also displays
recommendations on how to improve your predicate design. For example, predicate design rules can help you
identify predicates that will not be indexable.

Long Format

To select the long format for a Rule report, display the Report Options panel. The Report Options panel appears when
you enter Y or U for the Update Report Options field from the Enhanced Explain panel. From the Report Options panel,
enter L for the long format next to the SQL, Physical, or Predicate report options.

The rule reports have the same report layout. See the following example:

BPPAUDT         ----------- AUDIT Message File -----------            12:31:22 

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

                                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------- USER ID: USERXX  

                                                                               

                                                                               

SQL Design Rule: 0021 --   --------------------------------------------------- 

                                                                             - 

 The following subselect portion of this SQL statement:                        
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 ( SELECT C.EMPNO FROM DSN8230.EMPPROJACT C WHERE C.PROJNO = :WORK-PROJNO AND (

 C.EMSTDATE >= 'YYYY-MM-DD' AND C.EMSTDATE <= 'YYYY-MM-DD' ) )                 

                                                                               

 is used in an "= ANY" type predicate.  Because of this, the subselect will    

 not be able to use a Matching Index scan.                                     

                                                                               

 RECOMMENDATION: 0011                                                          

 This SQL statement could potentially be rewritten as a JOIN to allow DB2 to   

 use a Matching Index to process this SQL more efficiently.                    

 

The rule reports have the following fields:

Rule
Displays the rule text and its number. This example indicates that a predicate prevents access to an existing
index.

Recommendation
Displays possible options following the flagged rule. This example suggests rewriting the statement to include a
JOIN so that Db2 can access data more efficiently.

Short Format

The short form of the rule reports always references the long form of the rule reports. The short form only shows symbolic
parameters and rule and recommendation numbers. You can use the symbolic parameters to fill in the text of the long
form of the rule to see how the rule affects your SQL.

To select the short format for a Rule report, display the Report Options panel. The Report Options panel appears when
you enter Y or U for the Update Report Options field from the Enhanced Explain panel. From the Report Options panel,
enter S for the short format next to the SQL, Physical, or Predicate report options.

The short rule reports share the same report format. For this reason, only one of the rule reports is shown in the following
example. In the example, the top portion illustrates the long form of a rule report and the bottom portion illustrates the
short form of the same rule report.

 SQL Design Rule: 0071 -------------------------------- Severity Code = 0      

  This SQL uses the MAX column function on the column "COL3" of the table      

  "USERxx.TSTPART1".                                                           

                                                                               

  RECOMMENDATION: 0076                                                         

  Place an descending index on this column to allow DB2 to obtain the maximum  

  value via a Fetch Index scan.  A Fetch Index scan will just read the first   

  page of the index to obtain the maximum value for this column.               

                                                                               

                                                                               

SQL Design Rule: 0071         SC: 0          Recommendation: 0076   Page:    36

 Value for COLUMN     is: COL2                                                 

 Value for TABLE      is: USERxx.TSTPART1                                      

 

The following describes the short form of the rule reports:

Rule
Displays the rule type and number. In the example, the rule is SQL Design Rule 0071.

SC
The severity code for this rule. In the example, the severity code for this rule is zero.
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Recommendation
The recommendation number that suggests a solution for the rule violation. You can look at the long form of this
rule to see what the recommendation text is for the rule.

Elimination of Duplicate Rules

All rules that SEE an object, such as a table, appear only once. For example, if a table has 50 columns and the rule
permits only 30 columns, the first statement that references that table triggers the rule. Any subsequent statements that
reference the table do not trigger the rule. The rule is suppressed until the next SQL source (SRCxxxx in the Enhanced
Explain input) is processed.

Rules Displaying Once

The following SQL rules appear only once in the SQLRULE report when the condition that triggered the SQL rule is
encountered. These rules do not appear at all when certain conditions are present. This rule processing gives SQL-
Ease greater control over rule display.

• 0016 -- This rule does not appear when clauses are not sorted or when the columns in the clause reside in multiple
tables.

• 0017 -- This rule does not appear when clauses are not sorted or when the columns in the clause reside in multiple
tables.

• 0018 -- This rule appears only once for all SELECT DISTINCT clauses that reference columns not belonging to a
clustering index. This rule does not appear when clauses are not sorted or when the columns in the clause reside in
multiple tables.

• 0059 -- This rule appears only once for any SQL statements that contain one or more search conditions (predicate1
AND predicate2), which are indexable. This rule does not appear when an index is accessed.

• 0060 -- This rule appears only once for any SQL statements that contain one or more search conditions (predicate1
AND predicate2), which are indexable. This rule does not appear when an index is accessed.

Enhanced Explain Return Codes
The Enhanced Explain feature passes a single return code to the Batch Processor. This code is the highest of the
following codes:

• The severity codes set through the Expert System Rules reports
• The Enhanced Explain exception return codes

Return Codes for Enhanced Explain Exceptions

You can specify return codes for three types of Enhanced Explain exceptions. These return codes give you immediate
feedback on your EXPLAIN processing.

The following list describes the Enhanced Explain exception return codes:

EXPLRC1
Indicates that there are no SQL statements for Enhanced Explain to process.

EXPLRC2
Indicates that SQL errors occurred during the EXPLAIN.

EXPLRC3
Indicates that general errors occurred during Enhanced Explain processing.

These user-defined return codes are defined in the parmlib at installation. You can set the codes to any number from 0 to
4095. The default is zero.
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Highest Value Return Code Issued

SQL-Ease considers the following codes before issuing the return code for an SQL statement.

• The Expert System Rules report severity codes
• The Enhanced Explain exception return codes

SQL-Ease then returns the highest value. Keep this processing in mind when setting your return and severity code values.

Using Expert System Rules
Expert System Rules automate the intelligent evaluation of your SQL statements and the underlying physical object
configurations. This system also analyzes your Db2 packages and plans, alerts you to potential problems, and
recommends ways to improve your SQL and physical object configurations.

NOTE
SQL-Ease uses the same Expert System rules as Plan Analyzer. Because this function is shared, the panels
referred to in this section are the PPA Expert System Rules panels. When you change the rules in one product,
you change them for both.

When you use the explain options, you can specify which rule set to use. When you execute the enhanced explain, your
SQL statements and underlying objects are analyzed using the specified rule set. A rule set is a complete collection
of SQL, physical design, plan, and predicate rules that is applicable to a specific version of Db2. A default rule set is
provided for each Db2 version. The default rule set is created during installation. The rule set to which rules belong
partially depends on the Db2 version of the rule set SSID. The following types of rule sets are supported:

• Internal @DEFAULT rule set
• User-defined @DEFAULT rule set
• Broadcom-defined rule sets (@@RULDBA and @@RULDEV)
• Unique user-defined rule sets

Recommendations on how to fix the problems accompany the violated rules. For example, suppose that your PROD rule
set contains a rule that a table cannot have more than 800 pages unless it uses an index. When you use Quick Explain,
specify the PROD rule set. Your SQL statements and underlying objects are analyzed according to the PROD rule set.
When a table has 900 pages and no index, the violated rule and suggestions to correct the violation are displayed.

The Expert System rules are stored in a rules database. The rules database consists of four types of rules, and each rule
consists of a rule number and a message. The following list describes the rule groups:

SQL rules
Identifies potential problems that are found in your SQL. SQL rules can help you identify changes that you can
make to your SQL statements that can help your SQL run efficiently. For example, Rule 0014 is triggered when an
UPDATE statement for a table is missing a WHERE clause.

Physical design rules
Identifies potential problems with the objects on which your SQL operates. For example, physical design rules can
help you identify indexes with an excessive leaf distribution.

Plan rules
Identifies potential problems with how your plans and packages are bound, and flags any plans or packages that
are inoperative or invalid.

NOTE

Plan rules do not apply to SQL-Ease.

Predicate rules
Identifies potential problems with your SQL predicates. For example, predicate rules can help you identify poorly
coded predicates that are not taking advantage of an existing index.
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Broadcom-Defined Rule Sets
The Broadcom-defined @@RULDBA and @@RULDEV rules sets are optimized to focus on the expert system rules that
are most relevant to database administrators and developers. During an explain, these rule sets are used to govern SQL
syntax, physical object design, and the use of predicates.

You can specify a Broadcom-defined rule set in the Rule Set field when updating the report options in SQL-Ease
Enhanced Explain.

Default Rule Sets
Default rule sets are internal rule sets that are provided for each Db2 version. These rule sets cannot be viewed or
customized. When you do not specify a rule set for EXPLAIN processing, the default rule set for the Db2 version of the
target SSID is used.

The default rule set does not include physical rules.

When you create a rule set, SQL-Ease copies the default rule set that applies to the specified Db2 version and displays
the copied rules. For example, when you specify the Db2 xx subsystem in the Rules SSID field, only the rules that apply to
Db2 xx appear on the PPA Expert Systems Rule Set Maintenance panel.

You can also define your own default rule set named @DEFAULT for use during EXPLAIN processing. You can define
a different default rule set for each Db2 SSID. When you do not specify a rule set for EXPLAIN processing and have
previously defined @DEFAULT rule sets, SQL-Ease uses your user-defined @DEFAULT rule set.

Upgrade Your Rule Sets to a New Release of Db2
User-defined rule sets must be synchronized with the Db2 release level. Otherwise, the rule set cannot be used during an
explain.

You can easily update all your existing rule sets to work with a new release of Db2. You can also follow this procedure to
verify that your rule sets contain any newly introduced rules.

Follow these steps: 

1. From your ISPF session, enter SQLEASE RULES in the command line. Press Enter.
The PPA Expert Systems Rule Set Maintenance panel appears.

2. Issue the RESYNC primary command.
Your rule sets are updated to the release level displayed in the Db2RVR column on the PPA Expert Systems Rule Set
Maintenance panel. A report displays information about the actions that were performed on each rule set.

Manage Rule Sets
You can optionally use the Expert System Rules function to create, update, or delete customized rule sets.  

When a rule set is first created, the default thresholds are applied and all rules are activated. Use line commands or
primary commands to activate or deactivate individual rules or all the rules in your rule set.

When you scroll through the rules, notice that some rules contain highlighted values. These values represent updatable
thresholds. Threshold values define the maximum or standard values that are allowed for a given rule. For example, your
site can specify that PAGE is the standard value for a tablespace locksize.

You can also assign severity codes to the rules. Severity codes are used when Expert System rules are violated. When
you execute the enhanced explain, the product returns the highest severity code that it encounters. These severity codes
are user-defined. If you do not assign a severity code to a rule, the severity code for that rule defaults to zero.

You can create, update, or delete multiple rule sets at once. The command to create a rule set executes first. After the rule
set is created, the remaining commands execute in the order that they are listed on the panel. For more information about
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the available primary and line commands, type a question mark (?) in the appropriate field and press Enter. In addition, a
complete list of fields and their descriptions is provided in the online help (F1).

Follow these steps: 

1. From your ISPF session, enter SQLEASE RULES in the command line. Press Enter.
The PPA Expert Systems Rule Set Maintenance panel appears.

2. Complete one or more of the following steps:
– Create a rule set by specifying C in the CMD line. Provide values for the SSID, RULE SET, DESCRIPTION, and SO

fields. Press Enter.
– Template a rule set by specifying T in the CMD line next to the rule set that you want to template. Specify C in the

CMD line. Provide values for the SSID, RULE SET, DESCRIPTION, and SO fields. Press Enter.
– Update a rule set by specifying U in the CMD line next to the rule set. Update the fields as needed. Press Enter.
The PPA Expert Systems Rules List panel appears.

3. (Optional) Filter the list of rules.
4. Use line commands to make individual rules (A) active or (I) inactive. Use primary

commands ACTIVATE or INACTIVATE to change the activation status of all the rules that are displayed.

NOTE

If a filter is applied, the primary commands activate or deactivate rule sets based on the value in the Filter
field.

5. (Optional) Specify U in one or more CMD lines to update the Threshold, Severity Code, and Notify Option for individual
rules, or use the NOTIFYON or NOTIFYOFF primary commands to change the notification settings for all the rules that
are displayed.

NOTE

NOTIFYON and NOTIFYOFF override any individual rule values that are specified in the Notify Option field
on the PPA Update Rule Thresholds/Severity Code panel. In addition, if a filter is applied, NOTIFYON and
NOTIFYOFF change the notification settings based on the value in the Filter field.

The PPA Update Rule Thresholds/Severity Code panel appears.
6. Update the values in one or all the following fields: Threshold, Severity Code, and Notify Option.

NOTE

The Severity Code is a numeric value from 0 through 4095.

Press Enter.
All changes are written to the rules database. The PPA Expert Systems Rules List reappears.

NOTE

• If you specified Y for the Notify Option on the previous panel, verify that a value appears in the Notify
Userid field on the PPA Expert Systems Rules List panel.

• Notifications are sent as TSO Send commands. To receive these notifications, verify that your TSO
environment is configured appropriately.

7. Press Enter, then press F3 (End).
The PPA Expert Systems Rule Set Maintenance panel appears.

View Rule Violation Notifications
When rule violations occur and the rule is set to Notify, the user ID you specified on the PPA Expert Systems Rules List
panel receives the notifications. These notifications are provided as TSO Send commands. To receive these notifications,
verify that the TSO environment is configured appropriately.
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The format of the message depends on the source type of the explain in which the rule was violated. A notification
message displays for each violation of a specified rule, although some of the SQL rules display only once. The messages
are listed in numeric order by rule number.

In addition, you can generate rule reports, depending on the explain options that you selected. Violated rules appear on
the selected Enhanced Explain rule report with a recommendation for fixing the problem.

More information:
Rule Reports

Customize Rules Using the Expert System Rules Exit
The product has its own requirements for triggering rules, but you can add more requirements that are specific to your
site. Modify the sample exit to change how rules are intercepted and displayed, and change the rule severity code. For
example, you can update the sample exit to require a Db2 call to another catalog table. You could also examine SQL
statements for specific keywords before the rule is triggered.

This exit is controlled through the hlq.CDBAPARM(PPA) keyword USEREXIT. This option applies to all rule types: SQL,
physical, plan, and predicate rules. When this option is activated, the exit is called during initial, rule, and final calls. The
initial and final calls are issued only once per explain source. The rule call is issued for each SQL statement in the explain
source.

The following list describes the calls:

Initial Call
Initializes any customer programs or performs other functions. For example, the initial call could GETMAIN
storage for an internal table that is used during rule processing.

Rule Call
Examines each SQL statement to determine whether to trigger a rule, with any combination of the following
options:

• Display the rule
• Add text to print after each recommendation
• Change the severity code

Final Call
Frees up storage that was GETMAINED in the initial call and performs all the cleanup that your exit program
requires.

Object Module PPAEXIT

The exit routine is stored in the object module PPAEXIT. This module is invoked when a call to the exit occurs. PPAEXIT is
the only supported entry point.

Within the exit routine, you can execute any SQL statement. The exit routine uses standard register calling conventions.

After an exit has been called and executed, PPAEXIT passes a return code to the Enhanced Explain processor. The value
set in this return code determines the action. The following list describes the return code values:

• 0 - Trigger the rule
• 8 - Do not trigger the rule
• 99 - Processing error
• -1 - Turn off user exit
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Linking the Module

A special link member, LNKPPAEX, in hlq.CDBASRC links the PPAEXIT object module, which creates the load member
PPLEXIT. Include the member of the PPAEXIT entry point when you link the product modules. You can relink PPAEXIT at
any time to change your rule exit processing.

Store the PPLEXIT member in an MVS authorized library. The PPLEXIT member is loaded at initialization time.

Exit Communications Block

R1 points to a fullword containing the address of the communications block. The communications block definitions are
supplied for Assembler. These definitions reside in the member PPMEXIT in hlq.CDBASRC.

To customize rules for your site, follow these steps: 

1. Activate the exit using the hlq.CDBAPARM(PPA) keyword USEREXIT.
2. Modify the sample exit that is provided in hlq.CDBASRC(PPAEXIT).
3. Assemble and link the PPAEXIT object module, using member hlq.CDBASRC(LNKPPAEX).

Executing SQL
The Execute SQL option lets you execute SQL statements that are contained in a data set; for example:

Access from ISPF Editor
– While you are using the ISPF editor, you can designate any lines in the data set for execution. You can execute
statements that are embedded in COBOL, Assembler, PL/I, or C code.

Multiple Select Statements
– If the SQL contains multiple SELECT statements, the results of each SELECT statement are returned to you
before continuing. You can browse and print the returned rows before continuing execution.

SELECT Row Limit
– You can enter a row limit to reduce the number of rows that are returned by your SELECT statements.

Host Variable Substitution
– Host variables are parsed before the SQL executes, and you are prompted for host variable values.

Batch, Immediate Batch, or Online Mode
– You can execute the extracted SQL statements in batch, immediate batch, or online mode.

Row Indicator for Selects
–  SQL-Ease returns the number of rows that were returned, along with your query results.

Execution Statistics
– The SQL output includes statistics such as CPU time, elapsed time, total cost values, number of service units,
rows selected, and rows modified.

When you use the Execute SQL option, indicate which SQL statements to execute:

Marked SQL
– You can mark the SQL to execute using the E or EE commands. When you use EE, exclude (X) text when the
block of text to mark is too large to display on the panel. Exclude enough lines to display the top and bottom lines
of the block. ISPF does not recognize the EE block commands and does not let you scroll when EE commands
are entered.
Enter SQLEASE EXEC in the command line from your ISPF edit session. The Dynamic SQL Execution panel
appears.
You can also enter SQLEASE in the command line from your ISPF edit session. The Main Menu appears. Select
the Execute option from the main menu. The Dynamic SQL Execution panel appears.
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SQL Editor
– If you did not use E or EE to select SQL from your ISPF edit session, the SQL Editor panel appears. (If your
Profile Default SQL Editor parameter is not set to P, the ISPF Editor appears instead.) Enter the SQL you want to
execute. Press F3 (End) after you have entered the SQL. The Dynamic SQL Execution panel appears.

Execute SQL Quick Steps
This section contains quick steps for using Execute SQL. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Perform the following actions in your ISPF edit session:
a. Mark the SQL statement to be executed with the E or EE line commands.
b. Enter SQLEASE EXEC in the command line. 
Press Enter.
The Dynamic SQL Execution panel appears.

2. Enter values for the following Execution Control Parameters:
– Select Row Limit
– Max Character Size
– Commit or Rollback
– SQL Statistics
– SQL Qualifier ID
– Path Schema

3. Enter values in the Host Variable section.
4. Enter values in the following header fields:

– Db2 SSID
– Mode

5. Enter S in the Option field and press Enter.
The Batch Processor executes the SQL and the Browse Select Results panel appears.

Dynamic SQL Execution Panel
The Dynamic SQL Execution panel lets you specify execution options, edit the SQL being executed, and jump to the
Enhanced Explain or Profile options.

See the following example of the Dynamic SQL Execution panel:

SQEXEC6       -------- SQL-Ease Dynamic SQL Execution -------             13:02

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

                                                                               

Option   ===>      ( S - Execute  X - Explain E - Edit  P - Profile )         

DB2 SSID ===> nnnn Version: VVVVVV                 Mode ===> O ONLINE          

----------------------------------------------------------------------  USERXX 

EXECUTION CONTROL PARAMETERS:                                                  

Select Row Limit   ===>                Commit or Rollback ===> R   ( C or R )  

Max Character Size ===>                SQL Statistics     ===> N   ( Y or N )  

SQL Qualifier ID   ===>                Path schemas       ===> N   ( Y,U,N)    

                                                                               

CURRENT SQL STATEMENT:                                                         

SELECT A.EMPNO , A.FIRSTNME , A.LASTNAME , A.WORKDEPT , A.PHONENO ,            

       A.JOB , B.EMPNO , B.PROJNO , B.ACTNO , B.EMSTDATE , B.EMENDATE          

  INTO :EMP-EMPNO , :EMP-FIRSTNME , :EMP-LASTNAME , :EMP-WORKDEPT              

       :EMP-WORKDEPT-IND , :EMP-PHONENO :EMP-PHONENO-IND , :EMP-JOB            
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       :EMP-JOB-IND , :EMPPROJACT-EMPNO , :EMPPROJACT-PROJNO ,                 

       :EMPPROJACT-ACTNO , :EMPPROJACT-EMSTDATE                                

       :EMPPROJACT-EMSTDATE-IND , :EMPPROJACT-EMENDATE                         

       :EMPPROJACT-EMENDATE-IND                                                

  FROM DSN8810.EMP A , DSN8810.EMPPROJACT B                                    

  WHERE A.EMPNO = B.EMPNO                                                      

                                                                               

The Dynamic SQL Execution panel has the following header fields:

Option
Controls the execution processing:
S

Executes the SQL. The SQL executes in the specified mode (batch, immediate batch, or online).
X

Accesses the Enhanced Explain option. The Enhanced Explain panel appears. Press F3 (End) to return
to the Dynamic SQL Execution panel.

P
Displays the Profile Menu.

E
Edits the SQL. Depending on your profile, the ISPF Editor or the SQL Editor panel appears.

Db2 SSID
Specifies the Db2 subsystem where the SQL source will be executed.

Version
Displays the Db2 version number on the specified subsystem.

Mode
Specifies how to execute the SQL:
O

Executes in online mode.
I

Executes in immediate batch mode.
B

Executes in batch mode.

Host Variables
Host Variables for all selected statements are parsed out and listed on the Dynamic SQL Execution panel in ascending
order. Only host variables that begin with a colon (:) are recognized. You must enter a value for each host variable for the
SQL to execute successfully. If you submitted multiple SQL statements for execution from the SQL Editor or ISPF Editor,
all host variables are listed.

See the following example:

SQEXEC6       -------- SQL-Ease Dynamic SQL Execution -------             13:07

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

PT014W -  ALREADY AT TOP                                                       

Option   ===>      ( S - Execute  X - Explain E - Edit  P - Profile )          

DB2 SSID ===> D81B Version: V8R1M0                 Mode ===> O ONLINE          

----------------------------------------------------------------------  USERXX 

EXECUTION CONTROL PARAMETERS:                                                  
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Select Row Limit   ===>                Commit or Rollback ===> R   ( C or R )  

Max Character Size ===>                SQL Statistics     ===> N   ( Y or N )  

SQL Qualifier ID   ===>                Path schemas       ===> N   ( Y,U,N)    

                                                                               

ENTER HOST VARIABLE VALUES BELOW:                                              

WORK-PROJNO ===> 'AD3113'                                                      

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

CURRENT SQL STATEMENT:                                                         

SELECT  A.DEPTNO, A.DEPTNAME, B.FIRSTNME, B.LASTNAME , B.JOB, B.SALARY         

 FROM  DSN8230.DEPT A, DSN8230.EMP B, DSN8230.EMPPROJACT C                     

 WHERE A.DEPTNO = B.WORKDEPT                                                   

   AND B.EMPNO = C.EMPNO                                                       

   AND C.PROJNO = :WORK-PROJNO                                                 

   AND C.EMSTDATE BETWEEN 'YYYY-MM-DD' AND 'YYYY-MM-DD'                        

 ;                                                                             

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

                                                                               

The preceding example contains only one host variable that requires a value for execution (WORK-PROJNO). If there
are no host variables, the host variable section does not appear. If several host variables are listed, use F7 (Up) and
F8 (Down) to scroll through them.

When you use the Execute SQL function, keep the following items in mind:

• If you are using Batch or Immediate mode, the SQL statements are written to a file with the Host Variable values
replaced.

• You can verify column data types by accessing the SQL Editor (option E) and using the COLS command.
• You can hide the header, SQL Options, and Control Parameters by using the H (Header) command. Only the host

variables and the SQL statements appear. This option is helpful when many host variables are listed.

Execution Results
Execution processing begins when you enter S in the Option header field from the Dynamic SQL Execution panel. When
you press Enter, the Batch Processor (PBP) executes your SQL.

The data is retrieved from the SELECT statement. The Data Retrieval panel appears only when a SELECT statement is
executed.

Browse Select Results Panel

The rows that are returned from a SELECT statement appear on the Browse Select Results panel:

PTSQL ------------ RC/SQL - Browse Select Results ------------            13:11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

  2 ROWS RETRIEVED                                                             

 EMPNO   FIRSTNME      LASTNAME         WORKDEPT  PHONENO  JOB       EMPNO     

 000010  JANE          DOE              A00       3978     PRES      000010    

 000020  JOHN          DOE              B01       3476     MANAGER   000020    

 

The column names appear at the top of the panel. The number of rows that were returned appears above the column
names.

AUDIT Message File Panel

The Batch Processor return codes and execution results appear on the AUDIT Message File panel:
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BPPAUDT         ----------- AUDIT Message File -----------            13:12:40 

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

                                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------- USER ID: USERXX  

.LIST TERM                                                                     

RETCODE =   0                                                                  

                                                                               

.CONNECT T23A                                                                  

RETCODE =   0                                                                  

                                                                               

.OPTION SQLSTATS ROWLIMIT(100)                                                 

RETCODE =   0                                                                  

                                                                               

SELECT A.DEPTNO , A.DEPTNAME , B.FIRSTNME , B.LASTNAME , B.JOB ,               

B.SALARY FROM DSN8230.DEPT A , DSN8230.EMP B WHERE A.DEPTNO =                  

B.WORKDEPT AND B.EMPNO = ANY ( SELECT C.EMPNO FROM DSN8230.EMPPROJACT          

C WHERE C.PROJNO = 'AD3113' AND ( C.EMSTDATE >= 'YYYY-MM-DD' AND               

C.EMSTDATE <= 'YYYY-MM-DD' ) )                                                 

;                                                                              

                                                                               

 DSNT400I SQLCODE = 000,  SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION                                 

--------------------------   SQL STATISTICS   --------------------------       

 CPU TIME:                  0.08     ELAPSED TIME:                 4.72        

 TOTAL COST:        +0.3530 E+03     CPU SERVICE UNITS:              76        

 ROWS SELECTED:                1     ROWS MODIFIED:                   0        

------------------------------------------------------------------------       

                                                                               

.OPTION NOSQLSTATS                                                             

RETCODE =   0                                                                  

                                                                               

ROLLBACK WORK ;                                                                

 DSNT400I SQLCODE = 000,  SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION                                 

CONTROL PROCESS CARD:                                                          

BATCH PROCESSOR PLAN ===> RBPA0204                                             

BATCH PROCESSOR ID   ===> (NONE)                                               

 

The results include the following information:

PBP Commands
– The top portion of the panel displays the PBP commands and their corresponding return codes. Use F7 (Up)
and F8 (Down) to scroll.

SQL Statistics
– If you specified Y for SQL Statistics on the Dynamic SQL Execution panel, several statistics are included in the
results. For more information, see the next section.

Execution Results
– A message indicates whether the statement executed successfully.

SQL Rollback Results
– A message indicates whether the statement has been rolled back successfully or whether it has been
committed.
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SQL Statistics

If you specified Y for the SQL Statistics option on the Dynamic SQL Execution panel, the following statistics are
generated:

• CPU time
• Elapsed time
• Total Cost values
• Number of service units
• Rows selected
• Rows modified

These statistics appear as part of the AUDIT Message File.

If you are viewing the SQL Statistics from the AUDIT Message File panel, press F3 (End) to return to the Dynamic SQL
Execution panel.

Processing Considerations
The following items can affect processing:

Row Limit

You can limit the number of rows that are returned from a SELECT statement to lessen processing time. The default limit
is 99,999,999. You can also specify a MAXCHAR size to reduce the memory that is required for SELECT results.

WHERE CURRENT OF

UPDATE and DELETE statements that contain WHERE CURRENT OF clauses will not execute. Edit the SQL to delete
the WHERE CURRENT OF clause. (You can add a WHERE clause.)

Interrupt Processing

You can interrupt a long running SELECT statement by pressing the ATTN key. Data retrieval stops and the Data Retrieval
Interrupt panel appears. This panel shows the number of rows that were retrieved so far and offers you three options:

• Press 1 to continue retrieval.
• Press 2 to stop data retrieval and browse the results.
• Press 3 to stop data retrieval and cancel the request.

Qualifying Object Names

If the SQL being tested includes references to unqualified object names, issue the SET CURRENT SQLID AUTHID
command. AUTHID is the creator ID of the unqualified objects. Failure to follow this procedure could result in -204 SQL
errors. Db2 issues a -204 SQL error when referenced objects cannot be located.

Using Syntax Check SQL
Syntax Check SQL lets you check the syntax of the following statements from an ISPF edit session or from the SQL
Editor:

• SELECT
• UPDATE
• INSERT
• DELETE
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Syntax checking is a two-step process. First, the SQL is parsed and checked for syntactical correctness, and then
the statement is prepared to verify the existence of the referenced objects. If a syntax error is detected, the cursor is
positioned on the error and information about the error is presented.

Check Syntax from an ISPF Edit Session

You can check syntax from an ISPF edit session.

Follow these steps: 

1. In your ISPF session, mark the SQL using the E or EE line command.
2. Enter SQLEASE SYNTAX in the command line.

Press Enter.
The SQL is checked directly from the ISPF session. If any errors are detected, the cursor moves to the first error. If the
SQL is syntactically correct, a message indicates that no errors are detected, and the syntax check is complete.

3. If any errors are detected, modify the SQL.
4. Mark the SQL to recheck using the E or EE line command.
5. Enter SQLEASE SYNTAX in the command line to verify that the marked statement is now correct.

Press Enter.

Check Syntax from the SQL Editor

You can check syntax from the SQL Editor.

Follow these steps: 

1. From your ISPF session, mark the SQL using the E or EE line command.
2. Enter SQLEASE  in the command line.

Press Enter.
3. Select the Syntax Check SQL option from the main menu.

Press Enter.
The SQL Editor panel appears with the selected text. If any errors are detected, a message displays indicating an error
is found, and the cursor moves to the error. If the SQL is syntactically correct, a message indicates that no errors are
detected, and the syntax check is complete.

4. If any errors are detected, modify the SQL.
5. Reenter SYNTAX  in the command line to verify that the error has been corrected.

Press Enter.
6. After the statement is correct, enter SEND in the command line.

Press Enter.
The corrected SQL is inserted into your ISPF session.

Using Predicate Analysis
The Predicate Analysis feature displays a list of all the predicates contained in your SQL statement. The analysis report
separately displays select and subselect predicates, indicates the indexability and sargability of each predicate, and
estimates the number of rows that Db2 returns after the predicate is applied. This analysis information is useful to preview
Db2 access performance.

Predicate Analysis can be helpful in identifying nonsargable predicates, which could prevent Db2 from utilizing an existing
index. This information can help you identify those columns that are suitable candidates for an index key.

These quick steps summarize tasks and let you complete procedures using a minimum of options and panels.
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Use Predicate Analysis in an ISPF Edit Session

You can use predicate analysis in an ISPF edit session.

1. In your ISPF session, mark the SQL using the E or EE line command.
2. Enter SQLEASE PRED  in the command line.

Press Enter.
The predicates in the marked SQL are analyzed directly from your ISPF session.
The PPA Predicate Analysis panel displays the results of the analysis.

3. Press PF3 (End) to exit the Predicate Analysis panel.
Your ISPF edit session reappears.

Use Predicate Analysis from the SQL Editor

You can use predicate analysis from the SQL Editor session.

1. From the SQL Editor panel, specify PRED command in the command line.
Press Enter.
The predicates in the marked SQL are analyzed directly from your ISPF session.
The PPA Predicate Analysis panel displays the results of the analysis.

2. Press PF3 (End) to exit the Predicate Analysis panel.
The SQL Editor panel reappears.

Predicate Analysis Report

A sample Predicate Analysis report is shown in the following example:

PPPRED        ---------- PPA SQL Predicate Analysis ----------            13:38

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                               

 SELECT A . EMPNO , A . FIRSTNME , A . LASTNAME , A . WORKDEPT , A . PHONENO , 

 A . JOB , B . EMPNO , B . PROJNO , B . ACTNO , B . EMSTDATE , B . EMENDATE    

 INTO :EMP-EMPNO , :EMP-FIRSTNME , :EMP-LASTNAME , :EMP-WORKDEPT               

 :EMP-WORKDEPT-IND , :EMP-PHONENO :EMP-PHONENO-IND , :EMP-JOB :EMP-JOB-IND ,   

 :EMPPROJACT-EMPNO , :EMPPROJACT-PROJNO , :EMPPROJACT-ACTNO ,                  

 :EMPPROJACT-EMSTDATE :EMPPROJACT-EMSTDATE-IND , :EMPPROJACT-EMENDATE          

 :EMPPROJACT-EMENDATE-IND FROM DSN8810 . EMP A , DSN8810 . EMPPROJACT B WHERE A

 . EMPNO = B . EMPNO                                                           

                                                                               

                                                                       FILTER  

                        PREDICATE                         INDEX SARGE  FACTOR  

--------------------------------------------------------  ----- ----- -------- 

 STATEMENT #001                                                                

---> A . EMPNO = B . EMPNO                                 YES   YES  0.02380  

                                                                               

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

 

The following list describes the fields on the Predicate Analysis report:

SQL Statement
Displays the marked SQL statement.

Predicate
Displays the predicates contained in the SQL statement. If there are no predicates in the statement, an error
message displays. Predicates are indicated by a highlighted arrow.
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STATEMENT #n
The sequence in which this predicate statement appears in the SQL statement.

SUBSELECT #n
The sequence in which this subselect statement appears in the predicate statement.

Index
Indicates whether the predicate is indexable:
Yes

Indicates that the predicate is indexable.
Yes+

Indicates that the predicate itself is indexable, but the presence of the keyword NOT makes this
occurrence of the predicate non-indexable.

No
Indicates that the predicate is non-indexable.

You can use indexable predicates to use an index on a table. Doing so can increase performance and can reduce
query overhead costs if the index is defined.

Sarge
Db2 retrieves data and applies predicates in two stages. If the Data Manager component of Db2 can apply the
predicate, it is a Stage I (sargable) predicate. If the RDS component of Db2 applies the predicate later, it is a
Stage II (nonsargable) predicate. In the example, all predicates are Stage I.
The elimination of non-matching rows is performed earlier in the data access process for Stage I predicates.
Rows that are eliminated in Stage I processing are not passed on to Stage II processing. Therefore, Stage I
predicates are more efficient than Stage II predicates because Stage I predicates require less processing.
Valid values are provided in the following list:
Yes

The predicate is Stage I (sargable). Indexable predicates are always Stage I.
No

The predicate is Stage II (nonsargable).
Filter Factor

The estimate of the maximum number of rows that Db2 returns after the predicate is applied. The Filter Factor is
expressed as a number from zero to one carried out to five decimal places.

• n -- The stage I Filter Factor.
• n+ -- The stage II Filter Factor.
• 1.00000* -- (Default) The Filter Factor could not be calculated.

Using Standardize SQL
The Standardize SQL feature lets you reformat SQL into a standard format. This format includes beginning each major
clause on a new line, placing column names on individual lines or with multiple column names per line, and indenting
subclauses. This section contains quick steps for standardizing SQL. These quick steps summarize tasks and let you
complete procedures using a minimum of options and panels.

Standardize SQL from an ISPF Editor Session

You can standardize SQL from an ISPF session.

Follow these steps: 

1. Mark the SQL using the E or EE line command.
2. Enter SQLEASE STAND in the command line.
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Press Enter.
The marked SQL is added directly into the ISPF session.

Standardize SQL from the SQL Editor

You can standardize SQL from the SQL editor.

Follow these steps: 

1. Mark the SQL in an ISPF session using the E or EE line command.
2. Enter SQLEASE in the command line.

Press Enter.
The Main Menu appears.

3. Select the Standardize SQL Format option from the main menu.
Press Enter.
The marked SQL is formatted and displayed on the SQL Editor panel.

4. Enter SEND in the command line.
Press Enter.
The standardized statement is added directly into the ISPF edit session.

Standardize SQL in the Data Set that is Being Edited

To standardize SQL contained in the data set being edited, first mark the block of SQL you want standardized by entering
the EE block line commands or E line command. In this example, the E line command is used to mark a SELECT
statement.

EDIT ----- USERxx.WORK.CNTL(TESTEASE) -       ----------- CHARS 'CURSOR' FOUND 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> 0001 

000090            EXEC SQL                                                     

000091              DECLARE TESTCSR CURSOR FOR                                 

000092              SELECT A.DEPTNO , A.DEPTNAME , B.FIRSTNME , B.LASTNAME ,   

E                   B.JOB , B.SALARY                                           

000094              FROM DSN8230.DEPT A,                                       

000095              DSN8230.EMP B,                                             

000096              DSN8230.EMPPROJACT C                                       

000097              WHERE A.DEPTNO = B.WORKDEPT                                

000098              AND B.EMPNO = C.EMPNO                                      

000099              AND C.PROJNO = :WORK-PROJNO                                

000100              AND C.EMSTDATE BETWEEN 'YYYY-MM-DD' AND 'YYYY-MM-DD'       

000101            END-EXEC.                                                    

000102            EXEC SQL                                                     

000103              OPEN TESTCSR                                               

000104            END-EXEC.                                                    

000105            EXEC SQL                                                     

000106              FETCH TESTCSR INTO                                         

000107                    :DEPT-DEPTNO                                         

000108                   ,:DEPT-DEPTNAME                                       

000109                   ,:EMP-FIRSTNME                                        

000110                   ,:EMP-LASTNAME                                        

000111                   ,:EMP-JOB                                             

 

After you have marked the SQL to be analyzed, do one of the following:
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• Enter SQLEASE, and then select the STAND option from the Main Menu. The SQL Editor appears.
• Enter SQLEASE STAND. The Main Menu is bypassed. The standardized SQL will be automatically inserted into your

data set. The SQL Editor will not display.

Standardized Formats

The Standardize SQL option can format the SQL statements in the default format or the enhanced format. Both formats
include beginning each major clause on a new line and indenting subclauses. The default format displays one column per
line, as shown in the following panel:

EDIT ----- USERxx.WORK.CNTL(TESTEASE) -       --------------- COLUMNS 001 072  

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> 0001 

==MSG>        ************************ STANDARDIZED SQL ***********************

000102            EXEC SQL                                                     

000103              DECLARE TESTCSR CURSOR FOR                                 

000104              SELECT  A.DEPTNO                                           

000105                    , A.DEPTNAME                                         

000106                    , B.FIRSTNME                                         

000107                    , B.LASTNAME                                         

000108                    , B.JOB                                              

000109                    , B.SALARY                                           

000110                FROM  DSN8230.DEPT A                                     

000111                    , DSN8230.EMP B                                      

000112                    , DSN8230.EMPPROJACT C                               

000113                WHERE A.DEPTNO = B.WORKDEPT                              

000114                  AND B.EMPNO = C.EMPNO                                  

000115                  AND C.PROJNO = :WORK-PROJNO                            

000116                  AND C.EMSTDATE BETWEEN 'YYYY-MM-DD' AND 'YYYY-MM-DD'   

000117            END-EXEC.                                                    

==MSG>        *****************************************************************

 

The enhanced format displays multiple columns on a line through an option specified in the parmlib. The following
example displays the enhanced format:

EDIT ----- USERxx.WORK.CNTL(TESTEASE) -       --------------- COLUMNS 001 072  

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> 0001 

==MSG>        ************************ STANDARDIZED SQL ***********************

000102            EXEC SQL                                                     

000103              DECLARE TESTCSR CURSOR FOR                                 

000104              SELECT  A.DEPTNO , A.DEPTNAME , B.FIRSTNME , B.LASTNAME ,  

000105                      B.JOB , B.SALARY                                   

000106                FROM  DSN8230.DEPT A                                     

000107                    , DSN8230.EMP B                                      

000108                    , DSN8230.EMPPROJACT C                               

000109                WHERE A.DEPTNO = B.WORKDEPT AND B.EMPNO = C.EMPNO AND    

000110                      C.PROJNO = :WORK-PROJNO AND C.EMSTDATE BETWEEN     

000111                      'YYYY-MM-DD' AND 'YYYY-MM-DD'                      

000112            END-EXEC.                                                    

==MSG>        *****************************************************************
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From ISPF Edit Session

If you bypass the Main Menu using the SQLEASE STAND command, the standardized SQL is automatically inserted after
the original SQL in your data set. The following example shows SQL standardized from an ISPF edit session.

EDIT ---- USERxx.WORK.CNTL(TESTEASE) -       ----------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

SQ040I: SQL statement(s) have been inserted into your ISPF Edit session.      

000125              DECLARE TESTCSR CURSOR FOR                                

000126              SELECT  A.DEPTNO , A.DEPTNAME , B.FIRSTNME , B.LASTNAME , 

000127              B.JOB , B.SALARY                                          

000128              FROM  DSN8230.DEPT A,                                     

000129              DSN8230.EMP B,                                            

000130              DSN8230.EMPPROJACT C                                      

000131              WHERE A.DEPTNO = B.WORKDEPT           (Original SQL)      

000132              AND B.EMPNO = C.EMPNO                                     

000133              AND C.PROJNO = :WORK-PROJNO                               

000134              AND C.EMSTDATE BETWEEN 'YYYY-MM-DD' AND 'YYYY-MM-DD'      

000135            END-EXEC.                                                   

==MSG>        ************************ STANDARDIZED SQL **********************

000136            EXEC SQL                                                    

000137              DECLARE TESTCSR CURSOR FOR                                

000138              SELECT  A.DEPTNO                                          

000139                    , A.DEPTNAME                                        

000140                    , B.FIRSTNME                                        

000141                    , B.LASTNAME                                        

000142                    , B.JOB                                             

000143                    , B.SALARY                                          

000144                FROM  DSN8230.DEPT A                (Formatted SQL)     

000145                    , DSN8230.EMP B                                     

000146                    , DSN8230.EMPPROJACT C                              

000147                WHERE A.DEPTNO = B.WORKDEPT                             

000148                  AND B.EMPNO = C.EMPNO                                 

000149                  AND C.PROJNO = :WORK-PROJNO                           

000150                  AND C.EMSTDATE BETWEEN 'YYYY-MM-DD' AND 'YYYY-MM-DD'  

000151            END-EXEC.                                                   

==MSG>        ****************************************************************

 

The following describes how the SQL for the original and formatted statements appear:

Original SQL
The SQL for the original statement displays for comparison.

Standard Format SQL
The SQL has been placed into a standard format. Notice that the FROM clause is indented under the SELECT
statement and the columns display one column per line (default format).

From SQL Editor

If you access the Standardized SQL feature through the Main Menu, the SQL Editor panel appears, with the standard
format SQL displayed.
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Using Notes
The Notes feature provides Db2 and SQL syntax reference material for use when writing and testing SQL.

Working with Notes

Follow these steps: 

1. Complete one of the following steps to access the Notes Menu:
– Select the NOTES option from the Main Menu and press Enter.
– Enter SQLEASE NOTES from your ISPF edit session.
– Enter the primary command NOTES from any SQL-Ease panel.

You can enter additional operands with the NOTES primary command to bypass the Notes Menu.
2. Update the Mode field to determine whether to (B) browse the selected note or (N) insert the note into your edit

session.
The selected mode is retained until you change it.

3. Select a Notes topic by entering a value in the Option field. For example, to request Notes on SELECT,
type S1 and press Enter.
All available topics are shown on the lower portion of the panel. Some topics, such as Functions, display a menu of
subtopics to select from.
The Note displays in browse mode or is inserted into edit session (depending on the Mode setting). A message is
placed at the beginning and end of the note when the note is inserted into an edit session.

4. (Optional) Use the RESET command to remove message and note lines from your edit session.

Bypassing the Notes Menu

You can bypass the Notes Menu by qualifying the SQLEASE NOTES and NOTES commands with topic
subtopic operands as follows:

topic
The main topic on which you want Notes. If you enter any of the topic names incorrectly, the appropriate menu
appears.

subtopic
If the topic on which you want Notes contains a submenu, you can also enter the subtopic name. For example,
the FUNCTIONS topic displays a submenu. AVG is a topic that can be selected from this submenu. If you want
Notes on the AVG function inserted directly into your data set, enter the following command:
SQLEASE NOTES FUNCTIONS AVG

The subtopic operand is optional. If you leave out the subtopic, the submenu appears. You can then select the
subtopic from the menu.

Using SQLEASE NOTES Command

To insert the Notes text into your ISPF edit session without leaving the ISPF edit session and without accessing the Notes
Menu, enter the following command:

SQLEASE NOTES topic subtopic

For example, to insert the Note on SELECT enter:

SQLEASE NOTES SELECT

The Note is inserted at the bottom of your data set. You can also place the Note at different positions in the data set
by entering the A (after) or B (before) line commands in the data set at the location you want the Note inserted before
entering the command.
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Using NOTES Command

To bypass the Notes Menu using the NOTES command, enter the following in the command line of a product panel:

NOTES topic subtopic

For example, to view the syntax diagrams for a SELECT statement, enter the following in the command line:

NOTES SELECT

You are placed into browse mode on the SELECT note.

Customizing Notes
You can add new Notes members.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the new notes members to the skeleton library that is assigned to variable SQESKDSN in the SQLEASE CLIST.
For more information, see Notes Members.

2. Place the new panels into the panel library (hlq.CDBAPNL0).
3. Modify the Notes Menu panel, SQPNOTEM, to add the new options.

For more information, see Notes Menu (SQPNOTEM).

Notes Members
Each line in a Notes member is a message, a note, or data. The first two bytes of the line identify the line type. The
following line types are possible:

)M
Indicates a message line.

)N
Indicates a note line.

(blank)
Indicates a data line. (The line begins with two blank characters.)
None of the provided Notes include data lines. However, you can include data lines for syntax examples. Users
can then enter over the example to use it in the Edit session. The RESET command does not remove data lines.

The following example shows the message and note lines in a sample Notes member:

EDIT ---- PTI.R920415.CDBAPNL0(SAMPLE) -       ---------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************

000001 )V9R1M0                                                                

000002 )M***************** SQL-EASE NOTES - SAMPLE ALTER *****************    

000003 )MI)  EXAMPLES:                                                        

000004 )N          ALTER DATABASE DBASE                                       

000005 )N            BUFFERPOOL BP1                                           

000006 )N            ROSHARE NONE                                             

000007 )N                                                                     

000008 )MII) SYNTAX DIAGRAMS:                                                 

000009 )N    NOTE: For information on how to read the syntax diagrams         

000010 )N          see 'SQLEASE NOTE SYNTAX-DIAGRAM'                          

000011 )N                                                                     

000012 )M(ALTER DATABASE)                                                     

000013 )N                                                                     

000014 )N>-- ALTER DATABASE ------------------------ database name ------>    
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000015 )N                                                                     

000016 )N     ----------------------------------------------                  

000017 )N                                                                     

000018 )N                        -- BP0 ---                                   

000019 )N        - BUFFERPOOL -- -- BP1 --- -------------                     

000020 )N                        -- BP2 ---                                   

 

Specifying the Db2 Version
When customizing your notes, specify the following at the beginning of each note:

)VvRrMm

Where v is the version, r is the release, and m is the modification. This entry indicates the Db2 version for which this one
note must display.

If you fail to put this entry at the beginning of the note, the first note found displays as the default for all Db2 versions. After
the version information is specified for a particular note, it remain specified unless it is changed.

An example with a Db2 version specified follows:

EDIT ---- PTI.R920415.CDBAPNL0(SAMPLE) -       ---------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************

000001 )V8R1M0                                                                

000002 )M***************** SQL-EASE NOTES - SAMPLE ALTER *****************    

000003 )MI)  EXAMPLES:                                                        

000004 )N          ALTER DATABASE DBASE                                       

000005 )N            BUFFERPOOL BP1                                           

000006 )N            ROSHARE NONE                                             

000007 )N                                                                     

000008 )MII) SYNTAX DIAGRAMS:                                                 

000009 )N    NOTE: For information on how to read the syntax diagrams         

000010 )N          see 'SQLEASE NOTE SYNTAX-DIAGRAM'                          

000011 )N                                                                     

000012 )M(ALTER DATABASE)                                                     

000013 )N                                                                     

000014 )N>-- ALTER DATABASE ------------------------ database name ------>    

000015 )N                                                                     

000016 )N     ----------------------------------------------                  

000017 )N                                                                     

000018 )N                        -- BP0 ---                                   

000019 )N        - BUFFERPOOL -- -- BP1 --- -------------                     

000020 )N                        -- BP2 ---                                   

 

You also have the option of specifying that notes can apply to multiple versions of Db2 by specifying multiple VvRrMm
entries. For example, the entry for a note that applies to Db2 version 8, release 1, modification 0 and version 9, release 1,
modification 0 would appear as follows:

)V8R1M0, V9R1M0
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Specifying a Default Version
You also have the option of creating a default set of notes by specifying a default version that controls the note display
when no other matching Db2 version entry is found. The default version:

• Must always be the last version entry shown in the sequence
• Cannot be specified as part of a multiple entry

Format the default version as follows:

)V0R0M0

An example with a default version specified follows:

EDIT ---- PTI.R920415.CDBAPNL0(SAMPLE) -       ---------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************

000001 )V0R0M0                                                                

000002 )M***************** SQL-EASE NOTES - SAMPLE ALTER *****************    

000003 )MI)  EXAMPLES:                                                        

000004 )N          ALTER DATABASE DBASE                                       

000005 )N            BUFFERPOOL BP1                                           

000006 )N            ROSHARE NONE                                             

000007 )N                                                                     

000008 )MII) SYNTAX DIAGRAMS:                                                 

000009 )N    NOTE: For information on how to read the syntax diagrams         

000010 )N          see 'SQLEASE NOTE SYNTAX-DIAGRAM'                          

000011 )N                                                                     

000012 )M(ALTER DATABASE)                                                     

000013 )N                                                                     

000014 )N>-- ALTER DATABASE ------------------------ database name ------>    

000015 )N                                                                     

000016 )N     ----------------------------------------------                  

000017 )N                                                                     

000018 )N                        -- BP0 ---                                   

000019 )N        - BUFFERPOOL -- -- BP1 --- -------------                     

                                                                              

Notes Menu (SQPNOTEM)
The Notes Menu panel is SQPNOTEM, found in high-level.CDBAPNL0. To add new options to the Notes Menu, update
SQPNOTEM to add the new option to the PROC section of the panel.

The following example shows a portion of the Notes Menu PROC section. Option M7 is being added. This new option
points to a new note in the SAMPLE member.

EDIT ---- PTI.R920415.CDBAPNL0(SQPNOTEM) -       -------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

000035 )PROC                                                                  

000036   &ZSEL = TRANS( &ZCMD,                                                

000037                S1,                'PARM(SQSSTSEL)'                     

000038                SELECT,            'PARM(SQSSTSEL)'                     

000039                SEL,               'PARM(SQSSTSEL)'                     

                                                                              

.....                                                                         
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000129                M6,                'PARM(SQSMSSYN)'                     

000130                SYNTAX-DIAGRAMS,   'PARM(SQSMSSYN)'                     

000131                SYNTAX,            'PARM(SQSMSSYN)'                     

000132                M7,                'PARM(SAMPLE)'                       

000133                SAMPLE-ALTER,      'PARM(SAMPLE)'                       

000134                SAMPLE,            'PARM(SAMPLE)'                       

000135                ' ',' '                                                 

000136                *,'?' )                                                 

000137 )END                                                                   

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

 

Using SQL GEN Administration
The Gen Administration function lets you specify a host variable tag, indicator tag, and a correlation name for a specific
object. This feature helps database administrators (DBAs) set standard naming conventions and is valid for aliases,
synonyms, tables, and views. Global host variable tags/indicator variable tags can be specified on the SQL-Ease GEN
Parameters panel accessed through the Profile menu or as defaults.

SQL GEN Administration is under a separate plan so you can selectively grant authority to use this feature. Within that
plan, a table stores a list of the objects with host indicator variable tags and correlation names.

When you request the A option from the Main Menu, the SQL GEN Administration panel appears. The first time you
access this panel there is no selection list, as shown below::

SQADM        ------- SQL-EASE - SQL GEN Administration  ------            13:06

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                               

                                                                               

    Name ===> *                  Creator ===> *           Type ===> *          

----------------------------------------------------------------- USERXX       

Location ===> LOCAL             DB2 SSID ===> DXXB     Version ===> VXR1M0     

                                                                               

                                  +------- Last Update -------+                

Cmd Name               Creator  T User     Date        Time                    

 _  __________________ ________ _ <========= New Entry Creation                

 _  TEST               USERxx   T USERxx   YYYY-MM-DD  12.39.56                

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

                                                                               

On subsequent access to the feature, a selection list displays of all the objects for which host and indicator variable tags,
and correlation names have been created. When you enter specific selection criteria, only matching objects display on the
selection list.

The following describes the fields on the SQL GEN Administration panel:

Name
Enter selection criteria or the name of the object to reference.

Creator
Enter selection criteria or the creator of the object to reference.

Type
Enter selection criteria or the type of object to reference. Valid object types are provided in the following list.
A

– Alias
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S
– Synonym

T
– Table

V
– View

Location
Enter a question mark (?) or blank to display the Db2 SSID Location Selection panel, or enter a specific location,
or LOCAL, as shown in the example.

Db2 SSID
Enter a question mark (?) or blank to display the Db2 SSID Location Selection panel, or enter a specific Db2
subsystem ID.

Version
(Display only) The Db2 version in which you are working.

CMD
Enter the command to use. Valid line commands are provided in the following list:
C

– Creates a host and indicator variable tag, and a correlation name. Then add the object to the table.
Valid only on the New Entry Creation line. For more information, see Creating New Entries.

U
– Updates an existing host and indicator variable tag and/or correlation name. For more information, see
Updating Existing Entries.

D
– Deletes an object from the table.

Creator
Enter the creator of the object to reference.

T
Enter the type of object to reference. Valid object types are provided in the following list.
A

– Alias
S

– Synonym
T

– Table
V

– View
Last Update User

(Display only) The ID of the user who performed the last update of the tag names or correlation name.
Last Update Date

(Display only) The date of the last update of the tag names or correlation name.
Last Update Time

(Display only) The time of the last update of the tag names or correlation name.
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SQL GEN Admin Info Panel
The SQL GEN Admin Info panel is illustrated in the following example. This panel displays the Name, Creator, and Type
you specified on the SQL GEN Administration panel.

SQADMU 02.03  -------- SQL-EASE - SQL GEN Admin Info  -------- YYYY/MM/DD 13:04

 COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                                

    Name ===> NEW_TABLE          Creator ===> USERxx      Type ===> T          

----------------------------------------------------------------- USERxx       

 Location ===> LOCAL             DB2 SSID ===> D81C     Version ===> V8R1M0     

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Host Variable Tag       ===> HV-                                              

   Prefix/Suffix          ===> P                                                

  Indicator Variable Tag  ===> -NULLIND                                         

   Prefix/Suffix/Host     ===> H                                                

                                                                                

  Correlation Name        ===> COL                                             

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

Press ENTER to process                            Press END (PF3/15) to quit   

 

The following are descriptions of the fields on the SQL GEN Admin Info panel:

Name
The name of the object you have selected.

Creator
The creator of the object you have selected.

Type
The type of object you have selected. Valid object types are provided in the following list.
A

– Alias
S

– Synonym
T

– Table
V

– View
Location

The location of the object you have selected.
Db2 SSID

The Db2 subsystem ID of the object you have selected.
Version

The Db2 version in which you are working.
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Host Variable Tag/Host Tag Position
(Optional) Enter a host tag name to use in generating the individual host variable names. The host variable names
are generated by appending the specified host tag value to the beginning (prefix) position or to the end (suffix)
position of the column names or column numbers.
For example, the host tag, %TBNAME-, can be used for table DSN8230.DEPT to create a host variable name
for column MGRNO called DEPT-MRGNO. A period (.) can be used in the same manner as the hyphen (-) in this
example for COBOL and C languages.
The symbolics currently supported are %TBNAME and %TBCREATOR.In COBOL, underscores (_) and blanks
are translated to hyphens (-). The character Z is used to replace any invalid characters in the generated name.

Indicator Variable Tag/Indicator Tag Position
(Optional) Enter an indicator tag name to use in generating the individual indicator variable names. The indicator
variable names are generated by appending the specified indicator tag to the beginning (prefix), end (suffix), or
opposite the host tag (host) of the column names or column numbers.
For example, specifying H (host), uses the host tag value on the indicator variable name in the same position as
the host tag position specifies. It also uses the indicator tag value (if present) on the indicator variable name in
the opposite position from the host tag. Thus, a host variable name such as 'HOST-CURRENCY' might have a
corresponding null-indicator variable name like 'HOST-CURRENCY-IND'.

Correlation Name
Enter the Correlation Name you want used for the object you have selected.

Creating New Entries
You can create entries from the SQL GEN Administration panel.

Follow these steps: 

1. Type C (Create) on the New Entry Creation line and press Enter.
The SQL GEN Admin Info panel appears. This panel shows the Name, Creator, Type, Location, Db2 SSID, and
Version that you specified on the SQL GEN Administration panel.

2. Enter the new entry information:
a. Enter the Host Variable Tag, Indicator Variable Tag, and Correlation Name. 
b. Specify a P (Prefix), S (Suffix), or H  (Host) after each tag to indicate the position of the tag on the Host variable.
Press Enter.
The new entries are saved.

3. Press F3 (End).
You return to the main menu.

Updating Existing Entries
You can update existing entries.

To update existing entries 

1. From the SQL GEN Administration panel, enter U (Update) on the command line of the chosen object.
Press Enter to process.

2. The SQL GEN Admin Info panel displays the Host Variable Tag, Indicator Variable Tag, and Correlation Name of the
object you chose to update.
In the following example, you are updating a table, OLD_TABLE created by USERxx. The existing host variable tag is
OLD-, the existing indicator variable tag is -OLD, and the correlation name is OLD.
SQADMU 02.03  -------- SQL-EASE - SQL GEN Admin Info  -------- YYYY/MM/DD 13:04

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 
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    Name ===> OLD_TABLE          Creator ===> USERxx      Type ===> T          

----------------------------------------------------------------- USERxx       

Location ===> LOCAL             DB2 SSID ===> D81C     Version ===> V8R1M0     

                                                                               

                                                                               

 Host Variable Tag       ===> OLD-                                             

  Prefix/Suffix          ===> P                                                

 Indicator Variable Tag  ===> -OLD                                             

  Prefix/Suffix/Host     ===> S                                                

                                                                               

 Correlation Name        ===> OLD                                              

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

Press ENTER to process                            Press END (PF3/15) to quit   

 

3. To update, enter the new Host Variable Tags or Correlation Name values.
Press Enter to process your changes.
The SQL GEN Administration panel appears.

4. Press F3 (End) to return to the Main Menu.

Managing Db2 Profiles
Simplify Db2 profile management by using the Db2 Profile Services option to facilitate the process of managing profiles
and profile attributes in the DSN_PROFILE_TABLE and DSN_PROFILE_ATTRIBUTES tables. The Db2 profile tables
must be installed to use this service. For more information about these tables, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS Managing
Performance documentation.

Profiles help verify that your SQL statements execute consistently. Profiles can help control how Db2 applies certain
policies, parameters, and performance-related settings when executing SQL statements on a subsystem. In addition,
profiles can monitor threads and connections.

For example, you can create a Db2 profile that is based on one of the following functions:

OPTPARM
Sets or disables optimization parameters for SQL statements.

ACCEL
Specifies cost thresholds, such as the table cardinality, result size, and total cost. Db2 considers these thresholds
(among other criteria) when determining whether to process a query on the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/
OS.
Queries are considered for the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS only when the Db2 DSNZPARM
QUERY_ACCELERATION is set to NONE, ENABLE, or ENABLE_WITH_FAILBACK. For more information about
QUERY_ACCELERATION, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS Installation and Migration documentation.

MODELING
Simulates performance-related production settings in a test environment. Functionality is provided to capture
these settings automatically from the modeled Db2 subsystem.

You cannot create or update profiles that are based on the MONITOR function. However, you can delete, enable, start,
stop, display, or view status reports for this profile.

In addition, you can obtain a status report for each profile from within Db2 Profile Services. If a problem occurs when you
attempt to start an enabled profile, the status report can help diagnose the cause of the problem. For example, the report
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can show that a profile with a status of acceptable with warnings contains several rejected attributes. The report also
provides the reasons that the attributes were rejected.

If a profile is started, the Access Path report identifies the profile ID that was applied to the explain statement. This
information is provided in all of the Access Path report formats.

The following procedure focuses on creating and starting a Db2 profile, including how to capture parameters automatically
from the modeled Db2 subsystem. However, you can also perform the following tasks from the PPA Db2 Profile Services
panel:

• Enable, disable, update, browse, delete, or obtain the status of a profile using line commands.
• Stop profiles and determine whether profiles are running using primary commands.

– For more information about the available primary and line commands, type a question mark (?) in the appropriate
field and press Enter.

– In addition to the Db2 Profile Services facility security authorization requirements, the CMA command requires the
following authorities:
• Create explain table authority
• Execute EXPLAIN PLAN authority
• DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL authority

– The CMA command requires access to Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM, which is a Value Pack
component. The Value Pack components are provided at no additional charge with the Database Management
Solutions for Db2.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Db2 Profile Services option and press Enter.
The PPA Db2 Profile Services panel appears.

2. Complete the following steps to create an OPTPARM, MODELING, or ACCEL profile. (Step 4 describes how to create
a MODELING profile using the automated process.)

3. (Optional) Create a MODELING profile using the automated process.
a. Enter CMA (Create) in the CMD field.
b. Specify a value for EP (Enabled). Optionally specify values for PROFILE ID and REMARKS. If PROFILE ID is left

blank, a PROFILE ID is generated when the profile is saved.
The FUNCTION field automatically populates with MODELING.
The Modeling Automation Options panel appears.

c. Specify a value in each field and press Enter.
The modeling parameters are captured. The profile is saved and the Modeling Requirements Report is generated.
This report describes the steps that are required to complete your MODELING profile.

d. Update the DSNZPARMs as described in the report.
e. Return to the PPA Db2 Profile Services panel.

4. Issue the following command:
STARTPROF

All enabled profiles that are not already running are started. The Profile Services Status Report indicates which of the
started profiles were accepted, accepted with warnings, or rejected.
Before you start a MODELING or ACCEL profile, verify that all other MODELING or ACCEL profiles are disabled.

5. Press F3 (End).
The PPA Db2 Profile Services panel reappears.

Using Statistics Manager
Using Statistics Manager, you can view, calculate, manipulate, and migrate statistics to enhance your Db2 processing:
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• Migrate statistics from one subsystem to another (such as from PROD to TEST).
• Migrate statistics from distributed locations and subsystem IDs.
• Help create statistics for a test environment when production statistics do not exist for modeling.
• Automatically calculate regression and future statistics.
• Propagate new cardinality to all related objects (such as indexes and tablespaces).

 

Define a Statistics Strategy
Use statistics strategies to define objects and optionally define masks for migrating catalog statistics between subsystems.

A statistics strategy version is a container that stores object definitions, masks, and statistics that are imported from a
source Db2 catalog. You can create import, export, rollback, or load strategy versions. The objects can be packages,
tables, or tablespaces. You can import statistics from catalogs that are on local or remote Db2 subsystems.

Masks are useful when the object qualifier or object name are different between the two subsystems. Masks are applied
when you use the export function to execute the strategy or strategy version.

Strategies can use multiple masks at once.

You can execute your strategy online or in batch, or you can save the strategy for future use.

NOTE

This article is not intended to document all possible options and scenarios. However, these instructions are
typical of the steps that you complete when defining a statistics strategy. After you define your strategy, use line
commands to edit, browse, update, execute, or delete the strategy or strategy versions. You can also use line
commands to generate reports about each strategy or strategy version. These reports describe all the details
about the strategy and the catalog tables that are processed when the strategy executes. Each panel displays
the applicable commands. A complete description of the fields and available commands is provided in the online
help (F1).

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Statistics Manager option from the SQL-Ease Main Menu. Press Enter.
The Statistics Manager Strategy Services panel appears.

2. Create a strategy by specifying C in the CMD line. Provide values for the STRATEGY, DESCRIPTION, and SO fields
and press Enter.

3. Add objects to your strategy by specifying C in the CMD line. Provide values for the following fields:
– TYPE
– Package/DB Name/Creator
– Collection/TS Name/Table Name
Press Enter.
– If you indicated a catalog object type and specified selection criteria, the appropriate object selection list appears.

Select the objects, press Enter, and press F3.
– If you indicated an auto-build object type, Statistics Manager adds the object to the list.
Repeat this step until you have added all the objects, and press F3 (END).
The Statistics Manager Object Masks panel appears.

4. (Optional) Create a mask by specifying C in the CMD line. Provide values for the following fields:
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– TYP
– Import Creator/DB Name
– Import IX/TB/TS Name
– Export Creator/DB Name
– Export IX/TB/TS Name
– (Optional) SSID
– (Optional) Location

NOTE

Use the SSID and location fields to limit masking to a specific SSID, location, or both.

Repeat this step until all your masks are created and press F3 (END).
The masks are saved. The Statistics Manager Strategy Services panel appears. Your strategy is saved and is ready
for execution.

Masking Characters for Strategy Masks
Wildcards can simplify the process of applying masks to multiple tables. Wildcards are supported in all fields on the
Statistics Manager Object Masks panel, except SSID and Location.

The following characters are supported:

• %
The percent sign signifies that zero or more characters can occupy its position and all remaining positions to the end of
that name or to the next character. You can use the percent sign at any location in a name. For example, if you enter
DSNDB%, all names that begin with DSNDB are retrieved. If you enter DSN%06, all names that begin with DSN and
end with 06 are retrieved.
The percent sign also matches the absence of characters. When a character does not appear at the position of the
percent sign, the string is considered a match.

• -
The hyphen signifies that any character can occupy that position but a character must exist at that position. You can
repeat the hyphen in several places in the name.
For example, DSNDB0- matches DSNDB00 through DSNDB09, but not DSNDB0. DSN-B-- matches both DSNDB06
and DSNDBPH.
When a character does not appear at the position of the hyphen, the match fails.

You can specify a mask in the Import Creator/DB Name field and a name in the Export Creator/DB Name field. You can
also specify a mask in both fields when you follow these rules:

• The length of the mask cannot exceed the length of the attribute that is being changed.
• An Import Creator/DB Name mask of % (percent sign) indicates that all values match.
• A blank Import Creator/DB Name mask is changed to % (percent sign) when you specify an Export Creator/DB Name

mask.
• The number, type, and order of masking characters must match in the Import Creator/DB Name and Export Creator/DB

Name masks. However, if the Export Creator/DB Name mask does not contain any masking characters, then matching
is not required.

The following table shows examples of mask combinations and results:

Import Creator/DB Name Export Creator/DB Name String Result 
DSN% PTI% DSNTABLE PTITABLE
%TEST %PROD SGTEST SGPROD
TABLE- TABLE2 TABLE1 TABLE2
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ON-_TEST% OF-_PROD% ON3_TEST_TBL OF3_PROD_TBL

Edit Catalog Statistics in a Strategy Import Version
Statistics Manager lets you edit statistics directly before making catalog updates. You can edit statistics on the import
version of any statistics strategy. The changes are made when you execute the strategy version and select the export
function.

NOTE

Complete descriptions of all the fields and commands are provided in the online help (F1).

You can use line and primary commands to make various changes to the statistics. For example, you can perform the
following tasks:

• Update the calculation options.
• Calculate statistics.
• Clear pending catalog updates and reset the statistics values to the current Db2 catalog values.
• Force the replacement of old statistics values with the values that you provide for tables, tablespaces, and indexes.
• Set the statistics values for tables, tablespaces, and indexes to zero.
• Propagate a cardinality value to all dependent objects.
• Propagate a multiplier value to all related objects. If you use a multiplier value, the new cardinality value is the result of

the multiplier and the existing cardinality value.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Statistics Manager option from the SQL-Ease main menu. Press Enter.
The Statistics Manager Strategy Services panel appears.

2. Type S next to the import version of the strategy containing the statistics that you want to edit. Press Enter.
The PSM Catalog Statistics Editor panel displays the list of objects that the strategy import version contains.

3. Use line commands or primary commands to edit the catalog statistics.

NOTE

To display the line commands that are applicable for each object type, type a question mark (?) next to the
object and press Enter.

The following results occur, depending on the commands that you issued:
– If you entered the OPTIONS primary command, the Statistics Manager Calculation Options panel appears. Update

the values as needed and press F3 (End) to save your changes.
The PSM Catalog Statistics Editor panel reappears.

– If you entered the CALC primary command, statistics are calculated for objects, based on the calculation options
settings. The new values appear to the left of the catalog values. 

– If you entered the RESET primary command or the R line command, statistics are reset for all the objects or the
selected objects. Pending catalog updates are cleared and the statistics values are reset to the current Db2 catalog
values.
If you entered the FORCE primary command or the F line command, old statistics values are replaced with the
values that you enter for tables, tablespaces, and indexes. These commands let you set statistics values for objects
that have not had IBM RUNSTATS or Database Analyzer PDASTATS run against them. These commands are
useful for adjusting key values, such as cardinality, before performing statistics propagation. These commands
apply to object and column statistics lists.
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NOTE
To undo the FORCE and F commands, use CANCEL at the end of your edit session, not RESET.

– If you entered the ZERO primary command or the Z line command, statistics values for tables, tablespaces, and
indexes are set to zero. Unlike the RESET and R commands, which set values back to their original state before
the editing session, the ZERO and Z commands always set values to zero. These commands apply to the object
and column statistics lists.

– If you entered the P or X line commands and provide new cardinality or multiplier values, the new statistics are
propagated to the selected objects.

The edited statistics are saved to the import version of your strategy.
 

Execute a Statistics Strategy Online or in Batch
When you migrate statistics between subsystems that communicate remotely through shared DASD or DDF, you can
execute the strategy once to accomplish the following tasks:

• Import the statistics from one subsystem.
• Export the statistics to another subsystem.
• Generate a rollback version of the imported statistics.

When you migrate statistics between two subsystems that cannot communicate remotely, multiple strategy executions are
required. 

You can execute your strategy online or in batch.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Statistics Manager option from the SQL-Ease main menu. Press Enter.
The Statistics Manager Strategy Services panel appears.

2. Complete the strategy execution options:
a. Specify E next to the strategy or strategy version to execute.

The PSM Strategy Vers Execution Selection or PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel appears.
b. Specify values in the following fields:

• Import SSID and Location
• Export SSID and Location
• Select Function

NOTE

The options for the Select Function field vary, depending on the type of strategy or version that you
plan to execute.

• Update Calculation options
• Update Execution options
• Update Reporting options
If you update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options, the panels that are related to those options appear.

NOTE

To create a rollback version of the statistics, update the Execution options and verify that the Collect
Rollback Stats field is set to Y.

c. Update the values on the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting panels as needed and press F3 after each panel is
complete.
When you have updated each panel, the PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel appears.

d. Press F3 (End).
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The PSM Batch Processor Card Display panel appears.
3. Execute the strategy by completing Step a or Step b.

a. Execute the strategy in online mode:
a. Enter O in the Mode field. Press Enter.
b. Submit the job.

The strategy executes. Scroll down for messages that describe the processing that occurred.
b. Execute the strategy in batch mode:

a. Enter a B in the Mode field and press Enter.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

b. Save the job to a data set by specifying D in the DESTINATION field. Define the other batch execution
parameters, and press Enter.
The job is saved to the specified data set and can be scheduled as needed.

c. (Optional) Submit the job immediately:
a. Specify J in the DESTINATION field, complete the other fields, and press Enter.

After the job completes, the statistics are updated on the specified subsystem.
b. Press F3 to exit the Batch JCL Specification panel and review the results of the submitted job.

Statistics Strategy Execution Options
When you execute your strategy, you can perform various functions.

NOTE

The available functions for each strategy type are displayed on the PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel.

Import
Retrieves statistics from the catalog import subsystem (based on the object definitions in the strategy). Statistics
are saved into the statistics manager database tables, creating an Import strategy version.

Export
Updates the Db2 catalog tables, using statistics from the strategy version that is saved in the Statistics Manager
database tables. Before the updates take place, Statistics Manager performs the following tasks, depending on
the options that you selected:

• Collect rollback statistics and create a new Rollback strategy version
• Apply masks
• Propagate statistics or apply a statistics multiplier, or both

Exported statistics are saved to a new Statistics Manager Export strategy version.
Import/Export

Performs the import and export functions in a single job.
Rollback

Restores the Db2 catalog tables by replacing the catalog statistics with the original statistics saved in an existing
Statistics Manager Rollback strategy version.

Unload
Unloads statistics from an existing Statistics Manager strategy version to a data set. Use this function when
an import and export system are not on the same LPAR or when DDF processing is not available between the
systems.

Load
Works with the unload function to load statistics from a data set into a new Statistics Manager strategy. After the
load function is complete, execute an export function against the strategy version to apply the statistics against
the appropriate export subsystem.
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Analysis
Generates a report that shows how masks would be applied when the statistics are exported. Generate this report
before exporting the statistics, to help verify that the masks are correctly applied.

Migrate Statistics Between Subsystems that Cannot Communicate Remotely
This article describes how to migrate statistics between two subsystems that cannot communicate remotely. This situation
can occur in the following types of circumstances:

• The subsystems are not on the same LPAR.
• The subsystems do not share DASD.
• DDF processing is not available between the subsystems.

NOTE

If you are executing this entire process in batch, we recommend specifying Replace Version (Y) in the Execution
Options for Steps 2, 6, and 7. This option lets you replace an existing version instead of creating a version each
time the batch job runs. The option is applied only when processing the import, load, or export versions.

When you use the Replace Version (Y) option, the batch JCL never requires modification after the initial setup.
For example, if you migrate statistics from a production system to a test system every week, you can schedule
the job to run at a specific time each week. The new statistics automatically replace the outdated statistics.

Follow these steps: 

1. Define a strategy that contains the objects whose statistics you want to migrate.
2. Specify the execution options to create and execute an Import version of the strategy:

a. Specify E next to the strategy and press Enter.
b. Specify values in the following fields:

• Import SSID and Location–Specify the SSID and location that contain the statistics to import.
• Select Function–Specify I.

c. (Optional) Update the Calculation, Execution, and Reporting options.

NOTE
If you are executing this process entirely in batch, we recommend specifying Replace Version (Y) in the
Execution options.

If you updated the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options, their related panels appear.
d. Update the values on those panels as needed. Press F3 (End) after each panel is complete.

When you have updated each panel, the PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel appears.
e. Press F3 (End).

The PSM Batch Processor Card Display panel appears.
f. Execute the job online or in batch.

An import version of the strategy is created. 
3. Specify the execution options to unload the statistics that your import strategy version contains to a data set:

a. Specify E next to the Import strategy and press Enter.
b. Specify U in the Select Function field.
c. (Optional) Update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options.

If you updated the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options, their related panels appear.
Update the values on those panels as needed. Press F3 (End) after each panel is complete.
When you have updated each panel, the PSM Strategy Vers Execution Selection panel appears.

d. Press F3 (End).
The Statistics Manager UNLOAD Facility panel appears.

e. Complete the fields on the panel and press Enter.
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The PSM Strategy Vers Execution Selection panel appears.
f. Press F3 (End).

The PSM Batch Card Display panel appears.
g. Execute the job online or in batch.

The statistics from the Import version are unloaded to the data set that you specified on the Statistics Manager
UNLOAD facility panel.

4. Move the data set to your other subsystem.
5. Define another strategy, specifying the same objects that you included in the strategy that you created on the other

subsystem. 
6. Specify the execution options to create and execute a load version of the statistics that are contained in the data set:

a. Specify E next to the strategy and press Enter.
b. Specify L in the Select Function field.
c. (Optional) Update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options.

NOTE
If you are executing this process entirely in batch, we recommend specifying Replace Version (Y) in the
Execution options.

If you updated the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options, their related panels appear.
d. Update the values on those panels as needed. Press F3 (End) after each panel is complete.

When you have updated each panel, the PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel appears.
e. Press F3 (End).

The Statistics Manager LOAD Facility panel appears.
f. Complete the fields on the panel and press Enter.

The PSM Strategy Vers Execution Selection panel appears.
g. Press F3 (End)

The PSM Batch Card Display panel appears.
h. Execute the job online or in batch.

The statistics from the data set are copied into the strategy, resulting in a Load version of the strategy.
7. Specify the execution options to create an export version of the load strategy version:

a. Specify E next to the strategy and press Enter.
b. Specify values in the following fields:

• Export SSID and Location–Specify the SSID and location that contain the statistics to migrate.
• Select Function–Specify X.

c. (Optional) Update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options.

NOTE
If you are executing this process entirely in batch, we recommend specifying Replace Version (Y) in the
Execution options. In addition, optionally select Collect Rollback Stats.

If you updated the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options, their related panels appear.
d. Update the values on those panels as needed. Press F3 (End) after each panel is complete.

When you have updated each panel, the PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel appears.
e. Press F3 (End).

The PSM Batch Processor Card Display panel appears.
f. Execute the job online or in batch.

An export version of the strategy is created. The catalog on the second subsystem now contains the statistics from
the first subsystem.
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Reference
This section describes the syntax for the enhanced explain and statistics manager batch statements.

This information is restricted to SQL-Ease customers with Broadcom Support access. To view the information in this
section, select login at the top right corner of the window and enter your Broadcom Support credentials.

Enhanced Explain Batch Cards
The Enhanced Explain processor extracts and analyzes Db2 EXPLAIN information from the explain tables. Enhanced
Explain processor input statements are generated and displayed on the Batch Processor Card Display panel.

Execute the Enhanced Explain processor online within the product or by itself in a batch job. Verify that you understand
Enhanced Explain processing before modifying the Enhanced Explain statements or using the Enhanced Explain
processor in batch jobs.

You can omit default parameter values from batch jobs. The syntax descriptions indicate the default values.

ACM
Use the ACM statement to indicate the status of the Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) facility.

This statement has the following syntax: 

ACM = (ACMactive,ACMname)

ACMactive
Specifies whether to activate ACM:
Y

Activates ACM.
N

Does not activate ACM. This value is the default.
ACMname

Specifies the user ID for which the ACM was built.

CASE
Use the CASE statement to specify how Enhanced Explain reports are printed.

This statement has the following syntax: 

CASE = (type)

type
Specifies how to print the reports:
LOWER

Prints the reports in mixed case.
UPPER

Prints the reports in uppercase. If your printer does not support lowercase, specify UPPER.
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CURPATH
Use CURPATH to specify the path schema to use during Enhanced Explain processing. Path schemas are set on the Edit
Path Schemas panel.

This statement has the following syntax: 

CURRPATH=(qualifiers)

DDLFILE
Use DDLFILE to specify the file that contains the DDL and DML that is executed immediately before the explain. By using
this card, you can explain the SQL that uses declare global temporary tables. You can execute other statement types,
including INSERT to populate the table and CREATE INDEX to mimic the temporary application-defined objects. You can
also supply application-defined objects such as special registers for execution before a future explain.

This card supports SQL that uses the SET TERMINATOR statement with triggers, XML indexes, external SQL functions,
and native stored procedures.

Specify this card before the SRCxxxx explain card.

WARNING

• This card requires Resource Recovery Services Attachment Facility (RRSAF) authorization.  
• SQL that references temporary objects executes only under the authority of the user's logon ID. This SQL

cannot be executed when SQL-Ease is running under an elevated authority as allowed by the primary
authorization ID.

• If you want to explain SQL while using the primary authorization ID, additional external security permissions
are required. For more information about enabling RRSAF and external security permissions, see the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com.

This card is supported only for enhanced explain.

This card has the following syntax:

DDLFILE = ( dsn( mem), volser)

dsn
Indicates the data set name of the file containing the DDL or SQL statements to execute. The explain occurs only
when the SQL statements execute with a SQLCODE that is greater than or equal to zero. If any SQL statements
in the DDL sidedeck encounter a negative SQLCODE during execution, the explain process terminates.

mem
Indicates the member name, when the data set is partitioned.

volser
Indicates the VOLSER, when the data set is not cataloged.

More information:
SET TERMINATOR Statement Support 

EXPLTYPE
Use EXPLTYPE to indicate the type of explain processing.

This statement has the following syntax: 

EXPLTYPE = (explaintype)
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explaintype
Specifies the type of explain processing.
Default: FUTURE

ISOLATE
Use ISOLATE to specify the isolation method to use when explaining Non-Catalog SQL sources.

This statement has the following syntax: 

ISOLATE = (type)

• type 
Specifies the isolation method:

CS
– Cursor Stability

RR
– Repeatable Read

RS
– Repeatable Stability

UR
– Uncommitted Read

LINES
Use LINES to specify the number of lines per page for the Enhanced Explain reports.

This statement has the following syntax: 

LINES = (lines)

The default value for lines is equal to the Lines Per Page value in your global profile. This value appears on the Print
Parameters panel.

OPTHINT
Use OPTHINT to specify the optimization hint to use for Enhanced Explain processing.

This statement has the following syntax: 

OPTHINT = (hint_ID)

hint_ID
Specifies the optimization hint. For more information about setting up optimization hints, see the IBM Db2
documentation.
Limits: 1 to 128 characters

PLANTAB
Use PLANTAB to indicate whether to save standard IBM EXPLAIN output to the EXPLAIN tables.

This statement has the following syntax: 

PLANTAB = (saveopt)

• saveopt 
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Specifies one of the following values:
ROLLBACK

Does not save the output.
COMMIT

Saves the output and updates the PLAN_TABLE and DSN_STATEMENT_TABLE with SQL source catalog
information.

COMMITALL
Is not supported.

PRIAUTH
Use PRIAUTH to indicate the primary authorization ID of the Db2 explain process.

This card has the following syntax:

PRIAUTH = (authid)

authid
Specifies the authorization ID, which can be from 1 through 7 characters.
When you omit this parameter, the primary authorization ID is set to the user ID associated with the EXPLAIN
process.

PROCVIEW
Use PROCVIEW to indicate whether to process views.

This statement has the following syntax: 

PROCVIEW = (procviewopt)

procviewopt
Specifies one of the following values:
Y

Reads, parses, and analyzes all CREATE VIEW text with the base SQL statement. This value is the
default.

N
Does not process CREATE VIEW text. This option can improve Enhanced Explain processing
performance, but the analysis can be incomplete.

PRODUCT
Use PRODUCT to indicate which product to use for Enhanced Explain processing.

This statement has the following syntax: 

PRODUCT = (productopt)

productopt
Specifies one of the following values:
PPA

Uses Plan Analyzer for enhanced explain processing. This value is the default.
SQE

Uses Plan Analyzer for enhanced explain processing.
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REPORT
Use REPORT to specify which Enhanced Explain reports to generate. When you omit REPORT, all reports are generated.

This statement has the following syntax: 

REPORT = (report1,report2,report3,...,reportn)

• report1,...reportn 
Specifies one or more reports to generate:
– ACCESS
– ACCESS/SHORT
– COST
– DEPENDENCY
– DEPENDENCY/SHORT
– IXPROBESTAT
– PHYSRULE
– PHYSRULE/SHORT
– PREDICATE
– PREDICATE/SHORT
– PREDRULE
– PREDRULE/SHORT
– RI
– SQLRULE
– SQLRULE/SHORT
– STATISTICS
– SUMMARY
– TREE

RPTFMT
Use RPTFMT to select the old report layout. You can use the old layout for short access path, short and long dependency,
and statistics reports.

NOTE
If you selected the new report layout, this statement is not present.

This statement has the following syntax:

RPTFMT (OLD)

RULESSID
Use RULESSID to specify the Db2 subsystem that contains the rule set you want to use during explain processing.
RULESSID lets you execute an EXPLAIN on one subsystem while retrieving a rule set from a different subsystem. Specify
the rule set subsystem from the Explain Options panel.

This statement has the following syntax: 

RULESSID = (subsystemID)
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SECAUTH
Use SECAUTH to indicate the secondary authorization ID to use as the creator ID of the explain tables into which Db2
inserts the EXPLAIN results. When you omit this card, your primary authorization ID is used.

This card has the following syntax:

SECAUTH = (authid)

authid
Specifies the authorization ID, which can be from 1 through 7 characters.

SPEXPL
Use the SPEXPL card to determine whether to use the Plan Analyzer stored procedure to perform EXPLAIN processing.

This card is not included when the profile option is set to N. For more information about profile setup, see the Plan
Analyzer documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com.

This card has the following syntax format:

SPEXPL = (Y)

WARNING
The Plan Analyzer stored procedure used to perform EXPLAIN processing is supported only in Db2 subsystems
that use native Db2 security.

SQLQUAL
Use SQLQUAL to specify the SQL qualifier ID.

This card has the following syntax:

SQLQUAL = (sqlqualid)

If the SQL is not retrieved from the Db2 Catalog (freeform SQL, file, PRF, QMF, and DBRM library input), the SQL
Qualifier ID is used as the implicit qualifier. When you omit this parameter, the secondary authorization ID is used. The
SQL qualifier can be a 1- to 128-character ID.

SRCSQL
Use SRCSQL to specify the freeform SQL statements to be used as the source entry information for the SQL type.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCSQL = (stmt1,stmt2,...,stmtn)

STATIN
Use STATIN to list the statistics that were used to update the objects that are selected from the Catalog Statistic panels.
The Catalog Update uses STATIN before the Enhanced Explain is executed.

This card has the following syntax:

STATIN = (stmt1,stmt2,...,stmtn)
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STATOUT
Use STATOUT to list the statistics that are used to roll back the updated statistics, which were selected for updates from
the Catalog Statistic panels. The Catalog Update uses this card after the Enhanced Explain is executed.

This card has the following syntax:

STATOUT = (stmt1,stmt2,...stmtn)

STATSRPT
Use STATSRPT to specify the Enhanced Explain Statistics reports to generate. If you omit this card, Tablespace,
Tablepart, Table, Index, Indexpart, Column, Coldist, Keytarget, Keytgtdist, and LOB statistics reports are generated in
short format.

This card has the following syntax:

STATSRPT = (report,report,report,...report)

report
Specifies any of the following reports:

• TS (for a Tablespace report) or TS/SHORT (for its short report format)
• TSP (for the Tablepart report) or TSP/SHORT (for its short report format)
• TB (for the Table report) or TB/SHORT (for its short report format)
• IX (for the Index report) or IX/SHORT (for its short report format)
• IXKT (for the Keytarget report) or IXKT/SHORT (for its short report format)
• IXKTD (for the Keytgtdist report) or IXKTD/SHORT (for its short report format)
• IXP (for the Indexpart report) or IXP/SHORT (for its short report format)
• CO (for the Column report) or CO/SHORT (for its short report format)
• CDST (for the Coldist report) or CDST/SHORT (for its short report format)
• LOB (for the LOB report) or LOB/SHORT (for its short report format)

Example: Generate Enhanced Explain Statistics Reports 

This example generates specific Enhanced Explain Statistics reports:

STATSRPT = (TS,TSP,TB,IX,IXKT,IXKTD,IXP,CO,CDST,LOB)

TARGET
Use TARGET to determine the SSID and rule set that is used when the target Db2 subsystem ID and target rule set are
not otherwise specified.

This card has the following syntax:

TARGET = (ssid(ruleset))

Statistics Manager Batch Cards
You can execute functions online within Statistics Manager or in a batch job.

A solid understanding of Statistics Manager is required before modifying the batch cards or using the cards in batch jobs.

Statistics Manager generates batch card input statements and displays them on the Batch Card Display panel. You can
omit the default values from batch jobs.
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NOTE
We recommend that you specify STRATEGY as the first card and FUNCTION as the last card.

ACM (for Statistics Manager Batch Cards)
Use the ACM statement to indicate the status of the Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) facility.

This statement has the following syntax: 

ACM = (Y|N,acm_name)

Y|N
Specifies whether to activate ACM:
Y

Activates ACM.
N

Does not activate ACM. This setting is the default.
acm_name

Specifies the user ID for which alternate catalog mapping has been built.

Example: Do Not Activate ACM 

This example specifies to not activate ACM and lists USERxx as the user ID:

ACM = (N,USERxx)

CALCOPTS
Use the CALCOPTS statement to specify the options to be used during statistics recalculations.

This statement has the following syntax format: 

CALCOPTS = (option1,option2,...,optionN)

The following options are valid:

TSPCTFREE
Uses the free space FREEPAGE tablespace value for statistics calculations.

TSPAGEFREE
Uses the free space PCTFREE tablespace value for statistics calculations.

IXPCTFREE
Uses the free space FREEPAGE index value for statistics calculations.

IXPAGEFREE
Uses the free space PCTFREE index value for statistics calculations.

SEGSIZE
Uses the SEGSIZE tablespace value for statistics calculations.

COLCARD
Calculates column cardinality by using the old-to-new ratio in statistics calculations. The following formula is used:
old column cardinality / new column cardinality = old table cardinality / new table cardinality

Unique columns are set to the new table cardinality, regardless of the calculation method.
COLGROWTH/nn

Calculates new column cardinality by applying a growth percentage. This method allows less chance of distortion
when the original cardinality values are low numbers.
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nn
Specifies the COLCARD growth percentage. Unique columns are set to the new table cardinality,
regardless of the calculation method.
Limits: 01 to 99

Example: Use FREEPAGE, PCTFREE, FREEPAGE, PCTFREE, SEGSIZE, COLCARD, and COLGROWTH/nn  

The following example calculates statistics by using the following items:

• FREEPAGE, PCTFREE, and SEGSIZE tablespace values for statistics calculations
• FREEPAGE and PCTFREE index values for statistics calculations
• COLCARD for column cardinality
• COLGROWTH/05 to calculate new column cardinality with a growth percentage of 5 percent

CALCOPTS    = (TSPCTFREE,TSPAGEFREE,IXPCTFREE,IXPAGEFREE,SEGSIZE,

               COLCARD,COLGROWTH/05)                             

DATASET
Use DATASET to specify the data set name to use during a LOAD/UNLOAD Statistics Manager function.

This statement has the following syntax: 

DATASET = (data_set_name)

data_set_name
Specifies a data set name.

DESC
Use DESC to specify a description when creating a strategy or strategy version.

This statement has the following syntax: 

DESC = (description)

description
Specifies a description.
Limits: Up to 25 alphanumeric characters

Example: Specify a Description 

This example specifies a description for a batch-generated strategy:

DESC = (BATCH-GENERATED STRATEGY)

EXPORT
Use EXPORT to specify where to update the Db2 catalog statistics.

This statement has the following syntax: 

EXPORT = (ssid,loc)

ssid
Specifies the Db2 subsystem containing the Db2 catalog.

loc
Specifies the location of the Db2 subsystem.
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Example: Update Statistics on Local Subsystem DXYA 

This example updates the Db2 catalog statistics on subsystem DXYA, which is local.

EXPORT = (DXYA,LOCAL)

FUNCTION
Use FUNCTION to control the following Statistics Manager operations:

• Loading statistics from a data set and unloading statistics to a data set
• Retrieving statistics
• Restoring and updating Db2 catalog tables
• Producing an analysis report

This statement has the following syntax:

FUNCTION = (function)

function
Specifies a valid function:
UNLOAD

Unloads statistics from an existing Statistics Manager strategy version to a data set. This function is
useful when an import and export system are not on the same LPAR. This function is also useful when
DDF processing is not available between the systems.

LOAD
Works with UNLOAD to load statistics from a data set into a new Statistics Manager strategy.

IMPORT
Retrieves statistics from the Db2 catalog tables and saves the statistics to a new Statistics Manager
Import strategy version.

ROLLBACK
Restores the Db2 catalog tables by replacing the catalog statistics with the original statistics that were
saved in an existing Statistics Manager Rollback strategy version.

EXPORT
Updates the Db2 catalog tables, using statistics from the strategy version that was saved in the Statistics
Manager tables. The exported statistics are saved to a new Statistics Manager Export strategy version.

IMPORT/EXPORT/SAVE
Retrieves statistics from the Db2 catalog tables, saves them to a Statistics Manager Import strategy
version, and then uses them to update the Db2 catalog tables. The exported statistics are saved to a new
Statistics Manager Export strategy version.

IMPORT/EXPORT
Retrieves statistics from the Db2 catalog tables, and then updates the Db2 catalog tables using the
retrieved statistics. The imported statistics are not saved to a Statistics Manager Import strategy version.
The exported statistics are saved to a new Statistics Manager Export strategy version.

ANALYSIS
Generates a "what if" report analysis that shows how masks might be applied.

DELETE_STRATEGY
Deletes the strategy definition and all strategy versions for the strategy that is specified in the STRATEGY
statement. STRATEGY is the only other statement that is required to perform the delete.

Example: Control Statistics Manager Operations 
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The following example retrieves statistics from the Db2 catalog tables, saves them to a Statistics Manager Import strategy
version, then uses them to update the Db2 catalog tables. The exported statistics are saved to a new Statistics Manager
Export strategy version.

FUNCTION = (IMPORT/EXPORT/SAVE)

IMPORT
Use IMPORT to specify where to obtain the Db2 catalog statistics.

This statement has the following syntax: 

IMPORT = (ssid,loc)

ssid
Specifies the Db2 subsystem containing the Db2 catalog.

loc
Specifies the location of the Db2 subsystem.

Example: Retrieve Statistics from Local Subsystem DXYA 

This example retrieves the Db2 catalog statistics from subsystem DXYA, which is local.

IMPORT = (DXYA,LOCAL)

MASKS
Use MASKS to allow imported object statistics to be mapped to exported object statistics.

This statement is valid only for the following functions:

• IMPORT/EXPORT/SAVE
• IMPORT/EXPORT
• EXPORT
• ANALYSIS

This statement has the following syntax: 

MASKS = (mask_type,ImportCreatorName,ImportObjectName,ExportCreatorName,ExportObjectName,ssid,location)

mask_type
Specifies the object type:
IX

Specifies an index creator and name.
IXC

Specifies an index creator.
IXN

Specifies an index name.
TB

Specifies a table creator and name.
TBC

Specifies a table creator.
TBN

Specifies a table name.
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TS
Specifies a tablespace database and name.

TSD
Specifies a tablespace database.

TSN
Specifies a tablespace name.

ImportCreatorName
Specifies one of the following values (used to map from the imported object statistics):

• Creator name for indexes and tables
• Database name for tablespaces

This parameter accepts wildcard criteria.
ImportObjectName

Specifies the name of the index, table, or tablespace to be used when mapping from the imported object statistics.
This parameter accepts wildcard criteria.

ExportCreatorName
Specifies one of the following values (to be used to map to the exported object statistics):

• Creator name for indexes and tables
• Database name for tablespaces

This parameter accepts wildcard criteria.
ExportObjectName

Specifies the name of the index, table, or tablespace to be used when mapping to the exported object statistics.
This parameter accepts wildcard criteria.

ssid
Specifies the Db2 subsystem.

location
Specifies the location.

Example: Map Imported Object Statistics to Exported Object Statistics 

The following example specifies to use a table creator and name for mapping between imported object statistics and
exported object statistics. Masking is limited to subsystem DXYA, which is local.

MASKS = (TB,PDDJC,TSTSEG2,USERX07,TSTSEG3,DXYA,LOCAL)  

MEMBERNAME
Use MEMBERNAME to specify which member of a partitioned data set to use during a LOAD/UNLOAD Statistics
Manager function.

This statement has the following syntax: 

MEMBERNAME = (member_name)

member_name
Specifies a member name. This value is required when the data set is partitioned.
Limits: 8 bytes

Example: Use Member PSMTEST During a LOAD/UNLOAD 

The following example specifies to use member PSMTEST during a LOAD/UNLOAD Statistics Manager function:
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MEMBERNAME = (PSMTEST)

MULTIPLIER
Use MULTIPLIER to specify the propagation multiplier to use during statistics recalculations.

This statement has the following syntax: 

MULTIPLIER = (Y|N,propagation_multiplier)

Y|N
Specifies whether to override the current multiplier entries:
Y

Overrides all current multiplier entries.
N

Uses this multiplier only when a multiplier value does not already exist.
propagation_multiplier

Specifies the propagation multiplier percentage.
Limits: four digits

Example: Override Multiplier Entries and Use 0200 for Propagation Multiplier Percentage 

The following example overrides all current multiplier entries and uses a value of 0200 for the propagation multiplier
percentage:

MULTIPLIER = (Y,0200)

OBJECT
Use OBJECT to specify the objects to process against the Db2 catalog for Statistics Manager functions.

This statement has the following syntax: 

OBJECT = (object_type,object_name,object_creator)

object_type
Specifies the object type to process:
K

Processes packages.
CK

Processes catalog packages.
S

Processes tablespaces.
CS

Processes catalog tablespaces.
T

Processes tables.
CT

Processes catalog tables.
object_name

Specifies an object name (based on the specified object type) as follows:
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• For packages, specify a collection name.
• For tablespaces, specify a tablespace name.
• For tables, specify a table name.

This parameter accepts wildcard criteria.
object_creator

Specifies an object creator (based on the specified object type) as follows:

• For plans, specify a plan name.
• For packages, specify a package name.
• For tablespaces, specify a database name.
• For tables, specify a creator name.

This parameter accepts wildcard criteria.

Example: Process Table PUSTO for Creator CREATORX 

The following example processes table PUSTO for creator CREATORX.

OBJECT = (T,PUSTO,CREATORX)

QUALIFIER
Use QUALIFIER to update statistics for an alternate qualified catalog table.

This statement has the following syntax: 

QUALIFIER = (qualifier)

qualifier
Specifies the qualifier of the alternate catalog table.
Default: SYSIBM

Example: Use SYSIBM 

The following example uses the default of SYSIBM:

QUALIFIER = (SYSIBM) 

ROLLBACK
Use ROLLBACK to specify whether Statistics Manager should collect rollback statistics from the subsystem to which the
statistics are to be exported.

This option is valid only for the following functions:

• IMPORT/EXPORT/SAVE
• IMPORT/EXPORT
• EXPORT

This statement has the following syntax:

ROLLBACK = (Y|N) 

SMS
Use the SMS card to specify the System Managed Stored (SMS) class information used during an UNLOAD Statistics
Manager function, if a new data set is to be created and managed under SMS.
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This card has the following syntax format:

SMS = (management_class,storage_class,data_class) 

management_class
Specifies the SMS management class for your site. Consult your system administrator to determine whether SMS
is in use and what management class name is available for use.

storage_class
Specifies the SMS storage class for your site. Consult your system administrator to determine whether SMS is in
use and what storage class name is available for use.

data_class
Specifies the SMS data class for your site. Consult your system administrator to determine whether SMS is in use
and what data class name is available for use.

Example: Use DEV for Management Class, SCDEVR for Storage Class, and DEFAULT for Data Class 

This example specifies DEV for management class, SCDEVR for storage class, and DEFAULT for data class (and uses
this information used during an UNLOAD Statistics Manager function).

SMS = (DEV,SCDEVR,DEFAULT)

SPACE
Use the SPACE card to specify the data set space parameters to be used during an UNLOAD Statistics Manager function
(if a new data set is to be created).

This card has the following syntax format:

SPACE = (Allocation_typePrimary_space_quantitySecondary_space_quantityDirectory_block)

Allocation_type
Specifies the allocation unit type:
CYL

– Specifies cylinders.
TRK

– Specifies tracks.
BLK

– Specifies blocks.
Primary_space_quantity

Specifies a five-digit number to indicate the primary space quantity to allocate (in the units specified
by allocation_type).

Secondary_space_quantity
Specifies a five-digit number to indicate the secondary space quantity to allocate (in the units specified
by allocation_type).

Directory_block
Specifies a five-digit number to indicate the number of directory blocks (if the data set is partitioned).

Example: Use Cylinders with 10 for Primary Space, 10 for Secondary Space, and 10 Directory Blocks 

This example uses cylinders, with 10 for primary space, 10 for secondary space, and 10 directory blocks allocated.

SPACE = (CYL000100001000010)
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SREPORTS
Use the SREPORTS card to specify the Statistics Manager reports that should be generated. When you omit this card, no
reports are generated.

This card has the following syntax format:

SREPORTS = ([report_statistics_format,] report_format, report1,report2,report3,...,reportn) 

report_statistics_format
(Optional) Refines the report data by eliminating reports or statistics from the reports based on the selection
criteria specified.
STATFMT/ACCESS

Generates reports showing just the Access Path statistics that the optimizer uses as defined in the
IBM Db2 Administration Guide.

STATFMT/SPACE
Generates reports showing just the Space Tuning statistics as defined in the IBM Db2 Administration
Guide.

report_format
Specifies the format of the report you want to be generated.
DETAIL/OLD

Generates detailed reports that contain only old statistics data.
DETAIL/NEW

Generates detailed reports that contain only new statistics data.
DETAIL

Generates detailed reports that contain both old and new statistics data.
SHORT

Generates shorten report format that contain both old and new statistics data.
report

Specifies a report:

• ALL
• SYSTABLESPACE 
• SYSTABLEPART 
• SYSTABLES 
• SYSTABSTATS 
• SYSINDEXES 
• SYSINDEXSTATS 
• SYSINDEXPART 
• SYSKEYS
• SYSKEYTARGETS
• SYSKEYTARGETSTATS
• SYSKEYTGTDIST
• SYSKEYTGTDISTSTATS
• SYSCOLUMNS
• SYSCOLSTATS
• SYSCOLDIST
• SYSCOLDISTSTATS
• SYSLOBSTATS
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Example: Generate Short-Format SYSCOLUMNS, SYSINDEXES, SYSTABLES, and SYSTABLESPACE Reports for
Access Path Statistics 

This example generates SYSCOLUMNS, SYSINDEXES, SYSTABLES, and SYSTABLESPACE reports (in short format)
for Access Path statistics.

SREPORTS = (STATFMT/ACCESS,SHORT,SYSCOLUMNS,SYSINDEXES,SYSTABLES,SYSTABLESPACE)

STRATEGY
Use the STRATEGY card to define the strategy.

This card has the following syntax:

STRATEGY = (name,creator,product,version,ssid,share_option,replace_existing_version)

name
Specifies the strategy name.

creator
Specifies the user ID of the strategy creator.

product
Specifies the product in which the strategy was created:
PSM

Specifies Statistics Manager.
PPA

Specifies Plan Analyzer.
SQE

Specifies SQL-Ease.
version

Specifies a six-digit numeric value indicating strategy version.
ssid

Specifies the subsystem ID where the strategy resides.
share_option

Specifies the strategy share option:
Y

Allows other users to perform some operations on the strategy or version.
N

Prevents other users from performing operations on the strategy or version.
U

Allows users to perform all operations on the strategy or version.
replace_existing_version

Indicates whether to replace the existing strategy version with a strategy version of the same type. The Last-In
First Out (LIFO) method is used for replacing import, export, or load strategy versions.
If a strategy version does not exist and therefore cannot be replaced, a new strategy version is created.

NOTE
The export and rollback strategy versions are tied together in the PSM strategy table. As a result, the
rollback strategy version is replaced only when the existing export strategy version references a rollback
strategy version.

Valid value: REPLACE
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Example: Define Statistics Manager Strategy PSMSTRAT by Creator USERxx for Subsystem DXYA 

This example defines Statistics Manager strategy PSMSTRAT (version 1), assigns USERxx as creator, specifies
subsystem DXYA, and allows users to perform all operations on the strategy or version.

STRATEGY = (PSMSTRAT,USERxx,PSM,000001,DXYA,U)

VOLUME
Use the VOLUME card to specify the volume serial to use during an UNLOAD Statistics Manager function (if a new data
set is created).

This card has the following syntax format:

VOLUME = (volser)

volser
Specifies a six-byte name (required if a new data set is being created).

Example: Use a Volume Serial of VOL001 for a New Data Set 

This example use a volume serial of VOL001 for a data set that is being created.

VOLUME = (VOL001)
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Messages and Return Codes
SQL-Ease generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that might
occur.

ISPF messages are typically documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages, press
the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all Database Management Solutions for Db2 messages, or to see the return codes that can be issued by each
product, go to Database Management Solutions for Db2 Messages.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience.

Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical
documents)

• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Services and Support (getting started, services, and support)
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain maintenance information:

• Maintenance Grid (login required)
• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Log Analyzer:

• Video: Accessing the Learning Management System (LMS) (LMS provides web-based training for your mainframe
products)

• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management for Db2 for z/OS playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.
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User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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